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The story of the supersonic fighter with “interesting insight into the period of the 1950s and early
1960s, the Cold War and of course the war in Vietnam” (Military Modelling). During the mid–
1950s the United States Air Force was given its most powerful single-seat, two-engine fighter to
date. The Voodoo would be deployed before the end of that decade in the tactical nuclear
bomber and tactical reconnaissance roles worldwide, and in homeland defense with the two-
seat, all-weather variant. In December 1957 it took the World Air Speed Record to Mach 1.6—
over one and a half times faster than the sound barrier. This book looks at the evolution of the
original design and its introduction into service. Chapters cover operations in Korea, Vietnam,
the Cuban Crisis and in Europe during the Cold War years. Many first-hand accounts from pilots
are included and the author’s own experiences with the aircraft are given with fascinating
insight. The Voodoo was an elegant, mean-looking fighting machine that epitomized fast flying in
the fifties and sixties. It continues to be a revered airplane. “Definitely a book that gives an in
depth look at the Voodoo and the pilots who flew her.”—InScale.org

From the Inside FlapIn an age where television and movies seem to be taking over popular
culture, the sardonic, playful, intelligent, works of Gibert & Sullivan are a refreshing escape.The
combination of Arthur Sullivan - child prodigy turned noted composer - and William Gilbert -
whose career in the military and stint as a barrister predated his true calling as a crafter of
caustic wit and dramatic criticism - takes its place in musical theater history alongside creative
teams such as Richard Rodgers & Oscar Hammerstein, George & Ira Gershwin and Leonard
Bernstein & Stephen Sondheim. These timeless mainstays of the stage can be found
everywhere, from high school auditoriums to professional G&S companies all over the world;
now the complete works, including a preface by the famed music critic Deems Taylor and
charming illustrations by William Gilbert, are collected here in one volume. Find your favorite
passages in classics such as The Mikado, Pirates of Penzance, Ruddigore and H.M.S. Pinafore.
Or, discover and explore lesser known works: Ida; Utopia, Limited; The Yeoman of the Guard
and Iolanthe.The Fourteen Gilbert & Sullivan Operettas:ThespisTrial By JuryThe SorcererH.M.S.
PinaforeThe Pirates of PenzancePatienceIolantheprincess IdaThe MikadoRuddigoreThe
Yeoman Of The GuardThe GondoliersUtopia, LimitedThe Grand DukeFrom the Back
CoverComplete with illustrations by W.S. Gilbert and a preface by the late music critic Deems
Taylor, The Complete Gilbert & Sullivan captures and celebrates the whimsy, the brilliance and
the timelessness of some of the best musical theater ever written. Arthur Sullivan and William
Gilbert were gifted individuals who combined their talents to bring about one of the greatest
creative teams in history - they produced fourteen light operas in all, which continue to delight
audiences the world over.The Pirates Of Penzance"I am the very model of a modern Major-



General,I've information vegetable, animal & mineral,I know the kings of England, and I quote
the fights historical,From Marathon to Waterloo, in order categorical;"The Mikado"Three little
maids from school are we,Pert as a school-girl well can be,Filled to the brim with girlish
glee,Three little maids from school!"H.M.S. Pinafore"Never mind the why and wherefore,Love
can level ranks, and thereforeI admit the jurisdiction;Ably you have played your part;You have
carried firm convictionTo my hesitating heart."And 11 others....Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.The new work had its first performance on March 25, 1875 (as an
after-piece, not a curtain-raiser), and was an instantaneous success, running for the balance of
the year. Here was something new, and something wholly English. Thespis had been pure
extravaganza; it might conceivably have been written by two clever Frenchmen. But Trial by Jury
was satire - an English institution laughed at by Englishmen, in the same terms that had made
the Bab Ballads irresistible. Even the music was satirical, with its Handelian choruses and
burlesque Italian grand opera finale. Soon everybody was quoting the lines and humming the
tunes. By the time the piece had finished its run, "Gilbert and Sullivan" was well on the way to
being, not two names, but a trade-mark.Excerpted from The Complete Gilbert & Sullivan.
Copyright (c) 1960 by Deems Taylor. Reprinted with permission by BD&LRead more
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DedicationDedicated to all those who produced, flew and supportedMcDonnell Voodoo
operations world-wide.Any profits to the author will be donated to service charities.Voodoo
WarriorsGroup Captain Nigel WalpoleFirst published in Great Britain in 2007 byPEN & SWORD
AVIATIONan imprint ofPen & Sword Books Limited47 Church StreetBarnsleyS. YorkshireS70
2ASCopyright © Nigel Walpole, 20079781783409778The right of Nigel Walpole to beidentified
as Author of this Work hasbeen asserted by him in accordance withthe Copyright, Designs and
Patents Act 1988.A CIP catalogue record for this bookis available from the British Library.All
rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced ortransmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanicalincluding photocopying, recording or by any information
storageand retrieval system, without permission from the Publisher in writing.Printed and bound
in SingaporeBy Kyodo Printing Co (Singapore) Pte LtdPen & Sword Books Ltd incorporates the
imprints ofPen & Sword Aviation, Pen & Sword Maritime, Pen & Sword Military,Wharncliffe Local
History, Pen & Sword Select,Pen & Sword Military Classics and Leo Cooper.For a complete list
of Pen & Sword titles please contact:PEN & SWORD BOOKS LIMITED47 Church Street,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S70 2AS, England.E-mail: enquiries@pen-and-
sword.co.ukWebsite:Table of ContentsDedicationTitle PageCopyright
PageACKNOWLEDGEMENTSGLOSSARYFOREWORDPREFACETHE AUTHORPART ONE:
COLD WAR CONTINGENCIESCHAPTER ONE: - EVOLUTIONCHAPTER TWO - THE GLOBE
TROTTERS OF TACTICAL AIR COMMANDCHAPTER THREE - TRAINING THE
BESTCHAPTER FOUR - EYES OF NATOCHAPTER FIVE: - PACIFIC VOODOOSCHAPTER
SIX - VOODOO BOMBERSCHAPTER SEVEN - HOMELAND DEFENCEPART TWO:
CONFLICTCHAPTER EIGHT - OVERTURE TO WARCHAPTER NINE - TASK FORCE ABLE
MABLECHAPTER TEN - THE CUBAN ADVENTURECHAPTER ELEVEN - THE YEAR OF THE
PYTHON AND BUSINESS AS USUAL FOR ABLE MABLECHAPTER TWELVE - 20TH TAC
LEADS THE PACKCHAPTER THIRTEEN - THE END GAME?CHAPTER FOURTEEN - THE
GREAT SAM HUNT - A ROUTINE SORTIE?CHAPTER FIFTEEN - GOING IT ALONECHAPTER
SIXTEEN - INNOVATION, INDUSTRY AND DETERMINATIONCHAPTER SEVENTEEN -
GREAT ESCAPESCHAPTER EIGHTEEN - THE ‘HANOI HILTON’PART THREE:
COMMITMENTCHAPTER NINETEEN - KILL’EM WITH FIL’MCHAPTER TWENTY - VOODOO
MEDICINE MENPART FOUR: COMMEMORATIONCHAPTER TWENTY-ONE - LOOKING
BACK WITH PRIDEBIBLIOGRAPHYINDEXMcDONNELL VOODOO - COLOUR
PROFILESACKNOWLEDGEMENTSVoodoo Warriors could not have been written without many
contributions in words and pictures from those who helped give birth to and nurture the aircraft,
flew it and provided essential support on the ground throughout its life. Some were my friends,
colleagues and acquaintances, others I have never met and sadly there are those who are no
longer with us.I offer special thanks to the McDonnell technical representatives and those in the
public relations office, to Joseph D Caver and the staff of the United States Air Force Historical



Research Agency at Maxwell AFB and to Robert F Dorr for helping with the facts, donating
photographs and advising on their use. Then there were many others who also searched
diligently for the facts or provided verification, adding anecdotes and photographs to humanise
our story; they included Bob Archibald; Jack Bowland; Earl Butts; Doug Brittian; Al Brunstrom;
Conrad Binyon; Steve ‘Burgie’ Burgeson; Bill Bernert; Kay Berry; Bill Baugh; Dick Campis;
Brigadier General Robert Caudry; Jack & Mary Coghlan; Michael Cromie; Bob Case, John
Clearwater; Brian Cluer, George Cowgill; Alan Curry; Howard Davis; Richard Doritty; Frank Dunn; 
Wilf Dobbin; Darryl Danner; Major General George Edwards; Don Elwood; Doug Gordon; Bob
Gould; Evelyn Grubb; Dewey Hemphill; Dick Holm; Mike Hobbs; Major General Paul Hodges;
Mike Hobbs; Norman Huggins; Jim Ifland; Don Karges; General Bill Kirk; Keith Kuester; Joe
Kuhlmann; Martin Keenan; John Linihan; Chuck Lustig; Tish Lynn; Al Magazzine; David
Mulinder; George Malton; Terry Mays; Jerry Miller; Mike Moore; Fred Muesegaes; Gene Morris;
Larry Milberry; Jim Murphy; Howard Myli; Gordon Macadie; John Nevill; Chuck O’Connell; Joe
O’Grady; Brigadier General Robin Olds; Carl Overstreet; Fred Paradie; Lou Picciano; Nick
Pishvanov; Jules Plamondon; Marv Reed; Dick Reese; Harry Runge; John Roddick; Major
General Jerry Rogers; Tom Saunders; Scotty Schoolfield; John Summers; Steve Pace; Ed
Satterfield; Ray Scott; John Stants; Jim Tidwell; Ray Tiffault; Mike Tschida, ‘Turbo’ Tarling; John
Turner; Dick Vaughters; Lister Vickrey; George Wehling; John Wheeler; Gwyn Williams; Burt
Waltz; Joe Witt; Stuart Whalley; Don and Wynette Wolf; Dick Wood; Jimmy Wylie; Doug Yates. I
do apologise if I have omitted others in this sincere appreciation.Finally, I thank all those who
commented so constructively on my drafts within their specialisations and, in particular, David
Baron and my wife, Margreet, who waded through the final version in toto. This was indeed a
team effort.GLOSSARYAAAAnti-Aircraft ArtilleryAAMAir-to-Air MissileAARAir-to-Air
RefuellingABAir BaseABCCCAirborne Battlefield Command & Control CentreADAir
DivisionADCAir Defence CommandADFAutomatic Direction FinderADIZAir Defence
Identification ZoneADVONAdvance EchelonAFBAir Force BaseAFCAir Force CrossAFMAir
Force ManualAIAircraft IdentificationAMCAir Materiel CommandAMSAvionics Maintenance
SquadronANGAir National GuardARDCAircraft Research & Development CentreASOCAir
Support Operations CentreAWAll WeatherAW(F)All Weather FighterBDABomb Damage
AssessmentBOQBachelor Officers QuartersBXBase ExchangeC3Command, Control &
CommunicationsCAFCanadian Armed ForcesCAPCombat Air PatrolCASClose Air
SupportCASFConsolidated Air Strike ForceCCTGCombat Crew Training GroupCCTSCombat
Crew Training SquadronCFCanadian ForcesCFBCanadian Forces BaseCIACentral Intelligence
AgencyCINCPACC-in-C Pacific Air CommandCRSConsolidated Reconnaissance
SquadronCRUComposite Reconnaissance UnitDEFCONDefence ConditionDFCDistinguished
Flying CrossDMZDemilitarized ZoneDODirector of OperationsDRDead
ReckoningECCMElectronic Counter Counter MeasuresECMElectronic
CountermeasuresEWElectronic WarfareFBSFighter Bomber SquadronFBWFighter Bomber
WingFISFighter Interceptor SquadronFITSFighter Interceptor Training SquadronFODForeign



Object DamageFOLForward Operating Location‘G’Gravity (force)GCAGround Control
ApproachGCIGround Control InterceptionGPIGround Position IndicatorHEHigh
ExplosiveHFHigh FrequencyHOJHome-on JammingICCInternational Control
CommissionIFFIdentification, Friend or FoeIFRInstrument Flight RulesIGBInner German
BorderIMCImage Motion CompensationIPInitial PointIPIRImmediate Photo Interpretation
ReportIRInfra RedITBInvitation to BidJATOJet Assisted Take-offJCSJoint Chiefs of
StaffKIAKilled in ActionLABSLow Altitude Bombing SystemLADDLow Angle Drogue
DeliveryMACVMilitary Assistance Command VietnamMAGMilitary Advisory
GroupMAGTHAIMilitary Aid Group ThailandMDCMcDonnell Aircraft CorporationMIAMissing in
ActionMOBMain Operating BaseMRBMMedium Range Ballistic MissilesNASANational
Aeronautics and Space AdministrationNATONorth Atlantic Treaty OrganisationNBCNuclear,
Bacteriological and ChemicalNORADNorth American Air DefenseNOTAMNotification to
AirmenNVANorth Vietnamese ArmyNVNAFNorth Vietnamese Air ForceOMSOrganisational
Maintenance SquadronORIOperational Readiness InspectionOTUOperational Training
UnitPACAFPacific Air ForcesPCSPermanent Change of StationPDJPlain des
JarsPIPhotographic InterpreterPOLPetrol, Oil and LubricantsPOWPrisoner of
WarPPCPhotographic Processing CellPPIFPhoto Processing, Printing & Interpretation
FacilityPRFPulse Recurrence FrequencyQRAQuick Reaction AlertR & RRest and
RecuperationRCAFRoyal Canadian Air ForceRHAWRadar Homing and Warning
ReceiverRITSReconnaissance Intelligence Training SquadronRORadar ObserverRPRoute
PackRTAFRoyal Thai Air ForceRTSReconnaissance Technical SquadronRWRRadar Warning
ReceiverSACStrategic Air CommandSAGESemi Automatic Ground EnvironmentSAMSurface to
Air MissileSEASouth East AsiaSEATOSouth East Asia Treaty OrganisationSFWStrategic Fighter
WingTACTactical Air CommandTACANTactical Air NavigationTACEVALTactical
EvaluationTARCTactical Air Reconnaissance CenterTDYTemporary DutyTEWTSTactical
Electronic Warfare Training SquadronTFWTactical Fighter WingTOTTime Over
TargetTRSTactical Reconnaissance SquadronTRTSTactical Reconnaissance Training
SquadronTRWTactical Reconnaissance WingUHFUltra High FrequencyUSAAFUnited States
Army Air ForceUSAFEUSAF EuropeUSMAGUS Military Advisory GroupVFRVisual Flight
RulesVNAFVietnamese Air ForceVOQVisiting Officers QuartersVOODOO
WARRIORSFOREWORDBY MAJOR GENERAL PAUL H HODGES USAF RET’DI was serving
in an RF-84F Thunderflash tactical reconnaissance squadron at Sembach Air Base, Germany,
when the mighty RF-101 Voodoo entered the NATO arena in Europe in 1958. Supersonic
fighters were not new to us there but this was an aircraft with enormous power and great range,
primarily for use in daytime photo reconnaissance. The Voodoo, contrary to popular belief, was
not a difficult aircraft to fly and the pitch-up regime was easily avoided. Our transition into the
aircraft went so well that within months we were taking part in the international reconnaissance
competition, Royal Flush. The F-101 nuclear delivery fighter bomber and F-101B interceptor
were versions coming on line in a similar timeframe, and they are not neglected in this



book.Perhaps it was on the virtual battleground of Royal Flush, or unwittingly in the skies above
Europe that I first met Nigel Walpole but it was not until 1961, when we served together as
instructors on the 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron, at Shaw Air Force Base, South
Carolina, that I got to know him, and we have remained in touch ever since.I know that he took
up the challenge of writing this history of the Voodoo only after a great deal of soul-searching,
feeling at first that he was underqualified as a chronicler of another Air Force, with too little
knowledge of the aircraft and its operations from his one tour with the USAF and no involvement
with it in South East Asia. However, with his extensive background in tactical reconnaissance
and other high performance jet aircraft, his understanding of the needs and means (he also
served for six years as a battle manager in NATO), and assiduous research, he was well
equipped for the balanced account written here and in his previous books on similar
subjects.Although many of the facts have been taken from official archives, there may be those
in the Voodoo fraternity who have different versions of events which happened some forty years
ago and some used by the author in good faith may have been embellished a little in the
retelling. War stories, like fish tales, tend to alter over time, and in this the author is sometimes
helpless. Where primary evidence has been in conflict the author has had the unenviable task of
arbitration so we should not be too pedantic over detail.Brigadier General Paul H Hodges, Joint
Chiefs of Staff Reconnaissance Operations Centre, Washington DC, 1981.In sum, this is a
factual and anecdotal story of the Voodoo warriors. It is an enjoyable recap of the aircraft in its
several incarnations and the men involved, in both war and peace. It covers the whole of the
Voodoo era, from the initially indecisive and then heady days of the 1950s and early 1960s, to
the very dramatic times in South East Asia from the mid-1960s. I believe it is a valuable chronicle
of our heritage.PREFACEMy primary motivation for writing ‘Voodoo Warriors’ is to pay tribute to
all those involved with that family of McDonnell aircraft, in the air and on the ground, in peace
and war. I had the privilege of flying the Voodoo in its early days and thereafter stayed in touch
with its fraternity throughout the halcyon days of Cold War peace in America, Europe, the Pacific
and the dreadful years of conflict in South East Asia (SEA). The more I heard from the Voodoo
men, of their comfortable routine in peace to the spectacular and dangerous in war, so I became
increasingly interested.It is clear that through individual and collective enterprise, industry and
determination, these men made their sometimes recalcitrant steed work effectively in roles,
places and times for which it was not originally designed. In some cases they had to overturn
inhibiting conventional wisdoms and habits of the past that proved no longer tenable. This was
most obvious during the ultimate test in SEA, when silver aircraft were camouflaged, camera
configurations changed and low level profiles no longer offered a panacea solution to survival,
having in any event to succumb all too often to photographic demands. The pilots (some of
whom had also flown in WW2 and Korea) then faced additional risks from the new, rapidly
developing and proliferating anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) and surface-to-air missiles (SAMs),
again bringing the pros and cons of flying in pairs or with escorts under scrutiny as the potential
of electronic countermeasures (ECM) and airborne refuelling became increasingly clear. The



men on the flight line came to know very quickly what was needed to bring air warfare up-to-date
in these circumstances, the hierarchy sometimes less ready to be convinced. Political pressures
often outweighed military imperatives and micro-management at the highest level became the
order of the day, to the serious detriment of essential flexibility in mission planning and
execution. All this led to unnecessary cost - with the fliers paying the highest price.I offer this
book in all humility, not as an expert on the aircraft or any of its roles, nor with personal
knowledge of those very hostile skies over SEA to which the reconnaissance variant, the
RF-101 was committed. Consequently, the framework for this book is based first on primary and
secondary evidence drawn from official archives, then enlivened by personal testimony from
those far better acquainted with the aircraft and its employment.Having said that, I flew some
400 hours on the Voodoo in 1960/61, at Shaw Air Force Base (AFB), South Carolina, the home
of USAF tactical reconnaissance, serving on an operational squadron and as an instructor pilot
on the aircraft’s conversion and role training squadron. In so doing, I gained some insight into the
aircraft and its modus operandi then, and at our many reunions since I have learned how the
Voodoo men went to war in the RF-101 in SEA. In the relatively relaxed days of the late 1950s
and early 1960s few of us thought the unthinkable, that the Cold War would turn ‘hot’, although
we convinced ourselves that had it done so we would have been able to acquit ourselves well in
our respective aircraft, and we did not know then what the ‘One-O-Wonders’ would face in SEA.
We simply enjoyed the great exhilaration of flying one of the new breed of ‘century series’ jets, of
taking the best pictures we could with the RF-101’s cameras, thereby hoping to win national and
international recce competitions. There was much debate then and even now on how far these
contests prepared us for the realities of any war or provided a definitive comparison between
units as to their overall war fighting capability, and I will touch on this later.I thought long and
hard about my right to intrude into this close-knit family, into matters which some might now
prefer to forget and with which I was not personally familiar. However, after a period of soul-
searching reflection, encouragement from old friends and new acquaintances, I took up my pen
with self-imposed caveats.Many will be disappointed that I have not been more critical of the
political determinates of the war in SEA, with all the associated constraints impacting on the
strategies and military tactics that were imposed on those who came to risk their lives in order to
do their duty. To that charge I am indeed guilty, but I consider it presumptuous for one who was
not there on the ground or in the air to pass judgement on matters with which some felt very
strongly at the time - and maybe more strongly now as they reflect on what they had to endure
and the friends they lost. I have at least laid a trail of hints where I think, as others have, that
things might have been done differently.There will be other criticisms, perhaps that I have
mentioned many good deeds but failed to do full justice to others, to record some awards and
not others and to recall only some who perished. Again I am guilty, but space precludes more
than a few examples picked almost at random from the facts and anecdotes provided by those
who responded to my plea for contributions. Also, with the passage of time memories have
become a little clouded and where several versions of some legendary tales have emerged I



have had to be the final arbiter. This could matter to, even distress some of those who were
involved directly and if so I seek their forgiveness. The same is true where identical photographs
have come to hand from different sources, and again I have had to make the final choice with the
publisher selecting those best for reproduction. Some sections, typically that on the Royal
Canadian Air Force/Canadian Armed Forces (RCAF/CAF), have been oversubscribed and
personal favourites may have been omitted. Finally, with a file on source details inadvertently
destroyed, and no success in tracing some donors, I may have some credits wrong. In all these
cases I apologise.Despite all its imperfections, I hope you will find this an acceptable résumé
and a just tribute to the Voodoo warriors.THE AUTHORGroup Captain Nigel J. R. Walpole OBE
BA RAF, passed out from the Royal Air Force College, Cranwell, in 1954. He flew Hunter day
fighters and Swift fighter reconnaissance aircraft in Germany before an exchange tour with the
USAF at Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, flying RF-101 Voodoos.On promotion to
squadron leader he commanded 234 Squadron (Hunter fighter/ground attack) and II (AC)
Squadron (Hunter fighter reconnaissance), before being appointed Brigade Air Support Officer
with 16 Parachute Brigade as a wing commander. He commanded No 12 Squadron (Buccaneer
maritime strike/attack) and became Wing Commander Operations on the Jaguar Strike/ Attack
Wing in Germany. After a tour as Group Captain Operations at HQ RAF Germany, he completed
his service career as Assistant Chief of Staff Offensive Operations, Second Allied Tactical Air
Force. Following civilian employment as the air weapons advisor to British Aerospace, he and
his wife retired to Suffolk. This is his fourth book on tactical air operations.Flight Lieutenant Nigel
J. R. Walpole, 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron, Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina,
1960.PART ONE: COLD WAR CONTINGENCIESCHAPTER ONE:EVOLUTION‘Military history
is filled with the record of military improvements that have been resistedby those who would
have profited richly from them.’B H Liddell Hart, 1944Throughout the latter stages of WW2 the
United States Army Air Force (USAAF) wrestled with the problem of replacing its venerable P-47
and P-51 long range escort fighters with aircraft capable of taking on the formidable new
German jet fighters, the ME 163 and ME 262, on their terms. These war years bred the vision
and imagination needed, and the jet engine added a new dimension.The USAAF looked at the
Bell XP-83 powered by two jet engines, and such innovations as the ConvairXP-81 with its nose-
mounted turboprop and a jet engine at the rear, but both projects failed to meet expectations
and were rejected. When the war ended, work was already in progress on the Bell P-59 (which
turned out to be a disappointment), the Lockheed F/RF-80 (a better aircraft) and the Republic
F-84. It was envisaged then that the F-84 would fulfil short term requirements and much of the
impetus for developing more ambitious projects was lost.That said, brave hearts continued to
beaver away at new designs nurtured by sporadic official encouragement and a contract for the
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (MDC) of St Louis, Missouri, was received from the USAAF in
late 1945 for two XP-85 ‘parasite’ fighters. These would be small, single-seat, gun-armed jet
aircraft which could be carried by B-36 heavy bombers, launched against any threat and ‘caught’
by a gantry of hooks and wires when recovering to the mother aircraft. This concept also proved



unsatisfactory and the project was terminated in 1948, as were further parasite trials involving
F-84s attached to B-29 or B-36 bombers.However, the USAAF was adding another string to its
bow. In August 1945 Air Materiel Command (AMC) issued an Invitation to Bid for a multi-role
long-range bomber escort fighter for Strategic Air Command (SAC), which could double as a
ground attack aircraft. The original concept envisaged an armed, two-engine, single-seat fighter
with a maximum speed of 600 mph, a combat radius (fully loaded) of 900 statute miles and a
service ceiling of 40,000 ft. These ideals would change as work progressed and eventually be
greatly exceeded.MDC rose to the occasion with its Model 36C Penetration Fighter Project,
which centred on a large and heavy aircraft powered by two Westinghouse axial-flow J34
turbojets, this initiative being rewarded by a Letter of Contract in June 1946. A mock-up was
required within two months, with the first of two aircraft (XP-88) to fly in April 1948 without
afterburners, the second (XP-88A) with afterburners. Chief Project Engineer, Bud Flesh, and his
team were given their head and gained a reputation for ‘boldness with conservatism’ which
would serve them well. There emerged a low/mid wing design, with flying surfaces swept back
35 deg, the horizontal stabilizer set low on the fin and two engines housed centrally below a long
and spacious fuselage. This aircraft, which could be adapted to several roles, would be renamed
XF-88 when the USAF was formed in 1947, the prefix ‘P’ for Pursuit being changed to ‘F’ for
Fighter.MDC’s Chief Test Pilot, Bob Edholm, flew XF-88 (designated 46-525) on its maiden
sortie on 20 October 1948, a little later than scheduled but still only 28 months after clearance to
proceed. He found the aircraft quite manoeuvrable and easy to fly, some directional oscillations
and yaw/roll coupling problems being overcome with dampers and speed brake buffet remedied
by reducing the opening span and perforating the surfaces. True to the old adage, it looked right
and flew right.If it Looks Right - It’ll Fly Right. XF-88, 46-525 proved the point. USAFEdholm soon
achieved Mach 1.175 with XF-88 in a dive from 41,000 ft, with no adverse effects in the
transonic zone. However, with only 6400 lb of thrust from the two J34 engines the aircraft was
badly underpowered and thrust augmentation was clearly required. Afterburners were the
preferred solution but, with any extension to the tailpipes limited to 52 inches, to retain the
necessary ground clearance, the engine manufacturers were unable or unwilling to meet the
need and MDC produced its own afterburners for the XF-88s, well within the limit.The second
test vehicle, XF-88A, given the serial number 46-526, first flew on 26 April 1949, with a variable
geometry stabilator (combined stabilizer and elevator) and six 20-mm cannon. In June 1949 it
was the first of the two XF-88s to be retrofitted, initially with one and then two afterburners, which
provided 34% more static thrust, a 9% increase in speed at sea level (to 700 mph) and a greatly
improved rate of climb. Unfortunately, the price was a significant increase in specific fuel
consumption and a commensurate reduction in endurance, already one of the critical
shortcomings. XF-88A was immediately committed to an intensive test programme at Edwards
AFB, which included brief trials in weapons carriage and delivery, and was selected to take part
in the Penetration Fighter Project ‘fly-off’ to be held in June and July 1950.Soon after its arrival at
Edwards, 6526 was damaged in a wheels-up landing and had to be replaced by 46-525, hastily



re-engined with the afterburning J-34s to become the second XF-88A. The other two contenders
in the competition were the Lockheed XF-90 ‘Super Star’ and North American Aviation YF-93A
‘Sabre Cat’. All three aircraft were found to suffer to a greater or lesser extent from similar
problems; in particular, they were all underpowered. The YF-93A could achieve a similar top
speed to that of the XF-88A (some 708 mph in level flight) with one Pratt and Whitney J48
(derived from the British Rolls Royce Tay engine) which produced 8,750 lb of thrust in
afterburner, but it did not have the inherent ‘get you home’ advantage of a second engine. On the
other hand, the XF-90, although generating similar thrust from two Westinghouse J34 in
afterburners, could only reach some 667 mph. A consensus among the seven pilots involved
was that the North American entry was the least attractive option of the three. They were also
unhappy with the Lockheed XF-90, despite its great structural strength its performance overall
was poor.Value Added. XF-88A, 46-526, with the MAC afterburners gave more power but not
enough. The 20-mm cannon and perforated airbrakes are also evident. USAFVoodoo Power.
The two Pratt and Whitney J-57 engines, each generating 15,000 lb of thrust in afterburner, gave
the Voodoo an edge over all its contemporaries, and remained the basic power plant throughout
the aircraft’s life. USAFSo it was that MDC’s entry won the day, but even this fell short of the
specified requirements and no contract was issued. During the fly-off, anticipated budgetary cut-
backs began to bite as funds were diverted to support other air force projects, specifically the
B-47 nuclear bomber programme, and this resulted in the cancellation of the Penetration Fighter
Project. As a consequence, both 46-525 and 46-526 went into storage but there would be
resurrection.MDC’s foresight in continuing to make design changes and maintain the pressure
on AMC to proceed with improved variants of their aircraft eventually paid off. SAC had found the
F-84 to be inadequate as a penetration fighter and still wanted the greater capability. Among the
options offered by MDC was one equipped with the two very powerful Pratt and Whitney J-57
engines, each generating 10,000 lb of thrust (dry) and 15,000 lb in afterburner, making it very
attractive to the USAF. In 1952, funds were made available to MDC to continue its work and the
firm received an initial contract for what was now designated F-101, an early member of the
‘century series’, fast-jet club and the heaviest, most powerful single-seat fighter to date. The
Voodoo was born.So the trials resumed, during which 46-525 was withdrawn for NACA (later
NASA) to evaluate several supersonic propeller permutations with an Allison turboprop engine
added in the nose to create an XF-88B ‘trimotor’. Modifications included the displacement of the
nose leg to one side to make room for the turboprop and extending it to give the required
propeller clearance; a fuel cell also had to be removed to stow test instrumentation. This aircraft
first flew on 14 April 1953 and thereafter with NACA at Langley AFB.McDonnell’s Hybrid.
Voodoo 46-525, fitted with an Allison XT-38 turboprop engine, the trimotor XF-88B, made its first
flight at St Louis on 14 April 1953, the nose gear seen here offset to the right to make space for
the turboprop engine. Robert F DorrFirst of Many. The first Voodoo F-101A, 53-2418, had its
maiden flight from Muroc Dry Lake on 29 September 1954. USAFThe first F-101A Voodoo
53-2418, made its maiden flight at Edwards AFB on 29 September 1954 with Robert Little at the



controls. This was a very different aircraft from the XF-88, with a much larger fuselage to
accommodate the two Pratt and Whitney J57-P-13 turbojets and the extra fuel necessary. The
horizontal stabilizer had been moved to high on the fin, clear of the afterburner plume, and the
speed brakes were now hinged forward. Little found everything about the flight ‘spectacular’; he
left the T-33 photo plane and F-100 chase aircraft far behind from take-off, climbing to 35,000 ft
at Mach .92 in ‘dry’ power and going supersonic in a shallow descent (thought to be a ‘first’ on
any initial test flight). Apart from failing to get the nose gear fully retracted quickly enough and
suffering some disconcerting engine stalls, all went well, but there would be problems during the
subsequent, more demanding trials. On his fourth flight Little had a double flame-out attributed
to the failure of one fuel booster pump with the other being incorrectly wired, leaving him only
gravity feed to the engine and an exploration of best gliding speed until a relight was achieved
and a successful landing completed. It was on his seventh flight that ‘all hell broke loose’, both
engines stalling violently at Mach 1.4 as Little tried to find out how fast the aircraft would fly. The
problem continued with both throttles returned to idle, the speed brakes being used in earnest
for the first time at supersonic speed until the speed reduced to Mach .8, after which the engines
behaved normally and allowed another safe landing. In time all the major defects were overcome
or minimised by modifying the engines or aircraft; engine stalls much reduced by correcting
uneven pressures across the compressor with redesigned engine intakes and adding turning
vanes. Other difficulties could be avoided by adhering to prescribed handling procedures.Size is
Everything. This side-by-side comparison with the XF-88 shows the much larger F-101A,
53-2418 needed to accommodate the bigger engines and more fuel. The photo also shows the
latter’s high tailplane and forward-hinged airbrakes. USAFThen there were the undercarriage
(landing gear) problems, that of the ‘hanging nose wheel’ avoided by retracting the gear before
reaching 250 kts on take-off (sometimes rather easier said than done!). Generally, the main
wheels took the heavy aircraft’s high take-off and landing speeds well, but in less than ideal
circumstances, particularly with severe side loads, the collapse of one or both main legs was not
unusual. Tyre wear was very high. Of greater concern was the legendary pitch-up - a potentially
disastrous occurrence. Over simplified, the wing would mask the tailplane from the airflow at
high angles of attack, or deflect a down-flow on to the high-set stabilizer, causing a loss of
control and nose-up pitching moment, often followed by a spin, from which recovery could be
very difficult. At first, the aforementioned engine problems had priority but when these were
largely resolved pitch-up became the major issue. Early Voodoo history is littered with horror
stories of pitch-up, which seemed to presage the death knell of the aircraft, but MDC would have
none of it. An exhaustive exploration into the phenomenon was included in the trials programme,
but Captain John Dolan was killed in an F-101A on a routine test flight when he stayed with the
aircraft trying to recover from an unintentional spin until it hit the desert, flat and with no forward
airspeed. For spin trials a parachute was fitted to assist recovery but the operating switch was
located next to that which activated the explosive cable-cutter to release it after use and in the
drama of the moment one pilot selected the wrong switch - thus losing the all-important ’chute



which he had intended to deploy. He ejected successfully at the last moment. In the flat spin
evaluations demanded by the USAF, MDC lost two more aircraft, an F-101A and a two-seat
F101B fighter, their very able and well-prepared test pilots again ejecting safely at the last
moment.Wheel Dramas. Stories of ‘hanging’ nosewheels (left), collapsing main gear legs (right)
and short tyre life abound throughout the life of the Voodoo, but all three had much to put up with
the take-off and landing speeds of this heavy jet. USAFIn the end, concerted efforts by
aerodynamicists, engineers and pilots came up with an amalgam of partial solutions. The
inclination was to bring the horizontal stabilizer down into the afterburner blast, new technology
now allowing this, but at this stage in production the cost and weight penalties were considered
too great. Instead, the aircraft was equipped with an ‘active inhibitor’ which, if correctly
calibrated, generated audio signals to warn of an impending pitch-up and a ‘stick-pusher’ to
emphasise the urgency of recovery action. Clear guidance was also issued on the conditions
conducive to pitch-up, the earliest and subsequent signs of its onset and development, and the
immediate actions required at each stage to avoid a full-blown pitch-up or spin. Ultimately, if the
aircraft was not under control by 15,000 ft, pilots were advised to eject. In peacetime training it
might be reasonable to expect the warning devices to suffice, given adherence to the guidance
available, but again this was easier said than done in certain flight conditions and infinitely more
difficult in combat. A full understanding of the phenomenon and the application of appropriate
flying skills remained the key to avoidance and recovery, the risks deemed to be acceptable for
the rewards offered by the aircraft, but the risk of pitch-up would remain throughout the Voodoo’s
life.There was also the need to measure precisely and if necessary enhance the structural
integrity of the aircraft, this again concentrating great minds at MDC in a cautious flight test
programme which sometimes generated some alarming film. Bob Little was involved and recalls
camera footage of the tailplane ‘bending over almost 20 deg during severe rolling pullouts’, but
no aircraft came to grief during trials which eventually led to a much increased threshold of 7.33
‘G’.The experience of pitch-up may have contributed to a growing belief in the early 1950s that
the Voodoo would be more suited to roles which capitalised on its great acceleration and high
maximum speed rather than one which required the agility and manoeuvrability implicit in that of
SAC bomber escort. This, together with random problems which caused the delivery of the first
F-101As to the USAF to be postponed, and as changes were introduced in SAC’s modus
operandi, heralded the demise of the original concept for the aircraft. So it was that the two-seat
F-101B missile-carrying interceptor, deep penetration reconnaissance and fighter bomber
variants were conceived and developed, roles which would indeed make the best use of the
Voodoo’s inherent attributes, and in which pitch-up might be of less concern. For all these
incarnations exhaustive flight trials continued unabated.Testing Times. F-101A, 53-2431, a nose
probe fitted, undergoing trials at Edwards AFB in March 1956. USAFSenior Master Sergeant
Edgar M Mays encountered the Voodoo first when assigned to the Aircraft Research and
Development Command (ARDC) at Eglin AFB, where much of the USAF’s operational
equipment was evaluated and developed. He recalls:‘The squadron to which I was assigned



comprised some 1,100 personnel to look after 72 aircraft of all types, including RF-101 Voodoos
involved in photographic cartridge trials. These particular tests caused some consternation
among the locals when drive-in movies were interrupted, the screens going blank when these
cartridges lit up the night sky in the vicinity. Inevitably in work of this kind, there were many
dramatic incidents in the air and on the ground, some involving Voodoos. On one occasion,
when people from our squadron and the collocated Aircraft Test Centre had gathered outside to
see what was expected to be an interesting take-off, the highly respected Major Lonnie Moore
(an ‘ace’ pilot from the Korean War) gave them more than he and they had bargained for. The
RF-101 took off too steeply, pitched up at about 150 ft from the ground, snapped rolled to the
right and crashed back to the ground inverted, killing Moore on impact.’This incident added to
the Voodoo’s initial bad reputation for poor handling in certain flight configurations, even among
the elite pilots serving at Eglin. To build up much needed confidence in the aircraft and to show
that it could be operated safely within the specified criteria, McDonnell sent their chief test pilot
to Eglin. He demonstrated the correct take-off and landing technique published in the aircraft’s
Dash One and even showed that pilots could, within certain limits, get away with that which had
led to the sad loss of Lonnie Moore. In fact, he did everything except make the ‘101’ talk!
Convinced, the Eglin pilots continued trials flying with the Voodoo - if with sensible caution.Trials
and Development. F-101C, 54-1486, undergoing acceptance trials, while F-101A, 53-2426,
carries out engine development tests with two J-57-P-55 turbojets. This aircraft would go on to
break the world’s absolute speed record in Operation Fire Wall (Chapter Two). USAFWith the
introduction of the ‘century series’ fighters the 1950s were of course exciting years for the
USAF’s fighter/fighter bomber fraternity. Pride among those who operated each of the new
aircraft abounded - as did competition - and no less among the Voodoo men evaluating the
aircraft at Eglin. This led to a ‘one-v-one’ contest between two very able fighter pilots, one flying
an F-101 the other a new F-102, Delta Dagger (from another Eglin Unit commanded by Colonel
Paul Tibbets, the pilot of B-29 ‘Enola Gay’ which dropped the first atom bomb). The two pilots
were good friends who had flown in combat together in the Korean war, and there would be no
holds barred that day. Edgar Mays was among the many watching from the ramp, again hardly
expecting the events which followed. Having run up their engines together at the runway
threshold the F-102 rolled first, dramatically losing several ‘turkey feathers’ (exhaust flaps which
regulated engine thrust/exhaust gas temperatures) as it became airborne. This resulted in a loss
of control causing the aircraft to slam back to the ground beside the runway; the fuel-filled wings
exploding in a major inferno. Miraculously, a vacuum in the cockpit saved the pilot, who survived
with back injuries. The Voodoo pilot, who believed that his friend had perished, taxied back in a
state of shock and had to be brought back to his senses with a liberal dose of aircrew ‘combat
medicine’ when he and his aircraft reached dispersal! (The RF-101 and F-102 used the same
J-57 engines but with different afterburners).Ready to Go. F-101A, 54-1471, ready for the front
line. George Cowgill CollectionOther incidents were less spectacular. One Voodoo pilot came
back from the weapons range seriously concerned about a jet of hot air blowing up his flight suit



legs. A defective G-suit valve was quickly and correctly diagnosed by the crew chief, who then
resorted to a temporary expedient (involving masking tape) which enabled flying to proceed until
a replacement valve became available. All this was part of a fast learning curve which ultimately
led to a growing confidence in the Voodoo, provided it was properly prepared for flight and flown
as prescribed, essentially in a team effort.Still to Come. A second batch F-101A, 54-1471, joined
by Still to Come. A second batch F-101A, 54-1471, joined by F-101B, 56-233 (lead) and
RF-101A, 54-1501, in August 1957. George Cowgill CollectionIn Business. Part of the second
batch of 49 F-101As, 54-1461, began active service with the 524th TFS, 27th TFW, Bergstrom
AFB, in June 1957. Robbie Robinson CollectionLater, in rather more sinister trials held above
the Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls in the Pacific, an F-101A would be used to evaluate the effects of
nuclear weapons detonations on aircraft, Major John Apple the pilot in the combined USAF/
MDC team in ‘Project Redwing’. Little was known then of the potential effects of nuclear
explosions, the sole safety measures of goggles for the pilot and a ‘radiation hood’ for the
Voodoo being very rudimentary by today’s standards. On many flights through the ‘mushroom
clouds’, some supersonic, surfaces within the cockpit smouldered and smoked with very visible
but largely superficial damage to external surfaces, the Voodoo surviving it all. Inter alia, tests
confirmed that the aircraft was capable of carrying and delivering the small nuclear weapons, a
prophetic conclusion.On 2 May 1957, the first F-101A (the 41st off the production line
underlining the extent of the trials programme) was accepted by the USAF and flown to SAC’s
27th Strategic Fighter Wing (SFW) at Bergstrom AFB, Texas. The Voodoo had truly arrived, and
there would be many more to come.The End of the Beginning. An ignominious end for XF-88A,
46-526, on the scrap heap at Langley AFB, Virginia in 1959, XF-88B, 46-525, suffering the same
fate - but read on. Robert F DorrCHAPTER TWOTHE GLOBE TROTTERS OF TACTICAL AIR
COMMAND‘Aptitude for war is aptitude for movement’NapoleonNineteen fifty-seven was the
first big year for the Voodoo, beginning with the F-101’s turbulent introduction into service at
Bergstrom AFB as a strategic fighter with SAC’s 27th SFW, this unit redesignated the 27th
Fighter Bomber Wing (FBW) in July and later renamed the 27th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW),
Tactical Air Command (TAC). Built up over the next year with a mix of 77 F-101As and 47 F
101Cs, the Wing comprised the 522nd, 523rd and 524th TFS, differentiated by their star-
studded fins in red, yellow and blue respectively.TAC immediately set about proving the aircraft’s
capability and its world-wide mobility; the Wing’s primary mission was to deliver a single
weapon, with the secondary option of ground attack with its four 20-mm cannon. Perhaps it was
not until 12 December 1957 that the Voodoo hit the headlines, when Major Adrian Drew
captured the World Speed Record from the British in Operation Fire Wall, with an average speed
of 1,207.6 mph over two runs in F-101A 53-2426, at a height of 39,000 ft over Edwards AFB.
This aircraft had been employed in trials with uprated engines giving 12% more power. More
ground-breaking flights followed in 1958, among them two F-101Cs averaged 480 mph over a
5,600 mile circuit with Air-to-Air Refuelling (AAR) in May, while in June four F-101Cs flew non-
stop with AAR from Andrews AFB Maryland, to Liege, Belgium in 6 hours 12 minutes. The



F-101s also went across the Pacific when tension rose over the waters between the Chinese
mainland and the Nationalist held Formosa (Taiwan), but they saw no action there. In August the
first of the 27th TFW Voodoos were transferred to the 81st TFW, United States Air Force Europe
(USAFE) at RAF Bentwaters/Woodbridge (Chapter Six), as the 27th TFW began its transition to
F-100Ds.Major J Dunn, 522nd FBS, 1957. Robbie Robinson Collection522nd FBS, Kadena AB,
Okinawa, 1958. Robbie Robinson CollectionOperation Fire Wall. Major Adrian Drew flew this pre-
productionF-101A, 53-2426, into the record books at Edwards AFB on 12 December 1957.
USAF & George Cowgill CollectionOut With the Old - In With the New. Veteran RF-84Fs nearing
the end of their time with the 363rd TRW but showing with this loop that they still had life left in
them!Bob Sweet and Shaw AFBMeanwhile, the 363rd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing (TRW),
837th Air Division (AD), 9th Air Force, at Shaw AFB, South Carolina, was receiving its RF-101s,
in a quantum performance jump from the RF-80s and RF-84Fs in the tactical reconnaissance
(tac recon) role. For more than the next decade the predominantly day recce Voodoos would
share the base with variants of the B-66 Destroyer which were also able to conduct high level,
night, weather and electronic reconnaissance. Shaw would remain the ‘home’ of the USAF’s
tactical reconnaissance until 1989.Four years earlier SAC had identified the need for a limited
number of fast jet recce aircraft and a contract had been placed for two prototypes. A mock up of
the reconnaissance variant was accepted in 1954 and McDonnell took the 16th and 17th aircraft
from the F-101A production line for the necessary modifications. The first of two YRF-101As,
54-149, flew on its maiden flight from St Louis on 30 June 1955, and a year later three
production RF-101As were accepted, not for SAC (which had lost interest in the Voodoo) but for
TAC, which recognised a potential to meet its needs. Thirty-five RF-101As, all of which were
limited to 6.33 ‘G’ and some fitted with additional 90-gall fuel tanks in each wing, had arrived in
TAC by October 1957. These were followed by 166 RF-101Cs, all stressed to 7.33 ‘G’, deliveries
to USAF complete by March 1959.Above & below; The RB-26s and RB-47s made way at Shaw
for the RB-66s and RF-101s. Bob Sweet & Shaw AFBVoodoo Home. Shaw AFB - lifetime home
to the RF-101s. Shaw AFBModifications to the fighter included the removal of the four guns and
ammunition boxes and installation of an elegant, lengthened nose to house the cameras. Initially,
the all importantrole equipment consisted of a Fairchild KA-1 forward-facing camera, KA-2
cameras in the vertical and two oblique stations, and a KA-18 strip camera, but camera
configurations would change continuously throughout the RF-101’s service life, most
significantly with the incorporation of KA-1, 36-inch split vertical cameras in the rear station.
Camera ancillaries included mechanically driven intervalometers and count limiters to set trip
rates and intervals between exposures, shutter speeds and exposure apertures, which on
previous systems had to be selected on the ground. These innovations had the virtue of
simplicity but still failed to capitalise on the high-speed, low level capabilities and flexibility
inherent in the Voodoo. Then came the Simplified Universal Camera Control System,
incorporating solid state electronics and reduced in size from that used in the RB-47, which
included Image Motion Compensation (IMC). During the film’s exposure, IMC enabled the film



magazine itself to be moved bodily along the aircraft’s heading, according to a pre-determined
relationship with automatic inputs of height and speed, thus enhancing image quality at higher
speeds and lower levels. Later, some RF-101s would be modified to give them a limited night
photography capability.Three RF-84F pilots from the 17th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron
(TRS) at Shaw AFB, Captains ‘Barney’ Barnard, Bob Smith and Bob Sweet, went to the
McDonnell factory in St Louis in May 1957 to check out on the RF-101 with the help of the firm’s
test pilots; Barney Barnard being the first of the three to fly the aircraft. The first RF-101
(54-1503) destined for the 17th TRS reached the front line at Shaw on 6 May 1957. The
excitement this caused was palpable, with a huge crowd on hand to get an early glimpse of the
aircraft many of them would fly or tend for the next decade or so. Compared with its forerunners,
the RF-51, RF-80 and RF-84F, this was a huge aircraft; 69 ft long, it matched the length of the
DC-3 Dakota and the power it exuded was awesome - giving it the capability to fly supersonic
straight and level.Three Pioneers. Captains Robert L Smith, Martin J Barnard and Robert M
Sweet , 17th TRS, the first to convert to the RF-101 at McDonnell’s plant, St Louis, in 1957. Bob
GouldThe 363rd TRW Wing Commander, Brigadier General Stephen B Mack, commandeered
one the of the first RF-101As (54-1515) as his personal mount, he and selected pilots from the
17th TRS being the first to fly the new aircraft. Captain Bob Gould was among these privileged
few; he recalls that his briefing from their ‘expert’ Barney Barnard terminated with the comment:
“He’ll probably kill himself but you have to take chances once in a while!” This had the desired
effect of achieving quite the opposite, earning Bob the comment from his mentor, “That was the
best take-off and landing yet” - and this new boy went on to fly the aircraft with distinction in all its
theatres of operation.More RF-101s flew into Shaw in the following weeks to complete the
replacement of RF-84Fs on the 17th, 18th, 20th and 29th TRS. Despite initial shortages in
photographic equipment, the Voodoo men were soon hard at work, the pilots learning fast how
to handle the aircraft and the maintenance men how to keep them in the air. They would soon be
thrust into the limelight.Commander’s Privilege. One of the first RF-101As at Shaw, 54-1515,
became the personal aircraft of the commander, 363rd TRW, Brigadier General Stephen B
Mack. Shaw AFBProud Emblems. The 17th TRS was the first to receive the RF-101 on 6 May
1957, quickly followed by the 18th TRS (designed by Andy Capp), the 20th TRS and the 29th
TRS. Robbie RobinsonIn the autumn of 1957, 9th Air Force was ordered to establish
international air speed records across the USA, east to west coast, west to east coast, and for
the round trip non-stop, in Operation Sun Run. Shaw-based RF-101s would be air refuelled by
KC-135 tankers and the record attempts made between 2 November and 31 December 1957.
Intensive planning brought TAC, SAC (tankers), Air Defence Command (radar), MDC and many
supporting agencies together, as six RF-101s were prepared. With Lieutenant Colonel William
Nelson as the Project Officer, six carefully selected Voodoo pilots from Shaw: Captains Burkhart,
Hawkins, Kilpatrick, Sweet, Schrecengost and Lieutenant Klatt, flew their aircraft (brightly
coloured to aid identification) to George AFB, California, in early November 1957 to begin their
training in earnest. The key to success was rapid rendezvous and ‘hook-ups’ with the newly



commissioned KC-135 tankers which were capable of using both probe and boom systems for
AAR seven miles above the earth. As could be expected, these rehearsals were not without
incident; Gus Klatt had to make an emergency landing at a private airstrip in the South West,
theoretically too small for the Voodoo, but with great skill he brought the aircraft to a stop
undamaged. There he was fêted royally by local admirers until his aircraft was ready for more
and he got it safely off the short strip. Thanks to intensive training, the efficiency of the radar
controllers and expertise of the pilots and tanker crews, the join-ups and refuelling during the
operation were largely faultless with the results speaking for themselves.All expectations were
fulfilled; Bob Sweet established a non-stop Los Angeles - New York - Los Angeles record of 6
hours 46 minutes and a New York to Los Angeles record of 3 hours 36 minutes, while Gus Klatt
set up a Los Angeles to New York record of 3 hours 7 minutes. Ray Schrecengost and Bob
Kilpatrick also broke existing records. Bob Burkhart and Donald Hawkins, in the spare aircraft,
were not needed. With its great speed and range, the Voodoo was probably the only aircraft at
the time capable of achieving such successes and everyone involved was given great credit for
a job well done.At this time, TAC was fighting for its survival, pinning its hopes on demonstrating
an ability to respond to any ‘brush fire’ anywhere in the world at a moment’s notice. Mobile
Zebra, an exercise requiring F-100s, RF-101s and RB-66s to cross the Pacific with AAR using
KB-50 tankers in an itinerary which would take them to Hawaii, Japan, Okinawa, Taiwan and the
Philippines, was planned to this end. It was an ambitious beginning to a long string of similar
deployments to prove a global capability, particularly given the Voodoos’ initial failure on
occasions to take on a full fuel load in the air and calculations revealed that even with full tanks
they could not complete the leg to Hickam AB, Hawaii, with safe reserves. However, these
problems were overcome by replacing defective fuel transfer valves and activating the two
internal wing tanks which had been isolated because of random leaks (now remedied), thereby
giving 1,000 lb more fuel.The flight positioned itself at George AFB and set off for the long sea
crossing on 15 November 1957, with Bob Gould detailed to fly one of the spare aircraft. On all
the rehearsals he had been needed to replace someone, but on this occasion it was he who
aborted on start-up. Thanks to meticulous planning and execution the flight arrived intact in
Hawaii, leaving Bob with a lonely trip home to Shaw. En route he encountered forecast
thunderstorms over Mississippi, the sort which century series fighter pilots would normally avoid,
but Bob believed he could climb above them. This was easier said than done; maximum
(military) power took him to 47,000 ft where, at barely above stalling speed, the afterburners
failed to light and give him that extra power he needed. Then an engine which had begun to
surge, stall and overheat had to be shut down, and there was no alternative but to descend. As
he hit what he called ‘one of those boiling clouds’, Bob was flipped into a loop, saw the airspeed
indicator fall to zero and the artificial horizon (which was not supposed to ‘tumble’) spinning like
crazy - as was the altimeter. Having obviously ‘pitched-up’, he took immediate recovery action
by deploying the drag ’chute to bring the aircraft gradually under control and thereafter relying on
the basic teaching of ‘needle, ball and airspeed’. Suddenly, when straight and level, he ‘popped



into the clear at 17,000 ft, having lost 30,000 ft’. Here was a case of simulator drills paying off,
Bob finding that he had even trimmed the aircraft out after the engine had been stop-cocked. He
then re-started the engine, said; “to hell with the regulations”, smoked a cigarette, cancelled IFR
(Instrument Flight Rules) and made his way gently back to Shaw under VFR (Visual Flight
Rules).Bob Gould was among many Voodoo pilots who were to learn the rules of the game the
hard way; he admits that he might have been a little too anxious to get home, that he asked too
much of the Voodoo to climb so high at that all-up weight and that he had underestimated
‘mother nature’. On the plus side, he had proved that the drills worked with the correct recovery
action, and he was one of few to recover from a pitch-up. He survived where others would not,
and he would be the better for it.In February 1958 the 837th AD incorporated the 363rd and the
432nd TRWs, but a year later all TAC RF-101 assets at Shaw were placed under the command
and control of the 363rd TRW. More milestones lay ahead, with four aircraft from the 18th TRS
completing the first non-stop crossing of the Atlantic by Shaw-based RF-101s on 16 May 1958,
in 8 hours 35 minutes. Their arrival at Phalsbourg AFB, France was unusually spectacular when
the flight leader was forced to eject as his aircraft went out of control in a steep climb over the
airfield; he landed safely two miles away. Flights across the Atlantic and Pacific would soon
become regular practice for the TAC pilots, who had to be ready to go anywhere, at any
time.True to tradition the Voodoo squadrons at Shaw had their own identities, underlined with
every opportunity. The ‘Lonesome Polecats’ of the 18th TRS revered their squadron insignia,
designed by the cartoonist Andy Capp, complete with appropriate head dress, telescope and
camera. One of their number, Captain ‘Rich’ Richardson, remembers a party in the Officers Club
for which the squadron dressed as native Indians, their improvised wigwams strategically
positioned so that any partygoer needing their restroom could be intercepted and have his or her
forehead stamped with their mark.The USAF tac recon force had become regular hosts to RAF
exchange officers. Flight Lieutenant John West handing over to Flight Lieutenant ‘Paddy’ King at
Shaw AFB in June 1957. Paddy flew the RF-84F before converting to the Voodoo later that year
to fly much of his time at Shaw with the 29th TRS; he was an experienced recce pilot already,
having flown Meteor and Swift aircraft on a fighter reconnaissance squadron in Germany and
would play an almost full part in the Wing’s activities. The ‘almost’ refers to an operational recall
of all the squadron’s personnel at 0500 hours on 15 July 1958, in anticipation of a commitment
overseas during the developing crisis in Lebanon. Excitement was high, preparations were well
in hand and Paddy was raring to go with his fellow warriors when his squadron commander
disabused him with, “your lot didn’t let us go to Suez - so you’re not coming with us to Lebanon!”
- and that was that.Ray Schrecengost, who had recently left the 18th TRS to take up the
prestigious appointment of Standardisation Officer on the 837th AD at Shaw, was also up early
that morning; he had been selected to lead the six RF-101s, as part of the TAC Composite Air
Strike Force (CASF), to Adana, Turkey, for Operation Blue Bat. The plan was to fly non-stop to
Chaumont AB, France, with two air refuellings from KB-50 tankers, the six primary aircraft and
two spares being flown by Ray, Captains Burkhart, Klatt and Yeager, Lieutenants Nelson,



Richardson, Powell and Miller. Bob Gould went too, in the relative comfort of a C-130 to take up
Command Post duties as Day Recce Officer.Flight Leader. Captain Ray Schrecengost, 363rd
TRW Standardisation Officer, led the Blue Bat RF-101 force to Lebanon in 1958. Ray
SchrecengostAfter several delays, with changes in routeing and alternate airfields, the flight got
airborne from Shaw at 1700 hours that evening and headed east into the dark, a long day
behind them and many more hours of hard work ahead. The success of the mission depended
now on the pilots’ dead-reckoning (DR) navigation skills, proficiency in air-to-air refuelling and
general airmanship; it was a tall order, especially for the leader. Early in the flight, Klatt, Nelson
and Powell aborted with technical problems but the five survivors pressed on despite three of
them having defective external lighting. ‘Mayday’ calls from four F-100 pilots who had failed to
refuel from their tankers and were trying to reach alternates did little for morale. (In fact, three of
the ‘Huns’ did make it but one pilot had to eject). Things were now looking grim for the Voodoos
too, with the four KB-50s flying at a relatively low altitude in the pitch black and heavy
turbulence, between cloud layers and thunderstorms. However, with good DR and help from
their ARA-25 direction-finding radios, the Voodoo pilots found their tankers just as they all
reached ‘Bingo’(minimum fuel before diversion) and all ‘hooked up’ to take fuel successfully.
Considering the circumstances, this had been no mean feat.The Voodoos then climbed back
into cloud, only breaking into clear air as they approached the Lajes refuelling area. DR and the
ARA-25 again served them well, but they were then advised that no tankers would be available
as planned and that they would have to land at Lajes. Normally, such news would not be
unwelcome but the weather at Lajes AB was already down to minimums, with Ground Control
Approach (GCA) mandatory, and the pilots had to call on all their skills to complete faultless
instrument penetrations after a flight of nearly six hours, in a day already 17 hours old.At Lajes
the Voodoo men were told to turn their aircraft round at once and continue immediately to
Chaumont, but Ray Schrecengost was having none of it and ordered the aircraft serviced
properly for a daybreak departure. The ‘Go’ pills given the pilots before they left Shaw had the
required effect for the final three hour flight direct to Chaumont, where GCAs were again the
order of the day before there could be any rest. Another three hour flight on the following day
took them to Wheelus AB Tripoli, where the legendary Colonel Robin Olds, commander
designate of the 81st (F-101) TFW at Bentwaters, tried without success to get Ray to let him fly
one of the RF-101s. The final leg to their destination and a highly successful if stressful trip was
marred only by one of the Voodoos landing with a burst tyre at Incirlik, thereby blocking the
runway temporarily on this very active deployment base. It was the Voodoo men themselves who
managed to manoeuvre the aircraft out of the way sufficiently for operations there to resume,
before a General Officer could carry out his threat to ‘bulldoze it clear’.Bob Gould arrived at
Incirlik after a much less adventurous ride, Gus Klatt and Grayson Powell also joining the party
with their Voodoos two days later and thus bringing the RF-101 force up to seven aircraft. In a
detachment which lasted three months rather than the two weeks expected, the RF-101 pilots
flew numerous ‘training’ sorties all over Lebanon, to be shot at occasionally and have one



aircraft sustain minor damage. Ray, the detachment commander, flew 44 sorties from Incirlik and
all the Voodoo pilots deserved the Air Medals with which they were rewarded.On the Job. In the
CASF Operation Blue Bat the RF-101s of the 363rd TRW flew continuously over Lebanon in
their peacekeeping role. USAFWhile he missed the Lebanon trip, Paddy King did make the most
of other opportunities, typically accompanying the WW2 pilot Clyde East, who had flown with the
RAF’s Eagle Squadron as a flying officer in the Battle of Britain and was now a major, on a direct
flight (with AAR) to Nouasseur, (Casablanca), in November 1958. There are no reliable accounts
of their rest and recuperation they are reported to have enjoyed downtown Casablanca! Paddy
became an instructor pilot, flight leader, flight clearing officer and flight test pilot, his personal
Voodoo adorned with RAF WingsThe British are Back! Flight Lieutenant Paddy King, RAF
Exchange Officer, 17th TRS, 29th TRS and 4414th CCTS, his Voodoo bearing RAF Wings at
Myrtle Beach AFB in 1958. Paddy KingWith a new and demanding aircraft, accidents will
happen. On 22 January 1959, Captain Robert L Smith, 17th TRS, was returning to Shaw at
36,000 ft after a successful test flight in RF-101C, 56-177 when the aircraft ‘yawed violently,
snapped over on to its back, pitched-up and became uncontrollable’. Smith took all the
prescribed corrective action but could not recover the aircraft and ejected successfully at 3000
ft. This accident was attributed to a technical defect but others would be down to human errors.
As always in the nature of military aviation, a number of Voodoo accidents and incidents were
self-induced, whether by tempting providence, pressing on regardless or through a simple
mistake. Some inherently very capable pilots seemed more susceptible than others, often
escaping harm or censure against all the odds. There were also those within the force who
defied the old adage that ‘there are old pilots and bold pilots, but not many old and bold pilots’.
Take the case of one spirited RF-101 pilot who took on a fighter and failed, impressed his
admiring audience at an air display - but not as he would have wished - and who ‘pressed on’
but wished he hadn’t. In the first incident this intrepid aviator from Shaw experienced a pitch-up
in his frustration at losing out to an F-100F pilot from Myrtle Beach; only his skill, inbred recovery
procedures and the drag ’chute saving the day. His adversary, on seeing these remarkable
gyrations, is believed to have thought at first ‘Sure wish I knew that manoeuvre’ then on seeing
the ’chute deciding ‘No I don’t!’ Then there was the air display at Richards-Gebaur where the
same individual decided to thrill the crowd with a dramatic take-off by selecting his gear and
perhaps flaps ‘up’ before the wheels left the ground; the aircraft settled back on the runway as
the gear folded beneath - a dramatic spectacle indeed! Nothing daunted, he pressed his luck
again during his time with the Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) when leading a pair on take-off
knowing that his wingman’s radio transmitter was unserviceable. All would have been well had
he locked his canopy or noticed the big red light warning him that he had not done so; his No 2
did see it but could not bring it to the attention of his leader. Inevitably, the canopy departed on
take-off, leaving a very windswept pilot in the fresh air until he burned off enough fuel to land
safely. He had got away with it again, where others might have perished.Southern Snow. Paddy
King braved a slippery Shaw AFB to photograph a snowy South in the 1958 cold spell which



killed much of the orange crop deep into Florida. Paddy KingAt about the same time there were
two other minor accidents. In the first, Lieutenant Cloves L Easter, 20th TRS, had a combined
generator, drag ’chute and anti-skid failure on landing at Stewart AFB, Tennessee. The aircraft
rolled into soft dirt some 50 ft beyond the runway, where the nose gear collapsed. Easter
climbed from the aircraft unhurt. In the second, Lieutenant Merl Kimball had just lowered the
gear downwind in the traffic pattern when the canopy separated from the aircraft, but he was
able to complete a normal landing. The canopy had unlocked due to a short circuit in the
electrical system. There were also serious accidents. Tragically, Captain Donald Romans was
fatally injured on 5 March 1959 when he crashed during a turn to finals at Shaw in poor visibility,
but on 20 May 1959 two pilots were rescued after their Voodoos had collided and they had
ejected safely into the sea off Bermuda.As with most new aircraft, the RF-101s suffered
technical defects. Shortages in role equipment had been largely resolved by 1959 but the
aircraft were grounded periodically with undercarriage and hydraulic problems. Bob Gould had a
hydraulic failure while on a cross-country to Hill AFB and a recurrence on the subsequent ‘test
hop’, after which he returned to his unit by civilian aircraft. No sooner did the spate of hydraulic
problems seem under control than corrosion caused cracks in the aircraft’s skin; all of which
required immediate remedial action. Other difficulties would follow but whatever they were the
‘Voodoo Medicine Men’ would find the cause and a solution (Chapter Twenty).The Voodoo
became front page news again in April 1959 when two RF-101s from Shaw were detached to
Edwards AFB, California for Project View-Do, attempts to break the 100-km and 500-km air
speed records. Colonel Ed Taylor led the team with Captain George Edwards earmarked initially
as reserve pilot until he was withdrawn to fulfil other duties and his place taken by Captain Jim
Murphy. The 1000-km route would take the Voodoo from Edwards AFB direct to San Francisco,
then into the turn for a recovery to Edwards starting over Oaklands; the 500-km course took a
triangular route over the mountains to the north-east of Edwards. On the day Colonel Taylor had
a faultless flight in RF-101 60119, breaking the 1000-km record with an average speed of
700.047 mph. Jim Murphy, following as planned 15 minutes later, had fuel transfer failure and
was forced to jettison his external tanks, thereby leaving him with insufficient fuel to complete the
full course at supersonic speed, but even so his average speed was only slightly less than that of
his leader. Not surprisingly, this epic flight did not go unnoticed on the ground, with local
newspapers carrying puzzled reports of mysterious bangs which shattered windows, cracked
walls and triggered water sprinklers. At first, the sonic booms were blamed on US Navy fighters
in the area and the Voodoo men sensibly laid low until the furore had died down. Only later did
they make a formal admission that they might have been responsible.Project View-Do. RF-101C,
60119, one of two Voodoos from the 363rd TRW which established new 1000-km & 500-km air
speed records from Edwards AFB in 1957. George Cowgill CollectionThere was a flurry of
activity to repair the spare aircraft, but then Jim fell sick and George Edwards was called up from
Shaw to lead an attempt on the 500-km record. Jim recovered in time to fly the back-up but
again his aircraft had a fuel problem and could not be flown at the speeds planned. George



Edwards broke this record, with a speed of 816.279 mph, and Jim again had the satisfaction of
beating the previous record. In the celebrations which followed, Mr R H Charles, Executive Vice-
President of the MDC, stated that the last Voodoo for TAC would depart from the firm’s airfield at
St Louis that day, the 2263rd Voodoo take-off from that airfield. Colonel Taylor responded by
saying;“We in TAC and the 837th AD fly what we consider to be the Cadillac of aviation - the
RF-101.”In 1959, the 17th and 18th TRS were transferred to the 66th TRW in Europe. Later, the
20th and 29th TRS, with the Voodoo’s newly formed 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron
(CCTS), plus two RB-66 Destroyer squadrons, the 9th and 16th TRS and the Destroyer’s 4415th
CCTS, made up the flying components of the 363rd TRW. The Shaw units were now being
organised, equipped and trained to provide the ‘eyes of TAC’, supporting TAC’s CASF whenever
it was needed, world-wide, with minimum delay.To demonstrate this capability TAC laid on an
Operational Readiness exercise in November 1959, which called for 100 assorted aircraft ,
using the KB-50 tanker force for AAR, to be sent to Europe with little forewarning from their
home bases in the United States, in Operation Spearhead. Captain Conrad Binyon, 29th TRS,
was selected to fly one of two spare aircraft supporting the main force of eight RF-101s from the
363rd TRW. They were to fly the 770 miles direct to Kindley AFB, Bermuda, for refuelling and
then continue to Laon AFB with two air refuellings on the 3100-mile route. All the aircraft were
serviceable on landing at Kindley but on the subsequent take-off at 0130 hours the gear on Merl
Kimball’s aircraft failed to retract and Lieutenant Colonel Louis Benne, commander of the 29th
TRS and overall flight leader, ordered Conrad to take Kimball’s place as No 2 to Lieutenant Bill
Kirk, an element leader. With a new moon the night was dark and the aircraft were visible in
loose formation only by their position lights; this was no ‘walk in the park’ and some of the eight
pilots may have viewed the AAR to come with some trepidation. As Conrad Binyon said:“Take it
from me, there’s no better feeling when you’re hooked up and maintaining position behind the
tanker, than when hearing the refuelling operator confirm that your aircraft is taking on fuel.”Just
Rewards. The pilots involved in Operation View-Do hosted at McDonnell, St Louis. (L to R) Mr S
N McDonnell, RF-101 Project manager, Colonel Edward H Taylor, Mr R H Charles, MDC,
Captains George A Edwards and Jim Murphy. Jim MurphyThe author would have no argument
with that. Ultimately, the tankers came into view as planned and all the aircraft took on the fuel
they needed for the next leg. Another aircraft fell out when Lieutenant Dick Reese was unable to
extend his probe for the second ‘prod’ and had to divert to Chateauroux in France. The
remaining seven aircraft pressed on to Laon, where the weather demanded instrument
penetrations and GCAs in pairs. Dense cloud at low level caused one wingman to lose visual
contact, but he sensibly carried out ‘lost leader’ procedures to complete nearly nine hours of
flying from Bermuda.Reese also remembers the trip well, suffering a severe attack of vertigo on
a night which he now describes in a vernacular too graphic for sensitive ears but so black that he
believed either he or Bill Kirk flew most of the trip upside down! He lavished praise on his
element leader, recalling that when their tanker started a 30-deg turn left, Bill enquired “Where
the hell are you going Roadie?” to which Roadie replied “I feel south of track”. More words were



exchanged, which resulted in Bill Kirk bringing them back on to a heading which coasted them in
just where they were meant to be in Portugal. For a Voodoo leader without any navigation aids
this was good airmanship - but here was a general in the making! Bill Kirk also ended up leading
the three other lieutenants who made it back to Shaw together on schedule, General Ford
welcoming them but wanting to know where their senior officers had got to.CASF and AAR were
now firmly on the Voodoo’s agenda. In February 1960, the 20th TRS sent six RF-101s across the
Atlantic again in Operation Quick Span, starting with a non-stop flight to Spain and continuing on
to Turkey, Iran and Pakistan, while two months later Shaw-based RF-101s and RB-66s, with full
support units, went to the Panama Canal to participate in Exercise Banyan Tree. In May, six
RF-101s flew direct from Shaw to Larson AFB, Washington, to provide support for the US Army
in Operation Elk Horn and in June eight Voodoos went to SEA for Exercise Mobile Yoke. Things
did not always go as planned. In February 1961, Shaw RF-101s were off again to the Far East,
via George AFB, California, Hickam AB, Hawaii, Anderson AB, Guam and Clark AB in the
Philippines. During this deployment several aircraft ground aborted with technical defects while
others had to divert to alternates, their pilots acquainting themselves with the bases at Wake
Island and Midway. However, recovery to complete the mission was part of the exercise, and
complete the mission they did, flying the required recce missions out of Don Muang AB,
Bangkok, and Clark AB, while four aircraft flew to Taiwan to test operational readiness at Tao-
Yuan AB. 140 missions were scheduled and 140 were flown, for a total of 474 hours.Return
Ticket. (L to R) Lieutenants Bill Kirk, Bill Hicky, Dick Reese and Jake Sorrenson, welcomed back
from Europe at Shaw by Brigadier General Ford, 363rd TRW. Shaw AFB via Dick ReeceNow the
Questions. Having congratulated the lieutenants on completing their mission to Europe, General
Ford wanted to know the whereabouts of the lieutenant colonel, majors and captains who had
started out on the flight. He himself then came under interrogation from Master Les Kirk, Nancy
Kirk much concerned that the young Kirk had one button undone for this auspicious occasion.
Bill KirkThe camera equipped Voodoos were also in great demand on the home front for tasks
varying from simple public relations photography to operational support. The author, having
taken over the RAF exchange post from Paddy King in September 1959, and destined to
succeed him as an instructor pilot on the 4414th CCTS, underwent operational orientation on
the 20th TRS in early 1960. In his own words:‘To this end I flew to Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, with
my mentor Captain Al Runyan for my first ‘operational’ task, a mosaic of 11 lines over a weapons
range in the Nevada desert. The task had been attempted several times before but had met
failure for a variety of reasons and this one seemed to be heading the same way when Al was
called back to Shaw, leaving a novice to attempt the mission. The 6-inch KA-2 vertical camera
was used to produce the mosaic from high level, to a scale of 1:50,000, with all the photographs
on 11 parallel lines given the required overlap and sidelap. This was a tall order for a hitherto low
level fighter recce pilot only recently introduced to high level photography, and there were few
landmarks in that part of the desert to achieve the required precision. Furthermore, clear skies
below were essential and at that time of the year could only be expected in the very early



mornings. Denying myself the pleasures of downtown Vegas, I rose at 0400 hours on 11 June
and was over the target area by 0530 hours. Perhaps astonishingly, all went well. Later that day,
hundreds of photographs littered the floor of a huge room in the operations block at Nellis, the
intelligence staff eventually declaring themselves satisfied with the result. A few beers were then
in order - given that what might have been a long stay in that wonderful desert oasis seemed to
be coming to an end. In fact, it ended almost immediately when a senior person from Nellis,
invited to view the results of the mission, was aghast to see that it had been flown by a ‘foreigner’
without the necessary clearances to fly over a most secret area. This worthy officer, who
probably saw stars falling before his very eyes, gained no solace from pleas that the pilot, while
concentrating heavily on his flying, could have seen very little of consequence and recognised
even less from such a high altitude. All this fell on deaf ears and I was ordered back to Shaw
forthwith - to be re-assigned to the 4414th CCTS as an instructor pilot’.Speed Run. Camera
magazines were off-loaded from the RF-101 without delay. Shaw AFBJig-Saw. PIs piece
together a mosaic from a Voodoo’s vertical camera. Shaw AFBSuper Vision. Lieutenant Colonel
Sid Crews, Commander 20th TRS, PIs and pilots anxious to see the end product, what the
camera saw. Shaw AFBThis training squadron was not exempt from extraneous tasks, with the
author being required on one occasion to photograph the outcome of a tragic night accident
when two RF-101s from one of the operational squadrons either collided after take off or flew
together into the distracting lights of a chicken farm to the north of Shaw AFB.Mobility may have
been the hallmark of the Wing but routine on-base activities continued unabated with
continuation training, the domestic programme and special tasks, many of which capitalised on
and helped enhance the essential individuality of the recce pilot. So it was that the pilots,
photographic specialists, photographic interpreters, and sometimes squadron supervisors could
be found poring over film on the light tables, while men worked on their aircraft well after normal
working hours. Nor were these busy men excused from such perennial activities as the annual
inspections, hence a parade at Shaw of men and machines of the 363rd TRW on 6 May
1960.Before returning to the United Kingdom the author rejoined the 20th TRS for instruction in
air refuelling by day and night. The only tanker available at that time was the KB-50
Superfortress, and the only system in use then was that of probe (Voodoo) and drogue (KB-50).
At heights of between 20,000 and 30,000 ft, with ‘four turning and two burning’ the bomber
turned tanker could reach a maximum indicated airspeed of only 210-215 kts (the minimum
speed at which the Voodoo could prudently take on fuel), and only then in a slight dive or
‘toboggan’. The RF-101 pilot would approach the tanker with flap down and speed brakes (‘dive
brakes’ or ‘air brakes’) out and one engine in afterburner (trimming out the slight asymmetric
affect), attempting to ‘hook up’ with a two to three knot overtake. He would then use one throttle
up to full (military) power to stay in position, easing in the air brakes incrementally as fuel was
taken on board. This was sometimes easier said than done, particularly for beginners when the
weather was unfriendly or either aircraft had a technical defect, and the RF-101’s history is
littered with AAR horror stories, especially in these early days with the KB-50. The original, rigid



probes on the Voodoo did not take kindly to hoses which failed to ‘reel in’ to the KB-50s
refuelling pod when contact was made, hence their replacement with flexible probes. However,
the difficulties were not all over; drogue ‘baskets’ continued to be damaged (or ‘spoked’) by the
probe, there were cases of hoses becoming detached from the tanker and wrapping themselves
around Voodoo fuselages and some probes broke off. Such was the case on the author’s first
‘prod’, a self-inflicted incident when he closed too fast, hit the basket fair and square in the
centre and passed the tanker still attached to the hose (to shouts of alarm from the refuelling
operator in his fuselage blister. As the RF-101 drew line abreast with the tanker’s wing-tip, the
probe twisted in sympathy before snapping off and falling harmlessly into the Atlantic Ocean.
Presumably for such a contingency, Myrtle Beach AFB was within reach with the limited (internal
only) fuel remaining available, and it was to that safe haven that a much chastened pilot took his
damaged oo. Back at Shaw, men in the crewroom been taking bets that their tame Limey d
either hit the basket first time or break thing, but since he did both all bets were Fortunately,
some RAF pride was restored bsequent AAR sorties when all went well, on one dark and stormy
night when it d have been better to be in the Stag Bar. In the case of AAR at this time, it might be
going too far to say that practice makes perfect; wise Voodoo pilots spoke of those who had
spoked a basket and those who would; indeed that anything could happen, even to the best.On
Parade. The 363rd TRW on parade at Shaw AFB, with its RB-66, RF-101 aircraft and mobility
equipment, for the annual inspection on 6 May 1960. Shaw AFBBird’s Eye View. What the KB-50
refuelling operator sees from his fuselage blister. Jim IflandTrophy Tip. Captain Chuck Lustig’s
refuelling probe broke off and came home lodged in the horizontal stabilizer. Chuck
LustigCaptain Chuck Lustig was one of many experienced Voodoo pilots who knew this to be
true. Despite making normal contact with the basket trailed from a KC-135, the probe of his
RF-101 broke off, smashed his canopy and lodged in the horizontal stabilizer. At the routine
pilots’ meeting on the following Friday, Chuck was presented with the probe tip in recognition of
the only known airborne recovery of a free-falling AAR probe. The fighter pilots had to be ready
for anything, and there are several stories from SEA (Part Two,‘Conflict’) of thirsty Voodoos being
diverted unexpectedly to tankers without their pilots having had any previous instruction in AAR,
or arriving at a tanker to find that it could offer only one option (boom or probe and drogue) when
their only training had been on the other. There was rarely time, opportunity or inclination to
query such orders and invariably the Voodoo pilots did what they were told and did it
successfully. Against this background AAR was an invaluable adjunct to operational
effectiveness, this amply proved in SEA, and things did become easier for the Voodoo pilots
when ‘boom’ refuelling (the onus then falling more on the tanker’s boom operator) and higher
performance tankers (especially the KC-135) became available. After the KB-50, Bob Gould
found the boom procedure, often carried out at the Voodoo’s cruising altitude and speed, ‘a
piece of cake’, with the later tankers often staying with them throughout a deployment, inter alia
acting as their navigator.There was action of a different kind in August 1961 when Shaw AFB
became involved in Exercise Swift Strike. Said to have been ‘the largest peacetime manoeuvre



of its kind (in the US) since 1941’, the base hosted many USAF and Air National Guard tactical
aircraft, including 24 C-119 Boxcar transports to deliver 789 paratroopers with full supporting
equipment into huge areas of South Carolina. The author recalls that the social mix of airborne
soldiers and base personnel on the ground was not always harmonious!Life for the nomadic
recce men was rarely dull or static. The Voodoos were soon off again, six from the 20th TRS,
Lieutenant Colonel Ralph Finley in command, to reinforce NATO in Exercise Check Mate II at
Incirlik AB, Turkey, followed by eight from the 29th TRS, Lieutenant Colonel Joe O’Grady now
commanding, to Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, for training in arctic conditions. There was also plenty
of work to be done in-country, from a major detachment of eight RF-101s to Eglin AFB, Florida,
to support a firepower demonstration for President Kennedy, down to the commitment of single
aircraft to demonstrations and static displays.Airborne! In August 1961, 24 C-119 Boxcars
launched from Shaw AFB, to drop the 82nd & 101st Airborne Divisions into South Carolina, in
“one of the biggest joint exercises since 1941 ”. Shaw AFBCold Soak. The Shaw-based
Voodoos were regular visitors to Elmendorf, Alaska, in the 1960s, for Arctic exercises such as
Great Bear and Polar Siege. Jim TidwellThe competitive spirit, rampant among airmen
throughout NATO in Europe, was mirrored in the US at the USAF Fighter Weapons Meet William
Tell. In September 1962, participants from USAFE, PACAF and TAC participated in William Tell
’62 at Nellis AFB, Nevada, with three RF-101s from the 363rd TRW representing TAC in the
tactical reconnaissance phase of the exercise. Captain Paul Hodges, an instructor on the 4414th
CCTS at Shaw and veteran of NATO’s Royal Flush Reconnaissance Competition, was one of the
chosen men from the 363rd TRW, but in this competition he was out of luck. His team was
leading in this time-critical contest, until failure to remove a safety pin from one of the main gear
legs of his aircraft proved crucial. Of course the undercarriage failed to retract and Paul would
not have continued the mission in war but, with several reputations at stake in such a prestigious
competition, he kept his speed below that permitted with gear down, 250 kts, even then noticing
the wing flex alarmingly, and covered all his targets. This laudable ‘press-on’ effort failed to
impress the judges; the sortie was disqualified and the overall trophy handed to a pilot from
USAFE. There but for the grace of God! This was believed to have been the only year when the
tac recon force was invited to take part in what was essentially a weapons competition.The
pattern of continuous movement within the United States and world-wide remained the norm for
the RF-101s and their RB-66 brothers in arms within the 363rd TRW, often in self-supporting,
composite squadrons, improving continuously their capability to move anywhere at any time,
doing all that was asked of them, and there was no better proof of this than their reaction to the
crisis in Cuba.Trade Training. Under the eagle eye of TAC Commander,General Sweeney,
Captain John Linihan, 363rd TRW, on Static Display at Eglin AFB, FL, explains to the Secretary
of the Air Force, how to ‘kill’em with fil’m’. John LinihanIn that autumn of 1962 events in Cuba
predominated, committing the whole of the Voodoo recce force and its organic support at Shaw.
This story is told in Chapter Ten; suffice it to say here that the 363rd TRW excelled in showing
what the aircraft could achieve, albeit highlighting some weaknesses in the reconnaissance



organisation and equipment overall. The Wing was honoured for its contribution to a successful
conclusion of the crisis with an Outstanding Unit Award from President John F Kennedy,
presentation of the H H Arnold Trophy, and many individual awards.The practical problems of
deploying air forces over great distances with aircraft that can never be 100% reliable, and in
often unpredictable weather, were underlined again in another mission to Elmendorf AFB,
Alaska, for Operation Timberline. The plan called for Lieutenant Colonel Robert O Crabtree, now
commanding the 29th TRS, to lead six of his aircraft non-stop from Shaw to Elmendorf on 6
February 1963, taking fuel twice from KC-135 tankers, but it was not to be. Owing to a radio
problem in one aircraft, failure to refuel in another and a hydraulic defect in a third, one pair of
RF-101s diverted to Offurt AFB and a second to Richards Gebaur AFB. When the faults were
rectified all these four aircraft returned to Shaw to mount a further attempt on 10 February, the
new plan being to stage through Minot AFB with a single air refuelling scheduled from a KB-50.
This time, three of the aircraft made it to Elmendorf, but there was further trouble ahead. On 22
February, Captain Al Brunstrom was on a test flight at Elmendorf when a major fuel leak caused
the left and then right engine of his Voodoo to flame out, leaving him with no alternative but to
eject. He was picked up uninjured 20 minutes later by a rescue helicopter from the same base.
The accident was attributed to a technical defect and the detachment returned to Shaw on the
following day. Distance was not a problem when it came to the deployment of a composite force
of RF-101s and RB-66s to a nearby ‘bare base’ airfield at North Field, SC, in July 1963 for
Exercise Swift Strike III.Exercise Bare Base. RB-66s and RF-101s of the 363rd TRW, with
supporting units, demonstrate a rapid deployment to North Field Airfield, SC. John LinihanIt was
very different for the eight RF-101s of the 20th and 29th TRS tasked to fly to Ramstein AB,
Germany, in October for Exercise Big Lift. Captain Chuck Lustig remembers the outbound trip to
Europe well. After staging through Dow AFB, they flew east over the Atlantic with their KC-135
tankers, to be treated to the full glory of the Northern Lights as they approached Iceland. Chuck
commented later:“It was a magnificent sight, with wave upon wave of all the colours of the
rainbow; I was so mesmerised by this beautiful sight at 35,000 ft that I damn nearly ran into the
tanker”.Such sights were the privilege of the few. Bob Gould was there too, fresh from his tour in
Okinawa and now going in the opposite direction, but it was during the return to Shaw that he
was particularly grateful to be accompanied by a KC-135. When his drop tanks failed to feed, he
was able to jettison them over the Atlantic and take ‘a tow’ behind the tanker, refuelling every 20
minutes until they arrived back at Shaw.DedicationDedicated to all those who produced, flew
and supportedMcDonnell Voodoo operations world-wide.Any profits to the author will be
donated to service charities.DedicationDedicated to all those who produced, flew and
supportedMcDonnell Voodoo operations world-wide.Any profits to the author will be donated to
service charities.Voodoo WarriorsGroup Captain Nigel WalpoleVoodoo WarriorsGroup Captain
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PROFILESACKNOWLEDGEMENTSVoodoo Warriors could not have been written without many
contributions in words and pictures from those who helped give birth to and nurture the aircraft,
flew it and provided essential support on the ground throughout its life. Some were my friends,
colleagues and acquaintances, others I have never met and sadly there are those who are no
longer with us.I offer special thanks to the McDonnell technical representatives and those in the
public relations office, to Joseph D Caver and the staff of the United States Air Force Historical
Research Agency at Maxwell AFB and to Robert F Dorr for helping with the facts, donating
photographs and advising on their use. Then there were many others who also searched
diligently for the facts or provided verification, adding anecdotes and photographs to humanise
our story; they included Bob Archibald; Jack Bowland; Earl Butts; Doug Brittian; Al Brunstrom;
Conrad Binyon; Steve ‘Burgie’ Burgeson; Bill Bernert; Kay Berry; Bill Baugh; Dick Campis;
Brigadier General Robert Caudry; Jack & Mary Coghlan; Michael Cromie; Bob Case, John
Clearwater; Brian Cluer, George Cowgill; Alan Curry; Howard Davis; Richard Doritty; Frank Dunn; 
Wilf Dobbin; Darryl Danner; Major General George Edwards; Don Elwood; Doug Gordon; Bob
Gould; Evelyn Grubb; Dewey Hemphill; Dick Holm; Mike Hobbs; Major General Paul Hodges;
Mike Hobbs; Norman Huggins; Jim Ifland; Don Karges; General Bill Kirk; Keith Kuester; Joe
Kuhlmann; Martin Keenan; John Linihan; Chuck Lustig; Tish Lynn; Al Magazzine; David
Mulinder; George Malton; Terry Mays; Jerry Miller; Mike Moore; Fred Muesegaes; Gene Morris;
Larry Milberry; Jim Murphy; Howard Myli; Gordon Macadie; John Nevill; Chuck O’Connell; Joe
O’Grady; Brigadier General Robin Olds; Carl Overstreet; Fred Paradie; Lou Picciano; Nick
Pishvanov; Jules Plamondon; Marv Reed; Dick Reese; Harry Runge; John Roddick; Major
General Jerry Rogers; Tom Saunders; Scotty Schoolfield; John Summers; Steve Pace; Ed
Satterfield; Ray Scott; John Stants; Jim Tidwell; Ray Tiffault; Mike Tschida, ‘Turbo’ Tarling; John



Turner; Dick Vaughters; Lister Vickrey; George Wehling; John Wheeler; Gwyn Williams; Burt
Waltz; Joe Witt; Stuart Whalley; Don and Wynette Wolf; Dick Wood; Jimmy Wylie; Doug Yates. I
do apologise if I have omitted others in this sincere appreciation.Finally, I thank all those who
commented so constructively on my drafts within their specialisations and, in particular, David
Baron and my wife, Margreet, who waded through the final version in toto. This was indeed a
team effort.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSVoodoo Warriors could not have been written without many
contributions in words and pictures from those who helped give birth to and nurture the aircraft,
flew it and provided essential support on the ground throughout its life. Some were my friends,
colleagues and acquaintances, others I have never met and sadly there are those who are no
longer with us.I offer special thanks to the McDonnell technical representatives and those in the
public relations office, to Joseph D Caver and the staff of the United States Air Force Historical
Research Agency at Maxwell AFB and to Robert F Dorr for helping with the facts, donating
photographs and advising on their use. Then there were many others who also searched
diligently for the facts or provided verification, adding anecdotes and photographs to humanise
our story; they included Bob Archibald; Jack Bowland; Earl Butts; Doug Brittian; Al Brunstrom;
Conrad Binyon; Steve ‘Burgie’ Burgeson; Bill Bernert; Kay Berry; Bill Baugh; Dick Campis;
Brigadier General Robert Caudry; Jack & Mary Coghlan; Michael Cromie; Bob Case, John
Clearwater; Brian Cluer, George Cowgill; Alan Curry; Howard Davis; Richard Doritty; Frank Dunn; 
Wilf Dobbin; Darryl Danner; Major General George Edwards; Don Elwood; Doug Gordon; Bob
Gould; Evelyn Grubb; Dewey Hemphill; Dick Holm; Mike Hobbs; Major General Paul Hodges;
Mike Hobbs; Norman Huggins; Jim Ifland; Don Karges; General Bill Kirk; Keith Kuester; Joe
Kuhlmann; Martin Keenan; John Linihan; Chuck Lustig; Tish Lynn; Al Magazzine; David
Mulinder; George Malton; Terry Mays; Jerry Miller; Mike Moore; Fred Muesegaes; Gene Morris;
Larry Milberry; Jim Murphy; Howard Myli; Gordon Macadie; John Nevill; Chuck O’Connell; Joe
O’Grady; Brigadier General Robin Olds; Carl Overstreet; Fred Paradie; Lou Picciano; Nick
Pishvanov; Jules Plamondon; Marv Reed; Dick Reese; Harry Runge; John Roddick; Major
General Jerry Rogers; Tom Saunders; Scotty Schoolfield; John Summers; Steve Pace; Ed
Satterfield; Ray Scott; John Stants; Jim Tidwell; Ray Tiffault; Mike Tschida, ‘Turbo’ Tarling; John
Turner; Dick Vaughters; Lister Vickrey; George Wehling; John Wheeler; Gwyn Williams; Burt
Waltz; Joe Witt; Stuart Whalley; Don and Wynette Wolf; Dick Wood; Jimmy Wylie; Doug Yates. I
do apologise if I have omitted others in this sincere appreciation.Finally, I thank all those who
commented so constructively on my drafts within their specialisations and, in particular, David
Baron and my wife, Margreet, who waded through the final version in toto. This was indeed a
team effort.GLOSSARYAAAAnti-Aircraft ArtilleryAAMAir-to-Air MissileAARAir-to-Air
RefuellingABAir BaseABCCCAirborne Battlefield Command & Control CentreADAir
DivisionADCAir Defence CommandADFAutomatic Direction FinderADIZAir Defence
Identification ZoneADVONAdvance EchelonAFBAir Force BaseAFCAir Force CrossAFMAir
Force ManualAIAircraft IdentificationAMCAir Materiel CommandAMSAvionics Maintenance
SquadronANGAir National GuardARDCAircraft Research & Development CentreASOCAir



Support Operations CentreAWAll WeatherAW(F)All Weather FighterBDABomb Damage
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WARRIORSFOREWORDBY MAJOR GENERAL PAUL H HODGES USAF RET’DI was serving
in an RF-84F Thunderflash tactical reconnaissance squadron at Sembach Air Base, Germany,
when the mighty RF-101 Voodoo entered the NATO arena in Europe in 1958. Supersonic
fighters were not new to us there but this was an aircraft with enormous power and great range,
primarily for use in daytime photo reconnaissance. The Voodoo, contrary to popular belief, was
not a difficult aircraft to fly and the pitch-up regime was easily avoided. Our transition into the
aircraft went so well that within months we were taking part in the international reconnaissance
competition, Royal Flush. The F-101 nuclear delivery fighter bomber and F-101B interceptor
were versions coming on line in a similar timeframe, and they are not neglected in this



book.Perhaps it was on the virtual battleground of Royal Flush, or unwittingly in the skies above
Europe that I first met Nigel Walpole but it was not until 1961, when we served together as
instructors on the 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron, at Shaw Air Force Base, South
Carolina, that I got to know him, and we have remained in touch ever since.I know that he took
up the challenge of writing this history of the Voodoo only after a great deal of soul-searching,
feeling at first that he was underqualified as a chronicler of another Air Force, with too little
knowledge of the aircraft and its operations from his one tour with the USAF and no involvement
with it in South East Asia. However, with his extensive background in tactical reconnaissance
and other high performance jet aircraft, his understanding of the needs and means (he also
served for six years as a battle manager in NATO), and assiduous research, he was well
equipped for the balanced account written here and in his previous books on similar
subjects.Although many of the facts have been taken from official archives, there may be those
in the Voodoo fraternity who have different versions of events which happened some forty years
ago and some used by the author in good faith may have been embellished a little in the
retelling. War stories, like fish tales, tend to alter over time, and in this the author is sometimes
helpless. Where primary evidence has been in conflict the author has had the unenviable task of
arbitration so we should not be too pedantic over detail.Brigadier General Paul H Hodges, Joint
Chiefs of Staff Reconnaissance Operations Centre, Washington DC, 1981.In sum, this is a
factual and anecdotal story of the Voodoo warriors. It is an enjoyable recap of the aircraft in its
several incarnations and the men involved, in both war and peace. It covers the whole of the
Voodoo era, from the initially indecisive and then heady days of the 1950s and early 1960s, to
the very dramatic times in South East Asia from the mid-1960s. I believe it is a valuable chronicle
of our heritage.VOODOO WARRIORSFOREWORDBY MAJOR GENERAL PAUL H HODGES
USAF RET’DI was serving in an RF-84F Thunderflash tactical reconnaissance squadron at
Sembach Air Base, Germany, when the mighty RF-101 Voodoo entered the NATO arena in
Europe in 1958. Supersonic fighters were not new to us there but this was an aircraft with
enormous power and great range, primarily for use in daytime photo reconnaissance. The
Voodoo, contrary to popular belief, was not a difficult aircraft to fly and the pitch-up regime was
easily avoided. Our transition into the aircraft went so well that within months we were taking part
in the international reconnaissance competition, Royal Flush. The F-101 nuclear delivery fighter
bomber and F-101B interceptor were versions coming on line in a similar timeframe, and they
are not neglected in this book.Perhaps it was on the virtual battleground of Royal Flush, or
unwittingly in the skies above Europe that I first met Nigel Walpole but it was not until 1961,
when we served together as instructors on the 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron, at
Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, that I got to know him, and we have remained in touch
ever since.I know that he took up the challenge of writing this history of the Voodoo only after a
great deal of soul-searching, feeling at first that he was underqualified as a chronicler of another
Air Force, with too little knowledge of the aircraft and its operations from his one tour with the
USAF and no involvement with it in South East Asia. However, with his extensive background in



tactical reconnaissance and other high performance jet aircraft, his understanding of the needs
and means (he also served for six years as a battle manager in NATO), and assiduous research,
he was well equipped for the balanced account written here and in his previous books on similar
subjects.Although many of the facts have been taken from official archives, there may be those
in the Voodoo fraternity who have different versions of events which happened some forty years
ago and some used by the author in good faith may have been embellished a little in the
retelling. War stories, like fish tales, tend to alter over time, and in this the author is sometimes
helpless. Where primary evidence has been in conflict the author has had the unenviable task of
arbitration so we should not be too pedantic over detail.Brigadier General Paul H Hodges, Joint
Chiefs of Staff Reconnaissance Operations Centre, Washington DC, 1981.Brigadier General
Paul H Hodges, Joint Chiefs of Staff Reconnaissance Operations Centre, Washington DC,
1981.In sum, this is a factual and anecdotal story of the Voodoo warriors. It is an enjoyable recap
of the aircraft in its several incarnations and the men involved, in both war and peace. It covers
the whole of the Voodoo era, from the initially indecisive and then heady days of the 1950s and
early 1960s, to the very dramatic times in South East Asia from the mid-1960s. I believe it is a
valuable chronicle of our heritage.PREFACEMy primary motivation for writing ‘Voodoo Warriors’
is to pay tribute to all those involved with that family of McDonnell aircraft, in the air and on the
ground, in peace and war. I had the privilege of flying the Voodoo in its early days and thereafter
stayed in touch with its fraternity throughout the halcyon days of Cold War peace in America,
Europe, the Pacific and the dreadful years of conflict in South East Asia (SEA). The more I heard
from the Voodoo men, of their comfortable routine in peace to the spectacular and dangerous in
war, so I became increasingly interested.It is clear that through individual and collective
enterprise, industry and determination, these men made their sometimes recalcitrant steed work
effectively in roles, places and times for which it was not originally designed. In some cases they
had to overturn inhibiting conventional wisdoms and habits of the past that proved no longer
tenable. This was most obvious during the ultimate test in SEA, when silver aircraft were
camouflaged, camera configurations changed and low level profiles no longer offered a panacea
solution to survival, having in any event to succumb all too often to photographic demands. The
pilots (some of whom had also flown in WW2 and Korea) then faced additional risks from the
new, rapidly developing and proliferating anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) and surface-to-air missiles
(SAMs), again bringing the pros and cons of flying in pairs or with escorts under scrutiny as the
potential of electronic countermeasures (ECM) and airborne refuelling became increasingly
clear. The men on the flight line came to know very quickly what was needed to bring air warfare
up-to-date in these circumstances, the hierarchy sometimes less ready to be convinced. Political
pressures often outweighed military imperatives and micro-management at the highest level
became the order of the day, to the serious detriment of essential flexibility in mission planning
and execution. All this led to unnecessary cost - with the fliers paying the highest price.I offer this
book in all humility, not as an expert on the aircraft or any of its roles, nor with personal
knowledge of those very hostile skies over SEA to which the reconnaissance variant, the



RF-101 was committed. Consequently, the framework for this book is based first on primary and
secondary evidence drawn from official archives, then enlivened by personal testimony from
those far better acquainted with the aircraft and its employment.Having said that, I flew some
400 hours on the Voodoo in 1960/61, at Shaw Air Force Base (AFB), South Carolina, the home
of USAF tactical reconnaissance, serving on an operational squadron and as an instructor pilot
on the aircraft’s conversion and role training squadron. In so doing, I gained some insight into the
aircraft and its modus operandi then, and at our many reunions since I have learned how the
Voodoo men went to war in the RF-101 in SEA. In the relatively relaxed days of the late 1950s
and early 1960s few of us thought the unthinkable, that the Cold War would turn ‘hot’, although
we convinced ourselves that had it done so we would have been able to acquit ourselves well in
our respective aircraft, and we did not know then what the ‘One-O-Wonders’ would face in SEA.
We simply enjoyed the great exhilaration of flying one of the new breed of ‘century series’ jets, of
taking the best pictures we could with the RF-101’s cameras, thereby hoping to win national and
international recce competitions. There was much debate then and even now on how far these
contests prepared us for the realities of any war or provided a definitive comparison between
units as to their overall war fighting capability, and I will touch on this later.I thought long and
hard about my right to intrude into this close-knit family, into matters which some might now
prefer to forget and with which I was not personally familiar. However, after a period of soul-
searching reflection, encouragement from old friends and new acquaintances, I took up my pen
with self-imposed caveats.Many will be disappointed that I have not been more critical of the
political determinates of the war in SEA, with all the associated constraints impacting on the
strategies and military tactics that were imposed on those who came to risk their lives in order to
do their duty. To that charge I am indeed guilty, but I consider it presumptuous for one who was
not there on the ground or in the air to pass judgement on matters with which some felt very
strongly at the time - and maybe more strongly now as they reflect on what they had to endure
and the friends they lost. I have at least laid a trail of hints where I think, as others have, that
things might have been done differently.There will be other criticisms, perhaps that I have
mentioned many good deeds but failed to do full justice to others, to record some awards and
not others and to recall only some who perished. Again I am guilty, but space precludes more
than a few examples picked almost at random from the facts and anecdotes provided by those
who responded to my plea for contributions. Also, with the passage of time memories have
become a little clouded and where several versions of some legendary tales have emerged I
have had to be the final arbiter. This could matter to, even distress some of those who were
involved directly and if so I seek their forgiveness. The same is true where identical photographs
have come to hand from different sources, and again I have had to make the final choice with the
publisher selecting those best for reproduction. Some sections, typically that on the Royal
Canadian Air Force/Canadian Armed Forces (RCAF/CAF), have been oversubscribed and
personal favourites may have been omitted. Finally, with a file on source details inadvertently
destroyed, and no success in tracing some donors, I may have some credits wrong. In all these



cases I apologise.Despite all its imperfections, I hope you will find this an acceptable résumé
and a just tribute to the Voodoo warriors.PREFACEMy primary motivation for writing ‘Voodoo
Warriors’ is to pay tribute to all those involved with that family of McDonnell aircraft, in the air and
on the ground, in peace and war. I had the privilege of flying the Voodoo in its early days and
thereafter stayed in touch with its fraternity throughout the halcyon days of Cold War peace in
America, Europe, the Pacific and the dreadful years of conflict in South East Asia (SEA). The
more I heard from the Voodoo men, of their comfortable routine in peace to the spectacular and
dangerous in war, so I became increasingly interested.It is clear that through individual and
collective enterprise, industry and determination, these men made their sometimes recalcitrant
steed work effectively in roles, places and times for which it was not originally designed. In some
cases they had to overturn inhibiting conventional wisdoms and habits of the past that proved no
longer tenable. This was most obvious during the ultimate test in SEA, when silver aircraft were
camouflaged, camera configurations changed and low level profiles no longer offered a panacea
solution to survival, having in any event to succumb all too often to photographic demands. The
pilots (some of whom had also flown in WW2 and Korea) then faced additional risks from the
new, rapidly developing and proliferating anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) and surface-to-air missiles
(SAMs), again bringing the pros and cons of flying in pairs or with escorts under scrutiny as the
potential of electronic countermeasures (ECM) and airborne refuelling became increasingly
clear. The men on the flight line came to know very quickly what was needed to bring air warfare
up-to-date in these circumstances, the hierarchy sometimes less ready to be convinced. Political
pressures often outweighed military imperatives and micro-management at the highest level
became the order of the day, to the serious detriment of essential flexibility in mission planning
and execution. All this led to unnecessary cost - with the fliers paying the highest price.I offer this
book in all humility, not as an expert on the aircraft or any of its roles, nor with personal
knowledge of those very hostile skies over SEA to which the reconnaissance variant, the
RF-101 was committed. Consequently, the framework for this book is based first on primary and
secondary evidence drawn from official archives, then enlivened by personal testimony from
those far better acquainted with the aircraft and its employment.Having said that, I flew some
400 hours on the Voodoo in 1960/61, at Shaw Air Force Base (AFB), South Carolina, the home
of USAF tactical reconnaissance, serving on an operational squadron and as an instructor pilot
on the aircraft’s conversion and role training squadron. In so doing, I gained some insight into the
aircraft and its modus operandi then, and at our many reunions since I have learned how the
Voodoo men went to war in the RF-101 in SEA. In the relatively relaxed days of the late 1950s
and early 1960s few of us thought the unthinkable, that the Cold War would turn ‘hot’, although
we convinced ourselves that had it done so we would have been able to acquit ourselves well in
our respective aircraft, and we did not know then what the ‘One-O-Wonders’ would face in SEA.
We simply enjoyed the great exhilaration of flying one of the new breed of ‘century series’ jets, of
taking the best pictures we could with the RF-101’s cameras, thereby hoping to win national and
international recce competitions. There was much debate then and even now on how far these



contests prepared us for the realities of any war or provided a definitive comparison between
units as to their overall war fighting capability, and I will touch on this later.I thought long and
hard about my right to intrude into this close-knit family, into matters which some might now
prefer to forget and with which I was not personally familiar. However, after a period of soul-
searching reflection, encouragement from old friends and new acquaintances, I took up my pen
with self-imposed caveats.Many will be disappointed that I have not been more critical of the
political determinates of the war in SEA, with all the associated constraints impacting on the
strategies and military tactics that were imposed on those who came to risk their lives in order to
do their duty. To that charge I am indeed guilty, but I consider it presumptuous for one who was
not there on the ground or in the air to pass judgement on matters with which some felt very
strongly at the time - and maybe more strongly now as they reflect on what they had to endure
and the friends they lost. I have at least laid a trail of hints where I think, as others have, that
things might have been done differently.There will be other criticisms, perhaps that I have
mentioned many good deeds but failed to do full justice to others, to record some awards and
not others and to recall only some who perished. Again I am guilty, but space precludes more
than a few examples picked almost at random from the facts and anecdotes provided by those
who responded to my plea for contributions. Also, with the passage of time memories have
become a little clouded and where several versions of some legendary tales have emerged I
have had to be the final arbiter. This could matter to, even distress some of those who were
involved directly and if so I seek their forgiveness. The same is true where identical photographs
have come to hand from different sources, and again I have had to make the final choice with the
publisher selecting those best for reproduction. Some sections, typically that on the Royal
Canadian Air Force/Canadian Armed Forces (RCAF/CAF), have been oversubscribed and
personal favourites may have been omitted. Finally, with a file on source details inadvertently
destroyed, and no success in tracing some donors, I may have some credits wrong. In all these
cases I apologise.Despite all its imperfections, I hope you will find this an acceptable résumé
and a just tribute to the Voodoo warriors.THE AUTHORGroup Captain Nigel J. R. Walpole OBE
BA RAF, passed out from the Royal Air Force College, Cranwell, in 1954. He flew Hunter day
fighters and Swift fighter reconnaissance aircraft in Germany before an exchange tour with the
USAF at Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, flying RF-101 Voodoos.On promotion to
squadron leader he commanded 234 Squadron (Hunter fighter/ground attack) and II (AC)
Squadron (Hunter fighter reconnaissance), before being appointed Brigade Air Support Officer
with 16 Parachute Brigade as a wing commander. He commanded No 12 Squadron (Buccaneer
maritime strike/attack) and became Wing Commander Operations on the Jaguar Strike/ Attack
Wing in Germany. After a tour as Group Captain Operations at HQ RAF Germany, he completed
his service career as Assistant Chief of Staff Offensive Operations, Second Allied Tactical Air
Force. Following civilian employment as the air weapons advisor to British Aerospace, he and
his wife retired to Suffolk. This is his fourth book on tactical air operations.Flight Lieutenant Nigel
J. R. Walpole, 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron, Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina,



1960.THE AUTHORGroup Captain Nigel J. R. Walpole OBE BA RAF, passed out from the Royal
Air Force College, Cranwell, in 1954. He flew Hunter day fighters and Swift fighter
reconnaissance aircraft in Germany before an exchange tour with the USAF at Shaw Air Force
Base, South Carolina, flying RF-101 Voodoos.On promotion to squadron leader he commanded
234 Squadron (Hunter fighter/ground attack) and II (AC) Squadron (Hunter fighter
reconnaissance), before being appointed Brigade Air Support Officer with 16 Parachute Brigade
as a wing commander. He commanded No 12 Squadron (Buccaneer maritime strike/attack) and
became Wing Commander Operations on the Jaguar Strike/ Attack Wing in Germany. After a
tour as Group Captain Operations at HQ RAF Germany, he completed his service career as
Assistant Chief of Staff Offensive Operations, Second Allied Tactical Air Force. Following civilian
employment as the air weapons advisor to British Aerospace, he and his wife retired to Suffolk.
This is his fourth book on tactical air operations.Flight Lieutenant Nigel J. R. Walpole, 4414th
Combat Crew Training Squadron, Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, 1960.Flight Lieutenant
Nigel J. R. Walpole, 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron, Shaw Air Force Base, South
Carolina, 1960.PART ONE: COLD WAR CONTINGENCIESPART ONE: COLD WAR
CONTINGENCIESPART ONE: COLD WAR CONTINGENCIESCHAPTER
ONE:EVOLUTION‘Military history is filled with the record of military improvements that have
been resistedby those who would have profited richly from them.’B H Liddell Hart,
1944Throughout the latter stages of WW2 the United States Army Air Force (USAAF) wrestled
with the problem of replacing its venerable P-47 and P-51 long range escort fighters with aircraft
capable of taking on the formidable new German jet fighters, the ME 163 and ME 262, on their
terms. These war years bred the vision and imagination needed, and the jet engine added a new
dimension.The USAAF looked at the Bell XP-83 powered by two jet engines, and such
innovations as the ConvairXP-81 with its nose-mounted turboprop and a jet engine at the rear,
but both projects failed to meet expectations and were rejected. When the war ended, work was
already in progress on the Bell P-59 (which turned out to be a disappointment), the Lockheed F/
RF-80 (a better aircraft) and the Republic F-84. It was envisaged then that the F-84 would fulfil
short term requirements and much of the impetus for developing more ambitious projects was
lost.That said, brave hearts continued to beaver away at new designs nurtured by sporadic
official encouragement and a contract for the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (MDC) of St Louis,
Missouri, was received from the USAAF in late 1945 for two XP-85 ‘parasite’ fighters. These
would be small, single-seat, gun-armed jet aircraft which could be carried by B-36 heavy
bombers, launched against any threat and ‘caught’ by a gantry of hooks and wires when
recovering to the mother aircraft. This concept also proved unsatisfactory and the project was
terminated in 1948, as were further parasite trials involving F-84s attached to B-29 or B-36
bombers.However, the USAAF was adding another string to its bow. In August 1945 Air Materiel
Command (AMC) issued an Invitation to Bid for a multi-role long-range bomber escort fighter for
Strategic Air Command (SAC), which could double as a ground attack aircraft. The original
concept envisaged an armed, two-engine, single-seat fighter with a maximum speed of 600



mph, a combat radius (fully loaded) of 900 statute miles and a service ceiling of 40,000 ft. These
ideals would change as work progressed and eventually be greatly exceeded.MDC rose to the
occasion with its Model 36C Penetration Fighter Project, which centred on a large and heavy
aircraft powered by two Westinghouse axial-flow J34 turbojets, this initiative being rewarded by a
Letter of Contract in June 1946. A mock-up was required within two months, with the first of two
aircraft (XP-88) to fly in April 1948 without afterburners, the second (XP-88A) with afterburners.
Chief Project Engineer, Bud Flesh, and his team were given their head and gained a reputation
for ‘boldness with conservatism’ which would serve them well. There emerged a low/mid wing
design, with flying surfaces swept back 35 deg, the horizontal stabilizer set low on the fin and
two engines housed centrally below a long and spacious fuselage. This aircraft, which could be
adapted to several roles, would be renamed XF-88 when the USAF was formed in 1947, the
prefix ‘P’ for Pursuit being changed to ‘F’ for Fighter.MDC’s Chief Test Pilot, Bob Edholm, flew
XF-88 (designated 46-525) on its maiden sortie on 20 October 1948, a little later than scheduled
but still only 28 months after clearance to proceed. He found the aircraft quite manoeuvrable and
easy to fly, some directional oscillations and yaw/roll coupling problems being overcome with
dampers and speed brake buffet remedied by reducing the opening span and perforating the
surfaces. True to the old adage, it looked right and flew right.If it Looks Right - It’ll Fly Right.
XF-88, 46-525 proved the point. USAFEdholm soon achieved Mach 1.175 with XF-88 in a dive
from 41,000 ft, with no adverse effects in the transonic zone. However, with only 6400 lb of thrust
from the two J34 engines the aircraft was badly underpowered and thrust augmentation was
clearly required. Afterburners were the preferred solution but, with any extension to the tailpipes
limited to 52 inches, to retain the necessary ground clearance, the engine manufacturers were
unable or unwilling to meet the need and MDC produced its own afterburners for the XF-88s,
well within the limit.The second test vehicle, XF-88A, given the serial number 46-526, first flew
on 26 April 1949, with a variable geometry stabilator (combined stabilizer and elevator) and six
20-mm cannon. In June 1949 it was the first of the two XF-88s to be retrofitted, initially with one
and then two afterburners, which provided 34% more static thrust, a 9% increase in speed at
sea level (to 700 mph) and a greatly improved rate of climb. Unfortunately, the price was a
significant increase in specific fuel consumption and a commensurate reduction in endurance,
already one of the critical shortcomings. XF-88A was immediately committed to an intensive test
programme at Edwards AFB, which included brief trials in weapons carriage and delivery, and
was selected to take part in the Penetration Fighter Project ‘fly-off’ to be held in June and July
1950.Soon after its arrival at Edwards, 6526 was damaged in a wheels-up landing and had to be
replaced by 46-525, hastily re-engined with the afterburning J-34s to become the second
XF-88A. The other two contenders in the competition were the Lockheed XF-90 ‘Super Star’ and
North American Aviation YF-93A ‘Sabre Cat’. All three aircraft were found to suffer to a greater or
lesser extent from similar problems; in particular, they were all underpowered. The YF-93A could
achieve a similar top speed to that of the XF-88A (some 708 mph in level flight) with one Pratt
and Whitney J48 (derived from the British Rolls Royce Tay engine) which produced 8,750 lb of



thrust in afterburner, but it did not have the inherent ‘get you home’ advantage of a second
engine. On the other hand, the XF-90, although generating similar thrust from two Westinghouse
J34 in afterburners, could only reach some 667 mph. A consensus among the seven pilots
involved was that the North American entry was the least attractive option of the three. They
were also unhappy with the Lockheed XF-90, despite its great structural strength its
performance overall was poor.Value Added. XF-88A, 46-526, with the MAC afterburners gave
more power but not enough. The 20-mm cannon and perforated airbrakes are also evident.
USAFVoodoo Power. The two Pratt and Whitney J-57 engines, each generating 15,000 lb of
thrust in afterburner, gave the Voodoo an edge over all its contemporaries, and remained the
basic power plant throughout the aircraft’s life. USAFSo it was that MDC’s entry won the day, but
even this fell short of the specified requirements and no contract was issued. During the fly-off,
anticipated budgetary cut-backs began to bite as funds were diverted to support other air force
projects, specifically the B-47 nuclear bomber programme, and this resulted in the cancellation
of the Penetration Fighter Project. As a consequence, both 46-525 and 46-526 went into storage
but there would be resurrection.MDC’s foresight in continuing to make design changes and
maintain the pressure on AMC to proceed with improved variants of their aircraft eventually paid
off. SAC had found the F-84 to be inadequate as a penetration fighter and still wanted the
greater capability. Among the options offered by MDC was one equipped with the two very
powerful Pratt and Whitney J-57 engines, each generating 10,000 lb of thrust (dry) and 15,000
lb in afterburner, making it very attractive to the USAF. In 1952, funds were made available to
MDC to continue its work and the firm received an initial contract for what was now designated
F-101, an early member of the ‘century series’, fast-jet club and the heaviest, most powerful
single-seat fighter to date. The Voodoo was born.So the trials resumed, during which 46-525
was withdrawn for NACA (later NASA) to evaluate several supersonic propeller permutations
with an Allison turboprop engine added in the nose to create an XF-88B ‘trimotor’. Modifications
included the displacement of the nose leg to one side to make room for the turboprop and
extending it to give the required propeller clearance; a fuel cell also had to be removed to stow
test instrumentation. This aircraft first flew on 14 April 1953 and thereafter with NACA at Langley
AFB.McDonnell’s Hybrid. Voodoo 46-525, fitted with an Allison XT-38 turboprop engine, the
trimotor XF-88B, made its first flight at St Louis on 14 April 1953, the nose gear seen here offset
to the right to make space for the turboprop engine. Robert F DorrFirst of Many. The first Voodoo
F-101A, 53-2418, had its maiden flight from Muroc Dry Lake on 29 September 1954. USAFThe
first F-101A Voodoo 53-2418, made its maiden flight at Edwards AFB on 29 September 1954
with Robert Little at the controls. This was a very different aircraft from the XF-88, with a much
larger fuselage to accommodate the two Pratt and Whitney J57-P-13 turbojets and the extra fuel
necessary. The horizontal stabilizer had been moved to high on the fin, clear of the afterburner
plume, and the speed brakes were now hinged forward. Little found everything about the flight
‘spectacular’; he left the T-33 photo plane and F-100 chase aircraft far behind from take-off,
climbing to 35,000 ft at Mach .92 in ‘dry’ power and going supersonic in a shallow descent



(thought to be a ‘first’ on any initial test flight). Apart from failing to get the nose gear fully
retracted quickly enough and suffering some disconcerting engine stalls, all went well, but there
would be problems during the subsequent, more demanding trials. On his fourth flight Little had
a double flame-out attributed to the failure of one fuel booster pump with the other being
incorrectly wired, leaving him only gravity feed to the engine and an exploration of best gliding
speed until a relight was achieved and a successful landing completed. It was on his seventh
flight that ‘all hell broke loose’, both engines stalling violently at Mach 1.4 as Little tried to find
out how fast the aircraft would fly. The problem continued with both throttles returned to idle, the
speed brakes being used in earnest for the first time at supersonic speed until the speed
reduced to Mach .8, after which the engines behaved normally and allowed another safe
landing. In time all the major defects were overcome or minimised by modifying the engines or
aircraft; engine stalls much reduced by correcting uneven pressures across the compressor with
redesigned engine intakes and adding turning vanes. Other difficulties could be avoided by
adhering to prescribed handling procedures.Size is Everything. This side-by-side comparison
with the XF-88 shows the much larger F-101A, 53-2418 needed to accommodate the bigger
engines and more fuel. The photo also shows the latter’s high tailplane and forward-hinged
airbrakes. USAFThen there were the undercarriage (landing gear) problems, that of the ‘hanging
nose wheel’ avoided by retracting the gear before reaching 250 kts on take-off (sometimes
rather easier said than done!). Generally, the main wheels took the heavy aircraft’s high take-off
and landing speeds well, but in less than ideal circumstances, particularly with severe side
loads, the collapse of one or both main legs was not unusual. Tyre wear was very high. Of
greater concern was the legendary pitch-up - a potentially disastrous occurrence. Over
simplified, the wing would mask the tailplane from the airflow at high angles of attack, or deflect
a down-flow on to the high-set stabilizer, causing a loss of control and nose-up pitching moment,
often followed by a spin, from which recovery could be very difficult. At first, the aforementioned
engine problems had priority but when these were largely resolved pitch-up became the major
issue. Early Voodoo history is littered with horror stories of pitch-up, which seemed to presage
the death knell of the aircraft, but MDC would have none of it. An exhaustive exploration into the
phenomenon was included in the trials programme, but Captain John Dolan was killed in an
F-101A on a routine test flight when he stayed with the aircraft trying to recover from an
unintentional spin until it hit the desert, flat and with no forward airspeed. For spin trials a
parachute was fitted to assist recovery but the operating switch was located next to that which
activated the explosive cable-cutter to release it after use and in the drama of the moment one
pilot selected the wrong switch - thus losing the all-important ’chute which he had intended to
deploy. He ejected successfully at the last moment. In the flat spin evaluations demanded by the
USAF, MDC lost two more aircraft, an F-101A and a two-seat F101B fighter, their very able and
well-prepared test pilots again ejecting safely at the last moment.Wheel Dramas. Stories of
‘hanging’ nosewheels (left), collapsing main gear legs (right) and short tyre life abound
throughout the life of the Voodoo, but all three had much to put up with the take-off and landing



speeds of this heavy jet. USAFIn the end, concerted efforts by aerodynamicists, engineers and
pilots came up with an amalgam of partial solutions. The inclination was to bring the horizontal
stabilizer down into the afterburner blast, new technology now allowing this, but at this stage in
production the cost and weight penalties were considered too great. Instead, the aircraft was
equipped with an ‘active inhibitor’ which, if correctly calibrated, generated audio signals to warn
of an impending pitch-up and a ‘stick-pusher’ to emphasise the urgency of recovery action.
Clear guidance was also issued on the conditions conducive to pitch-up, the earliest and
subsequent signs of its onset and development, and the immediate actions required at each
stage to avoid a full-blown pitch-up or spin. Ultimately, if the aircraft was not under control by
15,000 ft, pilots were advised to eject. In peacetime training it might be reasonable to expect the
warning devices to suffice, given adherence to the guidance available, but again this was easier
said than done in certain flight conditions and infinitely more difficult in combat. A full
understanding of the phenomenon and the application of appropriate flying skills remained the
key to avoidance and recovery, the risks deemed to be acceptable for the rewards offered by the
aircraft, but the risk of pitch-up would remain throughout the Voodoo’s life.There was also the
need to measure precisely and if necessary enhance the structural integrity of the aircraft, this
again concentrating great minds at MDC in a cautious flight test programme which sometimes
generated some alarming film. Bob Little was involved and recalls camera footage of the
tailplane ‘bending over almost 20 deg during severe rolling pullouts’, but no aircraft came to grief
during trials which eventually led to a much increased threshold of 7.33 ‘G’.The experience of
pitch-up may have contributed to a growing belief in the early 1950s that the Voodoo would be
more suited to roles which capitalised on its great acceleration and high maximum speed rather
than one which required the agility and manoeuvrability implicit in that of SAC bomber escort.
This, together with random problems which caused the delivery of the first F-101As to the USAF
to be postponed, and as changes were introduced in SAC’s modus operandi, heralded the
demise of the original concept for the aircraft. So it was that the two-seat F-101B missile-
carrying interceptor, deep penetration reconnaissance and fighter bomber variants were
conceived and developed, roles which would indeed make the best use of the Voodoo’s inherent
attributes, and in which pitch-up might be of less concern. For all these incarnations exhaustive
flight trials continued unabated.Testing Times. F-101A, 53-2431, a nose probe fitted, undergoing
trials at Edwards AFB in March 1956. USAFSenior Master Sergeant Edgar M Mays encountered
the Voodoo first when assigned to the Aircraft Research and Development Command (ARDC) at
Eglin AFB, where much of the USAF’s operational equipment was evaluated and developed. He
recalls:‘The squadron to which I was assigned comprised some 1,100 personnel to look after 72
aircraft of all types, including RF-101 Voodoos involved in photographic cartridge trials. These
particular tests caused some consternation among the locals when drive-in movies were
interrupted, the screens going blank when these cartridges lit up the night sky in the vicinity.
Inevitably in work of this kind, there were many dramatic incidents in the air and on the ground,
some involving Voodoos. On one occasion, when people from our squadron and the collocated



Aircraft Test Centre had gathered outside to see what was expected to be an interesting take-off,
the highly respected Major Lonnie Moore (an ‘ace’ pilot from the Korean War) gave them more
than he and they had bargained for. The RF-101 took off too steeply, pitched up at about 150 ft
from the ground, snapped rolled to the right and crashed back to the ground inverted, killing
Moore on impact.’This incident added to the Voodoo’s initial bad reputation for poor handling in
certain flight configurations, even among the elite pilots serving at Eglin. To build up much
needed confidence in the aircraft and to show that it could be operated safely within the
specified criteria, McDonnell sent their chief test pilot to Eglin. He demonstrated the correct take-
off and landing technique published in the aircraft’s Dash One and even showed that pilots
could, within certain limits, get away with that which had led to the sad loss of Lonnie Moore. In
fact, he did everything except make the ‘101’ talk! Convinced, the Eglin pilots continued trials
flying with the Voodoo - if with sensible caution.Trials and Development. F-101C, 54-1486,
undergoing acceptance trials, while F-101A, 53-2426, carries out engine development tests with
two J-57-P-55 turbojets. This aircraft would go on to break the world’s absolute speed record in
Operation Fire Wall (Chapter Two). USAFWith the introduction of the ‘century series’ fighters the
1950s were of course exciting years for the USAF’s fighter/fighter bomber fraternity. Pride among
those who operated each of the new aircraft abounded - as did competition - and no less among
the Voodoo men evaluating the aircraft at Eglin. This led to a ‘one-v-one’ contest between two
very able fighter pilots, one flying an F-101 the other a new F-102, Delta Dagger (from another
Eglin Unit commanded by Colonel Paul Tibbets, the pilot of B-29 ‘Enola Gay’ which dropped the
first atom bomb). The two pilots were good friends who had flown in combat together in the
Korean war, and there would be no holds barred that day. Edgar Mays was among the many
watching from the ramp, again hardly expecting the events which followed. Having run up their
engines together at the runway threshold the F-102 rolled first, dramatically losing several ‘turkey
feathers’ (exhaust flaps which regulated engine thrust/exhaust gas temperatures) as it became
airborne. This resulted in a loss of control causing the aircraft to slam back to the ground beside
the runway; the fuel-filled wings exploding in a major inferno. Miraculously, a vacuum in the
cockpit saved the pilot, who survived with back injuries. The Voodoo pilot, who believed that his
friend had perished, taxied back in a state of shock and had to be brought back to his senses
with a liberal dose of aircrew ‘combat medicine’ when he and his aircraft reached dispersal! (The
RF-101 and F-102 used the same J-57 engines but with different afterburners).Ready to Go.
F-101A, 54-1471, ready for the front line. George Cowgill CollectionOther incidents were less
spectacular. One Voodoo pilot came back from the weapons range seriously concerned about a
jet of hot air blowing up his flight suit legs. A defective G-suit valve was quickly and correctly
diagnosed by the crew chief, who then resorted to a temporary expedient (involving masking
tape) which enabled flying to proceed until a replacement valve became available. All this was
part of a fast learning curve which ultimately led to a growing confidence in the Voodoo, provided
it was properly prepared for flight and flown as prescribed, essentially in a team effort.Still to
Come. A second batch F-101A, 54-1471, joined by Still to Come. A second batch F-101A,



54-1471, joined by F-101B, 56-233 (lead) and RF-101A, 54-1501, in August 1957. George
Cowgill CollectionIn Business. Part of the second batch of 49 F-101As, 54-1461, began active
service with the 524th TFS, 27th TFW, Bergstrom AFB, in June 1957. Robbie Robinson
CollectionLater, in rather more sinister trials held above the Bikini and Eniwetok Atolls in the
Pacific, an F-101A would be used to evaluate the effects of nuclear weapons detonations on
aircraft, Major John Apple the pilot in the combined USAF/MDC team in ‘Project Redwing’. Little
was known then of the potential effects of nuclear explosions, the sole safety measures of
goggles for the pilot and a ‘radiation hood’ for the Voodoo being very rudimentary by today’s
standards. On many flights through the ‘mushroom clouds’, some supersonic, surfaces within
the cockpit smouldered and smoked with very visible but largely superficial damage to external
surfaces, the Voodoo surviving it all. Inter alia, tests confirmed that the aircraft was capable of
carrying and delivering the small nuclear weapons, a prophetic conclusion.On 2 May 1957, the
first F-101A (the 41st off the production line underlining the extent of the trials programme) was
accepted by the USAF and flown to SAC’s 27th Strategic Fighter Wing (SFW) at Bergstrom
AFB, Texas. The Voodoo had truly arrived, and there would be many more to come.The End of
the Beginning. An ignominious end for XF-88A, 46-526, on the scrap heap at Langley AFB,
Virginia in 1959, XF-88B, 46-525, suffering the same fate - but read on. Robert F DorrCHAPTER
ONE:EVOLUTION‘Military history is filled with the record of military improvements that have
been resistedby those who would have profited richly from them.’B H Liddell Hart, 1944‘Military
history is filled with the record of military improvements that have been resistedby those who
would have profited richly from them.’B H Liddell Hart, 1944Throughout the latter stages of WW2
the United States Army Air Force (USAAF) wrestled with the problem of replacing its venerable
P-47 and P-51 long range escort fighters with aircraft capable of taking on the formidable new
German jet fighters, the ME 163 and ME 262, on their terms. These war years bred the vision
and imagination needed, and the jet engine added a new dimension.The USAAF looked at the
Bell XP-83 powered by two jet engines, and such innovations as the ConvairXP-81 with its nose-
mounted turboprop and a jet engine at the rear, but both projects failed to meet expectations
and were rejected. When the war ended, work was already in progress on the Bell P-59 (which
turned out to be a disappointment), the Lockheed F/RF-80 (a better aircraft) and the Republic
F-84. It was envisaged then that the F-84 would fulfil short term requirements and much of the
impetus for developing more ambitious projects was lost.That said, brave hearts continued to
beaver away at new designs nurtured by sporadic official encouragement and a contract for the
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation (MDC) of St Louis, Missouri, was received from the USAAF in
late 1945 for two XP-85 ‘parasite’ fighters. These would be small, single-seat, gun-armed jet
aircraft which could be carried by B-36 heavy bombers, launched against any threat and ‘caught’
by a gantry of hooks and wires when recovering to the mother aircraft. This concept also proved
unsatisfactory and the project was terminated in 1948, as were further parasite trials involving
F-84s attached to B-29 or B-36 bombers.However, the USAAF was adding another string to its
bow. In August 1945 Air Materiel Command (AMC) issued an Invitation to Bid for a multi-role



long-range bomber escort fighter for Strategic Air Command (SAC), which could double as a
ground attack aircraft. The original concept envisaged an armed, two-engine, single-seat fighter
with a maximum speed of 600 mph, a combat radius (fully loaded) of 900 statute miles and a
service ceiling of 40,000 ft. These ideals would change as work progressed and eventually be
greatly exceeded.MDC rose to the occasion with its Model 36C Penetration Fighter Project,
which centred on a large and heavy aircraft powered by two Westinghouse axial-flow J34
turbojets, this initiative being rewarded by a Letter of Contract in June 1946. A mock-up was
required within two months, with the first of two aircraft (XP-88) to fly in April 1948 without
afterburners, the second (XP-88A) with afterburners. Chief Project Engineer, Bud Flesh, and his
team were given their head and gained a reputation for ‘boldness with conservatism’ which
would serve them well. There emerged a low/mid wing design, with flying surfaces swept back
35 deg, the horizontal stabilizer set low on the fin and two engines housed centrally below a long
and spacious fuselage. This aircraft, which could be adapted to several roles, would be renamed
XF-88 when the USAF was formed in 1947, the prefix ‘P’ for Pursuit being changed to ‘F’ for
Fighter.MDC’s Chief Test Pilot, Bob Edholm, flew XF-88 (designated 46-525) on its maiden
sortie on 20 October 1948, a little later than scheduled but still only 28 months after clearance to
proceed. He found the aircraft quite manoeuvrable and easy to fly, some directional oscillations
and yaw/roll coupling problems being overcome with dampers and speed brake buffet remedied
by reducing the opening span and perforating the surfaces. True to the old adage, it looked right
and flew right.If it Looks Right - It’ll Fly Right. XF-88, 46-525 proved the point. USAFIf it Looks
Right - It’ll Fly Right. XF-88, 46-525 proved the point. USAFEdholm soon achieved Mach 1.175
with XF-88 in a dive from 41,000 ft, with no adverse effects in the transonic zone. However, with
only 6400 lb of thrust from the two J34 engines the aircraft was badly underpowered and thrust
augmentation was clearly required. Afterburners were the preferred solution but, with any
extension to the tailpipes limited to 52 inches, to retain the necessary ground clearance, the
engine manufacturers were unable or unwilling to meet the need and MDC produced its own
afterburners for the XF-88s, well within the limit.The second test vehicle, XF-88A, given the
serial number 46-526, first flew on 26 April 1949, with a variable geometry stabilator (combined
stabilizer and elevator) and six 20-mm cannon. In June 1949 it was the first of the two XF-88s to
be retrofitted, initially with one and then two afterburners, which provided 34% more static thrust,
a 9% increase in speed at sea level (to 700 mph) and a greatly improved rate of climb.
Unfortunately, the price was a significant increase in specific fuel consumption and a
commensurate reduction in endurance, already one of the critical shortcomings. XF-88A was
immediately committed to an intensive test programme at Edwards AFB, which included brief
trials in weapons carriage and delivery, and was selected to take part in the Penetration Fighter
Project ‘fly-off’ to be held in June and July 1950.Soon after its arrival at Edwards, 6526 was
damaged in a wheels-up landing and had to be replaced by 46-525, hastily re-engined with the
afterburning J-34s to become the second XF-88A. The other two contenders in the competition
were the Lockheed XF-90 ‘Super Star’ and North American Aviation YF-93A ‘Sabre Cat’. All



three aircraft were found to suffer to a greater or lesser extent from similar problems; in
particular, they were all underpowered. The YF-93A could achieve a similar top speed to that of
the XF-88A (some 708 mph in level flight) with one Pratt and Whitney J48 (derived from the
British Rolls Royce Tay engine) which produced 8,750 lb of thrust in afterburner, but it did not
have the inherent ‘get you home’ advantage of a second engine. On the other hand, the XF-90,
although generating similar thrust from two Westinghouse J34 in afterburners, could only reach
some 667 mph. A consensus among the seven pilots involved was that the North American
entry was the least attractive option of the three. They were also unhappy with the Lockheed
XF-90, despite its great structural strength its performance overall was poor.Value Added.
XF-88A, 46-526, with the MAC afterburners gave more power but not enough. The 20-mm
cannon and perforated airbrakes are also evident. USAFValue Added. XF-88A, 46-526, with the
MAC afterburners gave more power but not enough. The 20-mm cannon and perforated
airbrakes are also evident. USAFVoodoo Power. The two Pratt and Whitney J-57 engines, each
generating 15,000 lb of thrust in afterburner, gave the Voodoo an edge over all its
contemporaries, and remained the basic power plant throughout the aircraft’s life. USAFVoodoo
Power. The two Pratt and Whitney J-57 engines, each generating 15,000 lb of thrust in
afterburner, gave the Voodoo an edge over all its contemporaries, and remained the basic power
plant throughout the aircraft’s life. USAFSo it was that MDC’s entry won the day, but even this fell
short of the specified requirements and no contract was issued. During the fly-off, anticipated
budgetary cut-backs began to bite as funds were diverted to support other air force projects,
specifically the B-47 nuclear bomber programme, and this resulted in the cancellation of the
Penetration Fighter Project. As a consequence, both 46-525 and 46-526 went into storage but
there would be resurrection.MDC’s foresight in continuing to make design changes and maintain
the pressure on AMC to proceed with improved variants of their aircraft eventually paid off. SAC
had found the F-84 to be inadequate as a penetration fighter and still wanted the greater
capability. Among the options offered by MDC was one equipped with the two very powerful
Pratt and Whitney J-57 engines, each generating 10,000 lb of thrust (dry) and 15,000 lb in
afterburner, making it very attractive to the USAF. In 1952, funds were made available to MDC to
continue its work and the firm received an initial contract for what was now designated F-101, an
early member of the ‘century series’, fast-jet club and the heaviest, most powerful single-seat
fighter to date. The Voodoo was born.So the trials resumed, during which 46-525 was withdrawn
for NACA (later NASA) to evaluate several supersonic propeller permutations with an Allison
turboprop engine added in the nose to create an XF-88B ‘trimotor’. Modifications included the
displacement of the nose leg to one side to make room for the turboprop and extending it to give
the required propeller clearance; a fuel cell also had to be removed to stow test instrumentation.
This aircraft first flew on 14 April 1953 and thereafter with NACA at Langley AFB.McDonnell’s
Hybrid. Voodoo 46-525, fitted with an Allison XT-38 turboprop engine, the trimotor XF-88B,
made its first flight at St Louis on 14 April 1953, the nose gear seen here offset to the right to
make space for the turboprop engine. Robert F DorrMcDonnell’s Hybrid. Voodoo 46-525, fitted



with an Allison XT-38 turboprop engine, the trimotor XF-88B, made its first flight at St Louis on
14 April 1953, the nose gear seen here offset to the right to make space for the turboprop
engine. Robert F DorrFirst of Many. The first Voodoo F-101A, 53-2418, had its maiden flight from
Muroc Dry Lake on 29 September 1954. USAFFirst of Many. The first Voodoo F-101A, 53-2418,
had its maiden flight from Muroc Dry Lake on 29 September 1954. USAFThe first F-101A
Voodoo 53-2418, made its maiden flight at Edwards AFB on 29 September 1954 with Robert
Little at the controls. This was a very different aircraft from the XF-88, with a much larger
fuselage to accommodate the two Pratt and Whitney J57-P-13 turbojets and the extra fuel
necessary. The horizontal stabilizer had been moved to high on the fin, clear of the afterburner
plume, and the speed brakes were now hinged forward. Little found everything about the flight
‘spectacular’; he left the T-33 photo plane and F-100 chase aircraft far behind from take-off,
climbing to 35,000 ft at Mach .92 in ‘dry’ power and going supersonic in a shallow descent
(thought to be a ‘first’ on any initial test flight). Apart from failing to get the nose gear fully
retracted quickly enough and suffering some disconcerting engine stalls, all went well, but there
would be problems during the subsequent, more demanding trials. On his fourth flight Little had
a double flame-out attributed to the failure of one fuel booster pump with the other being
incorrectly wired, leaving him only gravity feed to the engine and an exploration of best gliding
speed until a relight was achieved and a successful landing completed. It was on his seventh
flight that ‘all hell broke loose’, both engines stalling violently at Mach 1.4 as Little tried to find
out how fast the aircraft would fly. The problem continued with both throttles returned to idle, the
speed brakes being used in earnest for the first time at supersonic speed until the speed
reduced to Mach .8, after which the engines behaved normally and allowed another safe
landing. In time all the major defects were overcome or minimised by modifying the engines or
aircraft; engine stalls much reduced by correcting uneven pressures across the compressor with
redesigned engine intakes and adding turning vanes. Other difficulties could be avoided by
adhering to prescribed handling procedures.Size is Everything. This side-by-side comparison
with the XF-88 shows the much larger F-101A, 53-2418 needed to accommodate the bigger
engines and more fuel. The photo also shows the latter’s high tailplane and forward-hinged
airbrakes. USAFSize is Everything. This side-by-side comparison with the XF-88 shows the
much larger F-101A, 53-2418 needed to accommodate the bigger engines and more fuel. The
photo also shows the latter’s high tailplane and forward-hinged airbrakes. USAFThen there were
the undercarriage (landing gear) problems, that of the ‘hanging nose wheel’ avoided by
retracting the gear before reaching 250 kts on take-off (sometimes rather easier said than
done!). Generally, the main wheels took the heavy aircraft’s high take-off and landing speeds
well, but in less than ideal circumstances, particularly with severe side loads, the collapse of one
or both main legs was not unusual. Tyre wear was very high. Of greater concern was the
legendary pitch-up - a potentially disastrous occurrence. Over simplified, the wing would mask
the tailplane from the airflow at high angles of attack, or deflect a down-flow on to the high-set
stabilizer, causing a loss of control and nose-up pitching moment, often followed by a spin, from



which recovery could be very difficult. At first, the aforementioned engine problems had priority
but when these were largely resolved pitch-up became the major issue. Early Voodoo history is
littered with horror stories of pitch-up, which seemed to presage the death knell of the aircraft,
but MDC would have none of it. An exhaustive exploration into the phenomenon was included in
the trials programme, but Captain John Dolan was killed in an F-101A on a routine test flight
when he stayed with the aircraft trying to recover from an unintentional spin until it hit the desert,
flat and with no forward airspeed. For spin trials a parachute was fitted to assist recovery but the
operating switch was located next to that which activated the explosive cable-cutter to release it
after use and in the drama of the moment one pilot selected the wrong switch - thus losing the
all-important ’chute which he had intended to deploy. He ejected successfully at the last
moment. In the flat spin evaluations demanded by the USAF, MDC lost two more aircraft, an
F-101A and a two-seat F101B fighter, their very able and well-prepared test pilots again ejecting
safely at the last moment.Wheel Dramas. Stories of ‘hanging’ nosewheels (left), collapsing main
gear legs (right) and short tyre life abound throughout the life of the Voodoo, but all three had
much to put up with the take-off and landing speeds of this heavy jet. USAFWheel Dramas.
Stories of ‘hanging’ nosewheels (left), collapsing main gear legs (right) and short tyre life abound
throughout the life of the Voodoo, but all three had much to put up with the take-off and landing
speeds of this heavy jet. USAFIn the end, concerted efforts by aerodynamicists, engineers and
pilots came up with an amalgam of partial solutions. The inclination was to bring the horizontal
stabilizer down into the afterburner blast, new technology now allowing this, but at this stage in
production the cost and weight penalties were considered too great. Instead, the aircraft was
equipped with an ‘active inhibitor’ which, if correctly calibrated, generated audio signals to warn
of an impending pitch-up and a ‘stick-pusher’ to emphasise the urgency of recovery action.
Clear guidance was also issued on the conditions conducive to pitch-up, the earliest and
subsequent signs of its onset and development, and the immediate actions required at each
stage to avoid a full-blown pitch-up or spin. Ultimately, if the aircraft was not under control by
15,000 ft, pilots were advised to eject. In peacetime training it might be reasonable to expect the
warning devices to suffice, given adherence to the guidance available, but again this was easier
said than done in certain flight conditions and infinitely more difficult in combat. A full
understanding of the phenomenon and the application of appropriate flying skills remained the
key to avoidance and recovery, the risks deemed to be acceptable for the rewards offered by the
aircraft, but the risk of pitch-up would remain throughout the Voodoo’s life.There was also the
need to measure precisely and if necessary enhance the structural integrity of the aircraft, this
again concentrating great minds at MDC in a cautious flight test programme which sometimes
generated some alarming film. Bob Little was involved and recalls camera footage of the
tailplane ‘bending over almost 20 deg during severe rolling pullouts’, but no aircraft came to grief
during trials which eventually led to a much increased threshold of 7.33 ‘G’.The experience of
pitch-up may have contributed to a growing belief in the early 1950s that the Voodoo would be
more suited to roles which capitalised on its great acceleration and high maximum speed rather



than one which required the agility and manoeuvrability implicit in that of SAC bomber escort.
This, together with random problems which caused the delivery of the first F-101As to the USAF
to be postponed, and as changes were introduced in SAC’s modus operandi, heralded the
demise of the original concept for the aircraft. So it was that the two-seat F-101B missile-
carrying interceptor, deep penetration reconnaissance and fighter bomber variants were
conceived and developed, roles which would indeed make the best use of the Voodoo’s inherent
attributes, and in which pitch-up might be of less concern. For all these incarnations exhaustive
flight trials continued unabated.Testing Times. F-101A, 53-2431, a nose probe fitted, undergoing
trials at Edwards AFB in March 1956. USAFTesting Times. F-101A, 53-2431, a nose probe
fitted, undergoing trials at Edwards AFB in March 1956. USAFSenior Master Sergeant Edgar M
Mays encountered the Voodoo first when assigned to the Aircraft Research and Development
Command (ARDC) at Eglin AFB, where much of the USAF’s operational equipment was
evaluated and developed. He recalls:‘The squadron to which I was assigned comprised some
1,100 personnel to look after 72 aircraft of all types, including RF-101 Voodoos involved in
photographic cartridge trials. These particular tests caused some consternation among the
locals when drive-in movies were interrupted, the screens going blank when these cartridges lit
up the night sky in the vicinity. Inevitably in work of this kind, there were many dramatic incidents
in the air and on the ground, some involving Voodoos. On one occasion, when people from our
squadron and the collocated Aircraft Test Centre had gathered outside to see what was
expected to be an interesting take-off, the highly respected Major Lonnie Moore (an ‘ace’ pilot
from the Korean War) gave them more than he and they had bargained for. The RF-101 took off
too steeply, pitched up at about 150 ft from the ground, snapped rolled to the right and crashed
back to the ground inverted, killing Moore on impact.’‘The squadron to which I was assigned
comprised some 1,100 personnel to look after 72 aircraft of all types, including RF-101 Voodoos
involved in photographic cartridge trials. These particular tests caused some consternation
among the locals when drive-in movies were interrupted, the screens going blank when these
cartridges lit up the night sky in the vicinity. Inevitably in work of this kind, there were many
dramatic incidents in the air and on the ground, some involving Voodoos. On one occasion,
when people from our squadron and the collocated Aircraft Test Centre had gathered outside to
see what was expected to be an interesting take-off, the highly respected Major Lonnie Moore
(an ‘ace’ pilot from the Korean War) gave them more than he and they had bargained for. The
RF-101 took off too steeply, pitched up at about 150 ft from the ground, snapped rolled to the
right and crashed back to the ground inverted, killing Moore on impact.’This incident added to
the Voodoo’s initial bad reputation for poor handling in certain flight configurations, even among
the elite pilots serving at Eglin. To build up much needed confidence in the aircraft and to show
that it could be operated safely within the specified criteria, McDonnell sent their chief test pilot
to Eglin. He demonstrated the correct take-off and landing technique published in the aircraft’s
Dash One and even showed that pilots could, within certain limits, get away with that which had
led to the sad loss of Lonnie Moore. In fact, he did everything except make the ‘101’ talk!



Convinced, the Eglin pilots continued trials flying with the Voodoo - if with sensible caution.Trials
and Development. F-101C, 54-1486, undergoing acceptance trials, while F-101A, 53-2426,
carries out engine development tests with two J-57-P-55 turbojets. This aircraft would go on to
break the world’s absolute speed record in Operation Fire Wall (Chapter Two). USAFTrials and
Development. F-101C, 54-1486, undergoing acceptance trials, while F-101A, 53-2426, carries
out engine development tests with two J-57-P-55 turbojets. This aircraft would go on to break the
world’s absolute speed record in Operation Fire Wall (Chapter Two). USAFWith the introduction
of the ‘century series’ fighters the 1950s were of course exciting years for the USAF’s fighter/
fighter bomber fraternity. Pride among those who operated each of the new aircraft abounded -
as did competition - and no less among the Voodoo men evaluating the aircraft at Eglin. This led
to a ‘one-v-one’ contest between two very able fighter pilots, one flying an F-101 the other a new
F-102, Delta Dagger (from another Eglin Unit commanded by Colonel Paul Tibbets, the pilot of
B-29 ‘Enola Gay’ which dropped the first atom bomb). The two pilots were good friends who had
flown in combat together in the Korean war, and there would be no holds barred that day. Edgar
Mays was among the many watching from the ramp, again hardly expecting the events which
followed. Having run up their engines together at the runway threshold the F-102 rolled first,
dramatically losing several ‘turkey feathers’ (exhaust flaps which regulated engine thrust/exhaust
gas temperatures) as it became airborne. This resulted in a loss of control causing the aircraft to
slam back to the ground beside the runway; the fuel-filled wings exploding in a major inferno.
Miraculously, a vacuum in the cockpit saved the pilot, who survived with back injuries. The
Voodoo pilot, who believed that his friend had perished, taxied back in a state of shock and had
to be brought back to his senses with a liberal dose of aircrew ‘combat medicine’ when he and
his aircraft reached dispersal! (The RF-101 and F-102 used the same J-57 engines but with
different afterburners).Ready to Go. F-101A, 54-1471, ready for the front line. George Cowgill
CollectionReady to Go. F-101A, 54-1471, ready for the front line. George Cowgill
CollectionOther incidents were less spectacular. One Voodoo pilot came back from the weapons
range seriously concerned about a jet of hot air blowing up his flight suit legs. A defective G-suit
valve was quickly and correctly diagnosed by the crew chief, who then resorted to a temporary
expedient (involving masking tape) which enabled flying to proceed until a replacement valve
became available. All this was part of a fast learning curve which ultimately led to a growing
confidence in the Voodoo, provided it was properly prepared for flight and flown as prescribed,
essentially in a team effort.Still to Come. A second batch F-101A, 54-1471, joined by Still to
Come. A second batch F-101A, 54-1471, joined by F-101B, 56-233 (lead) and RF-101A,
54-1501, in August 1957. George Cowgill CollectionStill to Come. A second batch F-101A,
54-1471, joined by Still to Come. A second batch F-101A, 54-1471, joined by F-101B, 56-233
(lead) and RF-101A, 54-1501, in August 1957. George Cowgill CollectionIn Business. Part of the
second batch of 49 F-101As, 54-1461, began active service with the 524th TFS, 27th TFW,
Bergstrom AFB, in June 1957. Robbie Robinson CollectionIn Business. Part of the second batch
of 49 F-101As, 54-1461, began active service with the 524th TFS, 27th TFW, Bergstrom AFB, in



June 1957. Robbie Robinson CollectionLater, in rather more sinister trials held above the Bikini
and Eniwetok Atolls in the Pacific, an F-101A would be used to evaluate the effects of nuclear
weapons detonations on aircraft, Major John Apple the pilot in the combined USAF/MDC team
in ‘Project Redwing’. Little was known then of the potential effects of nuclear explosions, the sole
safety measures of goggles for the pilot and a ‘radiation hood’ for the Voodoo being very
rudimentary by today’s standards. On many flights through the ‘mushroom clouds’, some
supersonic, surfaces within the cockpit smouldered and smoked with very visible but largely
superficial damage to external surfaces, the Voodoo surviving it all. Inter alia, tests confirmed
that the aircraft was capable of carrying and delivering the small nuclear weapons, a prophetic
conclusion.On 2 May 1957, the first F-101A (the 41st off the production line underlining the
extent of the trials programme) was accepted by the USAF and flown to SAC’s 27th Strategic
Fighter Wing (SFW) at Bergstrom AFB, Texas. The Voodoo had truly arrived, and there would be
many more to come.The End of the Beginning. An ignominious end for XF-88A, 46-526, on the
scrap heap at Langley AFB, Virginia in 1959, XF-88B, 46-525, suffering the same fate - but read
on. Robert F DorrThe End of the Beginning. An ignominious end for XF-88A, 46-526, on the
scrap heap at Langley AFB, Virginia in 1959, XF-88B, 46-525, suffering the same fate - but read
on. Robert F DorrCHAPTER TWOTHE GLOBE TROTTERS OF TACTICAL AIR
COMMAND‘Aptitude for war is aptitude for movement’NapoleonNineteen fifty-seven was the
first big year for the Voodoo, beginning with the F-101’s turbulent introduction into service at
Bergstrom AFB as a strategic fighter with SAC’s 27th SFW, this unit redesignated the 27th
Fighter Bomber Wing (FBW) in July and later renamed the 27th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW),
Tactical Air Command (TAC). Built up over the next year with a mix of 77 F-101As and 47 F
101Cs, the Wing comprised the 522nd, 523rd and 524th TFS, differentiated by their star-
studded fins in red, yellow and blue respectively.TAC immediately set about proving the aircraft’s
capability and its world-wide mobility; the Wing’s primary mission was to deliver a single
weapon, with the secondary option of ground attack with its four 20-mm cannon. Perhaps it was
not until 12 December 1957 that the Voodoo hit the headlines, when Major Adrian Drew
captured the World Speed Record from the British in Operation Fire Wall, with an average speed
of 1,207.6 mph over two runs in F-101A 53-2426, at a height of 39,000 ft over Edwards AFB.
This aircraft had been employed in trials with uprated engines giving 12% more power. More
ground-breaking flights followed in 1958, among them two F-101Cs averaged 480 mph over a
5,600 mile circuit with Air-to-Air Refuelling (AAR) in May, while in June four F-101Cs flew non-
stop with AAR from Andrews AFB Maryland, to Liege, Belgium in 6 hours 12 minutes. The
F-101s also went across the Pacific when tension rose over the waters between the Chinese
mainland and the Nationalist held Formosa (Taiwan), but they saw no action there. In August the
first of the 27th TFW Voodoos were transferred to the 81st TFW, United States Air Force Europe
(USAFE) at RAF Bentwaters/Woodbridge (Chapter Six), as the 27th TFW began its transition to
F-100Ds.Major J Dunn, 522nd FBS, 1957. Robbie Robinson Collection522nd FBS, Kadena AB,
Okinawa, 1958. Robbie Robinson CollectionOperation Fire Wall. Major Adrian Drew flew this pre-



productionF-101A, 53-2426, into the record books at Edwards AFB on 12 December 1957.
USAF & George Cowgill CollectionOut With the Old - In With the New. Veteran RF-84Fs nearing
the end of their time with the 363rd TRW but showing with this loop that they still had life left in
them!Bob Sweet and Shaw AFBMeanwhile, the 363rd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing (TRW),
837th Air Division (AD), 9th Air Force, at Shaw AFB, South Carolina, was receiving its RF-101s,
in a quantum performance jump from the RF-80s and RF-84Fs in the tactical reconnaissance
(tac recon) role. For more than the next decade the predominantly day recce Voodoos would
share the base with variants of the B-66 Destroyer which were also able to conduct high level,
night, weather and electronic reconnaissance. Shaw would remain the ‘home’ of the USAF’s
tactical reconnaissance until 1989.Four years earlier SAC had identified the need for a limited
number of fast jet recce aircraft and a contract had been placed for two prototypes. A mock up of
the reconnaissance variant was accepted in 1954 and McDonnell took the 16th and 17th aircraft
from the F-101A production line for the necessary modifications. The first of two YRF-101As,
54-149, flew on its maiden flight from St Louis on 30 June 1955, and a year later three
production RF-101As were accepted, not for SAC (which had lost interest in the Voodoo) but for
TAC, which recognised a potential to meet its needs. Thirty-five RF-101As, all of which were
limited to 6.33 ‘G’ and some fitted with additional 90-gall fuel tanks in each wing, had arrived in
TAC by October 1957. These were followed by 166 RF-101Cs, all stressed to 7.33 ‘G’, deliveries
to USAF complete by March 1959.Above & below; The RB-26s and RB-47s made way at Shaw
for the RB-66s and RF-101s. Bob Sweet & Shaw AFBVoodoo Home. Shaw AFB - lifetime home
to the RF-101s. Shaw AFBModifications to the fighter included the removal of the four guns and
ammunition boxes and installation of an elegant, lengthened nose to house the cameras. Initially,
the all importantrole equipment consisted of a Fairchild KA-1 forward-facing camera, KA-2
cameras in the vertical and two oblique stations, and a KA-18 strip camera, but camera
configurations would change continuously throughout the RF-101’s service life, most
significantly with the incorporation of KA-1, 36-inch split vertical cameras in the rear station.
Camera ancillaries included mechanically driven intervalometers and count limiters to set trip
rates and intervals between exposures, shutter speeds and exposure apertures, which on
previous systems had to be selected on the ground. These innovations had the virtue of
simplicity but still failed to capitalise on the high-speed, low level capabilities and flexibility
inherent in the Voodoo. Then came the Simplified Universal Camera Control System,
incorporating solid state electronics and reduced in size from that used in the RB-47, which
included Image Motion Compensation (IMC). During the film’s exposure, IMC enabled the film
magazine itself to be moved bodily along the aircraft’s heading, according to a pre-determined
relationship with automatic inputs of height and speed, thus enhancing image quality at higher
speeds and lower levels. Later, some RF-101s would be modified to give them a limited night
photography capability.Three RF-84F pilots from the 17th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron
(TRS) at Shaw AFB, Captains ‘Barney’ Barnard, Bob Smith and Bob Sweet, went to the
McDonnell factory in St Louis in May 1957 to check out on the RF-101 with the help of the firm’s



test pilots; Barney Barnard being the first of the three to fly the aircraft. The first RF-101
(54-1503) destined for the 17th TRS reached the front line at Shaw on 6 May 1957. The
excitement this caused was palpable, with a huge crowd on hand to get an early glimpse of the
aircraft many of them would fly or tend for the next decade or so. Compared with its forerunners,
the RF-51, RF-80 and RF-84F, this was a huge aircraft; 69 ft long, it matched the length of the
DC-3 Dakota and the power it exuded was awesome - giving it the capability to fly supersonic
straight and level.Three Pioneers. Captains Robert L Smith, Martin J Barnard and Robert M
Sweet , 17th TRS, the first to convert to the RF-101 at McDonnell’s plant, St Louis, in 1957. Bob
GouldThe 363rd TRW Wing Commander, Brigadier General Stephen B Mack, commandeered
one the of the first RF-101As (54-1515) as his personal mount, he and selected pilots from the
17th TRS being the first to fly the new aircraft. Captain Bob Gould was among these privileged
few; he recalls that his briefing from their ‘expert’ Barney Barnard terminated with the comment:
“He’ll probably kill himself but you have to take chances once in a while!” This had the desired
effect of achieving quite the opposite, earning Bob the comment from his mentor, “That was the
best take-off and landing yet” - and this new boy went on to fly the aircraft with distinction in all its
theatres of operation.More RF-101s flew into Shaw in the following weeks to complete the
replacement of RF-84Fs on the 17th, 18th, 20th and 29th TRS. Despite initial shortages in
photographic equipment, the Voodoo men were soon hard at work, the pilots learning fast how
to handle the aircraft and the maintenance men how to keep them in the air. They would soon be
thrust into the limelight.Commander’s Privilege. One of the first RF-101As at Shaw, 54-1515,
became the personal aircraft of the commander, 363rd TRW, Brigadier General Stephen B
Mack. Shaw AFBProud Emblems. The 17th TRS was the first to receive the RF-101 on 6 May
1957, quickly followed by the 18th TRS (designed by Andy Capp), the 20th TRS and the 29th
TRS. Robbie RobinsonIn the autumn of 1957, 9th Air Force was ordered to establish
international air speed records across the USA, east to west coast, west to east coast, and for
the round trip non-stop, in Operation Sun Run. Shaw-based RF-101s would be air refuelled by
KC-135 tankers and the record attempts made between 2 November and 31 December 1957.
Intensive planning brought TAC, SAC (tankers), Air Defence Command (radar), MDC and many
supporting agencies together, as six RF-101s were prepared. With Lieutenant Colonel William
Nelson as the Project Officer, six carefully selected Voodoo pilots from Shaw: Captains Burkhart,
Hawkins, Kilpatrick, Sweet, Schrecengost and Lieutenant Klatt, flew their aircraft (brightly
coloured to aid identification) to George AFB, California, in early November 1957 to begin their
training in earnest. The key to success was rapid rendezvous and ‘hook-ups’ with the newly
commissioned KC-135 tankers which were capable of using both probe and boom systems for
AAR seven miles above the earth. As could be expected, these rehearsals were not without
incident; Gus Klatt had to make an emergency landing at a private airstrip in the South West,
theoretically too small for the Voodoo, but with great skill he brought the aircraft to a stop
undamaged. There he was fêted royally by local admirers until his aircraft was ready for more
and he got it safely off the short strip. Thanks to intensive training, the efficiency of the radar



controllers and expertise of the pilots and tanker crews, the join-ups and refuelling during the
operation were largely faultless with the results speaking for themselves.All expectations were
fulfilled; Bob Sweet established a non-stop Los Angeles - New York - Los Angeles record of 6
hours 46 minutes and a New York to Los Angeles record of 3 hours 36 minutes, while Gus Klatt
set up a Los Angeles to New York record of 3 hours 7 minutes. Ray Schrecengost and Bob
Kilpatrick also broke existing records. Bob Burkhart and Donald Hawkins, in the spare aircraft,
were not needed. With its great speed and range, the Voodoo was probably the only aircraft at
the time capable of achieving such successes and everyone involved was given great credit for
a job well done.At this time, TAC was fighting for its survival, pinning its hopes on demonstrating
an ability to respond to any ‘brush fire’ anywhere in the world at a moment’s notice. Mobile
Zebra, an exercise requiring F-100s, RF-101s and RB-66s to cross the Pacific with AAR using
KB-50 tankers in an itinerary which would take them to Hawaii, Japan, Okinawa, Taiwan and the
Philippines, was planned to this end. It was an ambitious beginning to a long string of similar
deployments to prove a global capability, particularly given the Voodoos’ initial failure on
occasions to take on a full fuel load in the air and calculations revealed that even with full tanks
they could not complete the leg to Hickam AB, Hawaii, with safe reserves. However, these
problems were overcome by replacing defective fuel transfer valves and activating the two
internal wing tanks which had been isolated because of random leaks (now remedied), thereby
giving 1,000 lb more fuel.The flight positioned itself at George AFB and set off for the long sea
crossing on 15 November 1957, with Bob Gould detailed to fly one of the spare aircraft. On all
the rehearsals he had been needed to replace someone, but on this occasion it was he who
aborted on start-up. Thanks to meticulous planning and execution the flight arrived intact in
Hawaii, leaving Bob with a lonely trip home to Shaw. En route he encountered forecast
thunderstorms over Mississippi, the sort which century series fighter pilots would normally avoid,
but Bob believed he could climb above them. This was easier said than done; maximum
(military) power took him to 47,000 ft where, at barely above stalling speed, the afterburners
failed to light and give him that extra power he needed. Then an engine which had begun to
surge, stall and overheat had to be shut down, and there was no alternative but to descend. As
he hit what he called ‘one of those boiling clouds’, Bob was flipped into a loop, saw the airspeed
indicator fall to zero and the artificial horizon (which was not supposed to ‘tumble’) spinning like
crazy - as was the altimeter. Having obviously ‘pitched-up’, he took immediate recovery action
by deploying the drag ’chute to bring the aircraft gradually under control and thereafter relying on
the basic teaching of ‘needle, ball and airspeed’. Suddenly, when straight and level, he ‘popped
into the clear at 17,000 ft, having lost 30,000 ft’. Here was a case of simulator drills paying off,
Bob finding that he had even trimmed the aircraft out after the engine had been stop-cocked. He
then re-started the engine, said; “to hell with the regulations”, smoked a cigarette, cancelled IFR
(Instrument Flight Rules) and made his way gently back to Shaw under VFR (Visual Flight
Rules).Bob Gould was among many Voodoo pilots who were to learn the rules of the game the
hard way; he admits that he might have been a little too anxious to get home, that he asked too



much of the Voodoo to climb so high at that all-up weight and that he had underestimated
‘mother nature’. On the plus side, he had proved that the drills worked with the correct recovery
action, and he was one of few to recover from a pitch-up. He survived where others would not,
and he would be the better for it.In February 1958 the 837th AD incorporated the 363rd and the
432nd TRWs, but a year later all TAC RF-101 assets at Shaw were placed under the command
and control of the 363rd TRW. More milestones lay ahead, with four aircraft from the 18th TRS
completing the first non-stop crossing of the Atlantic by Shaw-based RF-101s on 16 May 1958,
in 8 hours 35 minutes. Their arrival at Phalsbourg AFB, France was unusually spectacular when
the flight leader was forced to eject as his aircraft went out of control in a steep climb over the
airfield; he landed safely two miles away. Flights across the Atlantic and Pacific would soon
become regular practice for the TAC pilots, who had to be ready to go anywhere, at any
time.True to tradition the Voodoo squadrons at Shaw had their own identities, underlined with
every opportunity. The ‘Lonesome Polecats’ of the 18th TRS revered their squadron insignia,
designed by the cartoonist Andy Capp, complete with appropriate head dress, telescope and
camera. One of their number, Captain ‘Rich’ Richardson, remembers a party in the Officers Club
for which the squadron dressed as native Indians, their improvised wigwams strategically
positioned so that any partygoer needing their restroom could be intercepted and have his or her
forehead stamped with their mark.The USAF tac recon force had become regular hosts to RAF
exchange officers. Flight Lieutenant John West handing over to Flight Lieutenant ‘Paddy’ King at
Shaw AFB in June 1957. Paddy flew the RF-84F before converting to the Voodoo later that year
to fly much of his time at Shaw with the 29th TRS; he was an experienced recce pilot already,
having flown Meteor and Swift aircraft on a fighter reconnaissance squadron in Germany and
would play an almost full part in the Wing’s activities. The ‘almost’ refers to an operational recall
of all the squadron’s personnel at 0500 hours on 15 July 1958, in anticipation of a commitment
overseas during the developing crisis in Lebanon. Excitement was high, preparations were well
in hand and Paddy was raring to go with his fellow warriors when his squadron commander
disabused him with, “your lot didn’t let us go to Suez - so you’re not coming with us to Lebanon!”
- and that was that.Ray Schrecengost, who had recently left the 18th TRS to take up the
prestigious appointment of Standardisation Officer on the 837th AD at Shaw, was also up early
that morning; he had been selected to lead the six RF-101s, as part of the TAC Composite Air
Strike Force (CASF), to Adana, Turkey, for Operation Blue Bat. The plan was to fly non-stop to
Chaumont AB, France, with two air refuellings from KB-50 tankers, the six primary aircraft and
two spares being flown by Ray, Captains Burkhart, Klatt and Yeager, Lieutenants Nelson,
Richardson, Powell and Miller. Bob Gould went too, in the relative comfort of a C-130 to take up
Command Post duties as Day Recce Officer.Flight Leader. Captain Ray Schrecengost, 363rd
TRW Standardisation Officer, led the Blue Bat RF-101 force to Lebanon in 1958. Ray
SchrecengostAfter several delays, with changes in routeing and alternate airfields, the flight got
airborne from Shaw at 1700 hours that evening and headed east into the dark, a long day
behind them and many more hours of hard work ahead. The success of the mission depended



now on the pilots’ dead-reckoning (DR) navigation skills, proficiency in air-to-air refuelling and
general airmanship; it was a tall order, especially for the leader. Early in the flight, Klatt, Nelson
and Powell aborted with technical problems but the five survivors pressed on despite three of
them having defective external lighting. ‘Mayday’ calls from four F-100 pilots who had failed to
refuel from their tankers and were trying to reach alternates did little for morale. (In fact, three of
the ‘Huns’ did make it but one pilot had to eject). Things were now looking grim for the Voodoos
too, with the four KB-50s flying at a relatively low altitude in the pitch black and heavy
turbulence, between cloud layers and thunderstorms. However, with good DR and help from
their ARA-25 direction-finding radios, the Voodoo pilots found their tankers just as they all
reached ‘Bingo’(minimum fuel before diversion) and all ‘hooked up’ to take fuel successfully.
Considering the circumstances, this had been no mean feat.The Voodoos then climbed back
into cloud, only breaking into clear air as they approached the Lajes refuelling area. DR and the
ARA-25 again served them well, but they were then advised that no tankers would be available
as planned and that they would have to land at Lajes. Normally, such news would not be
unwelcome but the weather at Lajes AB was already down to minimums, with Ground Control
Approach (GCA) mandatory, and the pilots had to call on all their skills to complete faultless
instrument penetrations after a flight of nearly six hours, in a day already 17 hours old.At Lajes
the Voodoo men were told to turn their aircraft round at once and continue immediately to
Chaumont, but Ray Schrecengost was having none of it and ordered the aircraft serviced
properly for a daybreak departure. The ‘Go’ pills given the pilots before they left Shaw had the
required effect for the final three hour flight direct to Chaumont, where GCAs were again the
order of the day before there could be any rest. Another three hour flight on the following day
took them to Wheelus AB Tripoli, where the legendary Colonel Robin Olds, commander
designate of the 81st (F-101) TFW at Bentwaters, tried without success to get Ray to let him fly
one of the RF-101s. The final leg to their destination and a highly successful if stressful trip was
marred only by one of the Voodoos landing with a burst tyre at Incirlik, thereby blocking the
runway temporarily on this very active deployment base. It was the Voodoo men themselves who
managed to manoeuvre the aircraft out of the way sufficiently for operations there to resume,
before a General Officer could carry out his threat to ‘bulldoze it clear’.Bob Gould arrived at
Incirlik after a much less adventurous ride, Gus Klatt and Grayson Powell also joining the party
with their Voodoos two days later and thus bringing the RF-101 force up to seven aircraft. In a
detachment which lasted three months rather than the two weeks expected, the RF-101 pilots
flew numerous ‘training’ sorties all over Lebanon, to be shot at occasionally and have one
aircraft sustain minor damage. Ray, the detachment commander, flew 44 sorties from Incirlik and
all the Voodoo pilots deserved the Air Medals with which they were rewarded.On the Job. In the
CASF Operation Blue Bat the RF-101s of the 363rd TRW flew continuously over Lebanon in
their peacekeeping role. USAFWhile he missed the Lebanon trip, Paddy King did make the most
of other opportunities, typically accompanying the WW2 pilot Clyde East, who had flown with the
RAF’s Eagle Squadron as a flying officer in the Battle of Britain and was now a major, on a direct



flight (with AAR) to Nouasseur, (Casablanca), in November 1958. There are no reliable accounts
of their rest and recuperation they are reported to have enjoyed downtown Casablanca! Paddy
became an instructor pilot, flight leader, flight clearing officer and flight test pilot, his personal
Voodoo adorned with RAF WingsThe British are Back! Flight Lieutenant Paddy King, RAF
Exchange Officer, 17th TRS, 29th TRS and 4414th CCTS, his Voodoo bearing RAF Wings at
Myrtle Beach AFB in 1958. Paddy KingWith a new and demanding aircraft, accidents will
happen. On 22 January 1959, Captain Robert L Smith, 17th TRS, was returning to Shaw at
36,000 ft after a successful test flight in RF-101C, 56-177 when the aircraft ‘yawed violently,
snapped over on to its back, pitched-up and became uncontrollable’. Smith took all the
prescribed corrective action but could not recover the aircraft and ejected successfully at 3000
ft. This accident was attributed to a technical defect but others would be down to human errors.
As always in the nature of military aviation, a number of Voodoo accidents and incidents were
self-induced, whether by tempting providence, pressing on regardless or through a simple
mistake. Some inherently very capable pilots seemed more susceptible than others, often
escaping harm or censure against all the odds. There were also those within the force who
defied the old adage that ‘there are old pilots and bold pilots, but not many old and bold pilots’.
Take the case of one spirited RF-101 pilot who took on a fighter and failed, impressed his
admiring audience at an air display - but not as he would have wished - and who ‘pressed on’
but wished he hadn’t. In the first incident this intrepid aviator from Shaw experienced a pitch-up
in his frustration at losing out to an F-100F pilot from Myrtle Beach; only his skill, inbred recovery
procedures and the drag ’chute saving the day. His adversary, on seeing these remarkable
gyrations, is believed to have thought at first ‘Sure wish I knew that manoeuvre’ then on seeing
the ’chute deciding ‘No I don’t!’ Then there was the air display at Richards-Gebaur where the
same individual decided to thrill the crowd with a dramatic take-off by selecting his gear and
perhaps flaps ‘up’ before the wheels left the ground; the aircraft settled back on the runway as
the gear folded beneath - a dramatic spectacle indeed! Nothing daunted, he pressed his luck
again during his time with the Pacific Air Forces (PACAF) when leading a pair on take-off
knowing that his wingman’s radio transmitter was unserviceable. All would have been well had
he locked his canopy or noticed the big red light warning him that he had not done so; his No 2
did see it but could not bring it to the attention of his leader. Inevitably, the canopy departed on
take-off, leaving a very windswept pilot in the fresh air until he burned off enough fuel to land
safely. He had got away with it again, where others might have perished.Southern Snow. Paddy
King braved a slippery Shaw AFB to photograph a snowy South in the 1958 cold spell which
killed much of the orange crop deep into Florida. Paddy KingAt about the same time there were
two other minor accidents. In the first, Lieutenant Cloves L Easter, 20th TRS, had a combined
generator, drag ’chute and anti-skid failure on landing at Stewart AFB, Tennessee. The aircraft
rolled into soft dirt some 50 ft beyond the runway, where the nose gear collapsed. Easter
climbed from the aircraft unhurt. In the second, Lieutenant Merl Kimball had just lowered the
gear downwind in the traffic pattern when the canopy separated from the aircraft, but he was



able to complete a normal landing. The canopy had unlocked due to a short circuit in the
electrical system. There were also serious accidents. Tragically, Captain Donald Romans was
fatally injured on 5 March 1959 when he crashed during a turn to finals at Shaw in poor visibility,
but on 20 May 1959 two pilots were rescued after their Voodoos had collided and they had
ejected safely into the sea off Bermuda.As with most new aircraft, the RF-101s suffered
technical defects. Shortages in role equipment had been largely resolved by 1959 but the
aircraft were grounded periodically with undercarriage and hydraulic problems. Bob Gould had a
hydraulic failure while on a cross-country to Hill AFB and a recurrence on the subsequent ‘test
hop’, after which he returned to his unit by civilian aircraft. No sooner did the spate of hydraulic
problems seem under control than corrosion caused cracks in the aircraft’s skin; all of which
required immediate remedial action. Other difficulties would follow but whatever they were the
‘Voodoo Medicine Men’ would find the cause and a solution (Chapter Twenty).The Voodoo
became front page news again in April 1959 when two RF-101s from Shaw were detached to
Edwards AFB, California for Project View-Do, attempts to break the 100-km and 500-km air
speed records. Colonel Ed Taylor led the team with Captain George Edwards earmarked initially
as reserve pilot until he was withdrawn to fulfil other duties and his place taken by Captain Jim
Murphy. The 1000-km route would take the Voodoo from Edwards AFB direct to San Francisco,
then into the turn for a recovery to Edwards starting over Oaklands; the 500-km course took a
triangular route over the mountains to the north-east of Edwards. On the day Colonel Taylor had
a faultless flight in RF-101 60119, breaking the 1000-km record with an average speed of
700.047 mph. Jim Murphy, following as planned 15 minutes later, had fuel transfer failure and
was forced to jettison his external tanks, thereby leaving him with insufficient fuel to complete the
full course at supersonic speed, but even so his average speed was only slightly less than that of
his leader. Not surprisingly, this epic flight did not go unnoticed on the ground, with local
newspapers carrying puzzled reports of mysterious bangs which shattered windows, cracked
walls and triggered water sprinklers. At first, the sonic booms were blamed on US Navy fighters
in the area and the Voodoo men sensibly laid low until the furore had died down. Only later did
they make a formal admission that they might have been responsible.Project View-Do. RF-101C,
60119, one of two Voodoos from the 363rd TRW which established new 1000-km & 500-km air
speed records from Edwards AFB in 1957. George Cowgill CollectionThere was a flurry of
activity to repair the spare aircraft, but then Jim fell sick and George Edwards was called up from
Shaw to lead an attempt on the 500-km record. Jim recovered in time to fly the back-up but
again his aircraft had a fuel problem and could not be flown at the speeds planned. George
Edwards broke this record, with a speed of 816.279 mph, and Jim again had the satisfaction of
beating the previous record. In the celebrations which followed, Mr R H Charles, Executive Vice-
President of the MDC, stated that the last Voodoo for TAC would depart from the firm’s airfield at
St Louis that day, the 2263rd Voodoo take-off from that airfield. Colonel Taylor responded by
saying;“We in TAC and the 837th AD fly what we consider to be the Cadillac of aviation - the
RF-101.”In 1959, the 17th and 18th TRS were transferred to the 66th TRW in Europe. Later, the



20th and 29th TRS, with the Voodoo’s newly formed 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron
(CCTS), plus two RB-66 Destroyer squadrons, the 9th and 16th TRS and the Destroyer’s 4415th
CCTS, made up the flying components of the 363rd TRW. The Shaw units were now being
organised, equipped and trained to provide the ‘eyes of TAC’, supporting TAC’s CASF whenever
it was needed, world-wide, with minimum delay.To demonstrate this capability TAC laid on an
Operational Readiness exercise in November 1959, which called for 100 assorted aircraft ,
using the KB-50 tanker force for AAR, to be sent to Europe with little forewarning from their
home bases in the United States, in Operation Spearhead. Captain Conrad Binyon, 29th TRS,
was selected to fly one of two spare aircraft supporting the main force of eight RF-101s from the
363rd TRW. They were to fly the 770 miles direct to Kindley AFB, Bermuda, for refuelling and
then continue to Laon AFB with two air refuellings on the 3100-mile route. All the aircraft were
serviceable on landing at Kindley but on the subsequent take-off at 0130 hours the gear on Merl
Kimball’s aircraft failed to retract and Lieutenant Colonel Louis Benne, commander of the 29th
TRS and overall flight leader, ordered Conrad to take Kimball’s place as No 2 to Lieutenant Bill
Kirk, an element leader. With a new moon the night was dark and the aircraft were visible in
loose formation only by their position lights; this was no ‘walk in the park’ and some of the eight
pilots may have viewed the AAR to come with some trepidation. As Conrad Binyon said:“Take it
from me, there’s no better feeling when you’re hooked up and maintaining position behind the
tanker, than when hearing the refuelling operator confirm that your aircraft is taking on fuel.”Just
Rewards. The pilots involved in Operation View-Do hosted at McDonnell, St Louis. (L to R) Mr S
N McDonnell, RF-101 Project manager, Colonel Edward H Taylor, Mr R H Charles, MDC,
Captains George A Edwards and Jim Murphy. Jim MurphyThe author would have no argument
with that. Ultimately, the tankers came into view as planned and all the aircraft took on the fuel
they needed for the next leg. Another aircraft fell out when Lieutenant Dick Reese was unable to
extend his probe for the second ‘prod’ and had to divert to Chateauroux in France. The
remaining seven aircraft pressed on to Laon, where the weather demanded instrument
penetrations and GCAs in pairs. Dense cloud at low level caused one wingman to lose visual
contact, but he sensibly carried out ‘lost leader’ procedures to complete nearly nine hours of
flying from Bermuda.Reese also remembers the trip well, suffering a severe attack of vertigo on
a night which he now describes in a vernacular too graphic for sensitive ears but so black that he
believed either he or Bill Kirk flew most of the trip upside down! He lavished praise on his
element leader, recalling that when their tanker started a 30-deg turn left, Bill enquired “Where
the hell are you going Roadie?” to which Roadie replied “I feel south of track”. More words were
exchanged, which resulted in Bill Kirk bringing them back on to a heading which coasted them in
just where they were meant to be in Portugal. For a Voodoo leader without any navigation aids
this was good airmanship - but here was a general in the making! Bill Kirk also ended up leading
the three other lieutenants who made it back to Shaw together on schedule, General Ford
welcoming them but wanting to know where their senior officers had got to.CASF and AAR were
now firmly on the Voodoo’s agenda. In February 1960, the 20th TRS sent six RF-101s across the



Atlantic again in Operation Quick Span, starting with a non-stop flight to Spain and continuing on
to Turkey, Iran and Pakistan, while two months later Shaw-based RF-101s and RB-66s, with full
support units, went to the Panama Canal to participate in Exercise Banyan Tree. In May, six
RF-101s flew direct from Shaw to Larson AFB, Washington, to provide support for the US Army
in Operation Elk Horn and in June eight Voodoos went to SEA for Exercise Mobile Yoke. Things
did not always go as planned. In February 1961, Shaw RF-101s were off again to the Far East,
via George AFB, California, Hickam AB, Hawaii, Anderson AB, Guam and Clark AB in the
Philippines. During this deployment several aircraft ground aborted with technical defects while
others had to divert to alternates, their pilots acquainting themselves with the bases at Wake
Island and Midway. However, recovery to complete the mission was part of the exercise, and
complete the mission they did, flying the required recce missions out of Don Muang AB,
Bangkok, and Clark AB, while four aircraft flew to Taiwan to test operational readiness at Tao-
Yuan AB. 140 missions were scheduled and 140 were flown, for a total of 474 hours.Return
Ticket. (L to R) Lieutenants Bill Kirk, Bill Hicky, Dick Reese and Jake Sorrenson, welcomed back
from Europe at Shaw by Brigadier General Ford, 363rd TRW. Shaw AFB via Dick ReeceNow the
Questions. Having congratulated the lieutenants on completing their mission to Europe, General
Ford wanted to know the whereabouts of the lieutenant colonel, majors and captains who had
started out on the flight. He himself then came under interrogation from Master Les Kirk, Nancy
Kirk much concerned that the young Kirk had one button undone for this auspicious occasion.
Bill KirkThe camera equipped Voodoos were also in great demand on the home front for tasks
varying from simple public relations photography to operational support. The author, having
taken over the RAF exchange post from Paddy King in September 1959, and destined to
succeed him as an instructor pilot on the 4414th CCTS, underwent operational orientation on
the 20th TRS in early 1960. In his own words:‘To this end I flew to Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, with
my mentor Captain Al Runyan for my first ‘operational’ task, a mosaic of 11 lines over a weapons
range in the Nevada desert. The task had been attempted several times before but had met
failure for a variety of reasons and this one seemed to be heading the same way when Al was
called back to Shaw, leaving a novice to attempt the mission. The 6-inch KA-2 vertical camera
was used to produce the mosaic from high level, to a scale of 1:50,000, with all the photographs
on 11 parallel lines given the required overlap and sidelap. This was a tall order for a hitherto low
level fighter recce pilot only recently introduced to high level photography, and there were few
landmarks in that part of the desert to achieve the required precision. Furthermore, clear skies
below were essential and at that time of the year could only be expected in the very early
mornings. Denying myself the pleasures of downtown Vegas, I rose at 0400 hours on 11 June
and was over the target area by 0530 hours. Perhaps astonishingly, all went well. Later that day,
hundreds of photographs littered the floor of a huge room in the operations block at Nellis, the
intelligence staff eventually declaring themselves satisfied with the result. A few beers were then
in order - given that what might have been a long stay in that wonderful desert oasis seemed to
be coming to an end. In fact, it ended almost immediately when a senior person from Nellis,



invited to view the results of the mission, was aghast to see that it had been flown by a ‘foreigner’
without the necessary clearances to fly over a most secret area. This worthy officer, who
probably saw stars falling before his very eyes, gained no solace from pleas that the pilot, while
concentrating heavily on his flying, could have seen very little of consequence and recognised
even less from such a high altitude. All this fell on deaf ears and I was ordered back to Shaw
forthwith - to be re-assigned to the 4414th CCTS as an instructor pilot’.Speed Run. Camera
magazines were off-loaded from the RF-101 without delay. Shaw AFBJig-Saw. PIs piece
together a mosaic from a Voodoo’s vertical camera. Shaw AFBSuper Vision. Lieutenant Colonel
Sid Crews, Commander 20th TRS, PIs and pilots anxious to see the end product, what the
camera saw. Shaw AFBThis training squadron was not exempt from extraneous tasks, with the
author being required on one occasion to photograph the outcome of a tragic night accident
when two RF-101s from one of the operational squadrons either collided after take off or flew
together into the distracting lights of a chicken farm to the north of Shaw AFB.Mobility may have
been the hallmark of the Wing but routine on-base activities continued unabated with
continuation training, the domestic programme and special tasks, many of which capitalised on
and helped enhance the essential individuality of the recce pilot. So it was that the pilots,
photographic specialists, photographic interpreters, and sometimes squadron supervisors could
be found poring over film on the light tables, while men worked on their aircraft well after normal
working hours. Nor were these busy men excused from such perennial activities as the annual
inspections, hence a parade at Shaw of men and machines of the 363rd TRW on 6 May
1960.Before returning to the United Kingdom the author rejoined the 20th TRS for instruction in
air refuelling by day and night. The only tanker available at that time was the KB-50
Superfortress, and the only system in use then was that of probe (Voodoo) and drogue (KB-50).
At heights of between 20,000 and 30,000 ft, with ‘four turning and two burning’ the bomber
turned tanker could reach a maximum indicated airspeed of only 210-215 kts (the minimum
speed at which the Voodoo could prudently take on fuel), and only then in a slight dive or
‘toboggan’. The RF-101 pilot would approach the tanker with flap down and speed brakes (‘dive
brakes’ or ‘air brakes’) out and one engine in afterburner (trimming out the slight asymmetric
affect), attempting to ‘hook up’ with a two to three knot overtake. He would then use one throttle
up to full (military) power to stay in position, easing in the air brakes incrementally as fuel was
taken on board. This was sometimes easier said than done, particularly for beginners when the
weather was unfriendly or either aircraft had a technical defect, and the RF-101’s history is
littered with AAR horror stories, especially in these early days with the KB-50. The original, rigid
probes on the Voodoo did not take kindly to hoses which failed to ‘reel in’ to the KB-50s
refuelling pod when contact was made, hence their replacement with flexible probes. However,
the difficulties were not all over; drogue ‘baskets’ continued to be damaged (or ‘spoked’) by the
probe, there were cases of hoses becoming detached from the tanker and wrapping themselves
around Voodoo fuselages and some probes broke off. Such was the case on the author’s first
‘prod’, a self-inflicted incident when he closed too fast, hit the basket fair and square in the



centre and passed the tanker still attached to the hose (to shouts of alarm from the refuelling
operator in his fuselage blister. As the RF-101 drew line abreast with the tanker’s wing-tip, the
probe twisted in sympathy before snapping off and falling harmlessly into the Atlantic Ocean.
Presumably for such a contingency, Myrtle Beach AFB was within reach with the limited (internal
only) fuel remaining available, and it was to that safe haven that a much chastened pilot took his
damaged oo. Back at Shaw, men in the crewroom been taking bets that their tame Limey d
either hit the basket first time or break thing, but since he did both all bets were Fortunately,
some RAF pride was restored bsequent AAR sorties when all went well, on one dark and stormy
night when it d have been better to be in the Stag Bar. In the case of AAR at this time, it might be
going too far to say that practice makes perfect; wise Voodoo pilots spoke of those who had
spoked a basket and those who would; indeed that anything could happen, even to the best.On
Parade. The 363rd TRW on parade at Shaw AFB, with its RB-66, RF-101 aircraft and mobility
equipment, for the annual inspection on 6 May 1960. Shaw AFBBird’s Eye View. What the KB-50
refuelling operator sees from his fuselage blister. Jim IflandTrophy Tip. Captain Chuck Lustig’s
refuelling probe broke off and came home lodged in the horizontal stabilizer. Chuck
LustigCaptain Chuck Lustig was one of many experienced Voodoo pilots who knew this to be
true. Despite making normal contact with the basket trailed from a KC-135, the probe of his
RF-101 broke off, smashed his canopy and lodged in the horizontal stabilizer. At the routine
pilots’ meeting on the following Friday, Chuck was presented with the probe tip in recognition of
the only known airborne recovery of a free-falling AAR probe. The fighter pilots had to be ready
for anything, and there are several stories from SEA (Part Two,‘Conflict’) of thirsty Voodoos being
diverted unexpectedly to tankers without their pilots having had any previous instruction in AAR,
or arriving at a tanker to find that it could offer only one option (boom or probe and drogue) when
their only training had been on the other. There was rarely time, opportunity or inclination to
query such orders and invariably the Voodoo pilots did what they were told and did it
successfully. Against this background AAR was an invaluable adjunct to operational
effectiveness, this amply proved in SEA, and things did become easier for the Voodoo pilots
when ‘boom’ refuelling (the onus then falling more on the tanker’s boom operator) and higher
performance tankers (especially the KC-135) became available. After the KB-50, Bob Gould
found the boom procedure, often carried out at the Voodoo’s cruising altitude and speed, ‘a
piece of cake’, with the later tankers often staying with them throughout a deployment, inter alia
acting as their navigator.There was action of a different kind in August 1961 when Shaw AFB
became involved in Exercise Swift Strike. Said to have been ‘the largest peacetime manoeuvre
of its kind (in the US) since 1941’, the base hosted many USAF and Air National Guard tactical
aircraft, including 24 C-119 Boxcar transports to deliver 789 paratroopers with full supporting
equipment into huge areas of South Carolina. The author recalls that the social mix of airborne
soldiers and base personnel on the ground was not always harmonious!Life for the nomadic
recce men was rarely dull or static. The Voodoos were soon off again, six from the 20th TRS,
Lieutenant Colonel Ralph Finley in command, to reinforce NATO in Exercise Check Mate II at



Incirlik AB, Turkey, followed by eight from the 29th TRS, Lieutenant Colonel Joe O’Grady now
commanding, to Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, for training in arctic conditions. There was also plenty
of work to be done in-country, from a major detachment of eight RF-101s to Eglin AFB, Florida,
to support a firepower demonstration for President Kennedy, down to the commitment of single
aircraft to demonstrations and static displays.Airborne! In August 1961, 24 C-119 Boxcars
launched from Shaw AFB, to drop the 82nd & 101st Airborne Divisions into South Carolina, in
“one of the biggest joint exercises since 1941 ”. Shaw AFBCold Soak. The Shaw-based
Voodoos were regular visitors to Elmendorf, Alaska, in the 1960s, for Arctic exercises such as
Great Bear and Polar Siege. Jim TidwellThe competitive spirit, rampant among airmen
throughout NATO in Europe, was mirrored in the US at the USAF Fighter Weapons Meet William
Tell. In September 1962, participants from USAFE, PACAF and TAC participated in William Tell
’62 at Nellis AFB, Nevada, with three RF-101s from the 363rd TRW representing TAC in the
tactical reconnaissance phase of the exercise. Captain Paul Hodges, an instructor on the 4414th
CCTS at Shaw and veteran of NATO’s Royal Flush Reconnaissance Competition, was one of the
chosen men from the 363rd TRW, but in this competition he was out of luck. His team was
leading in this time-critical contest, until failure to remove a safety pin from one of the main gear
legs of his aircraft proved crucial. Of course the undercarriage failed to retract and Paul would
not have continued the mission in war but, with several reputations at stake in such a prestigious
competition, he kept his speed below that permitted with gear down, 250 kts, even then noticing
the wing flex alarmingly, and covered all his targets. This laudable ‘press-on’ effort failed to
impress the judges; the sortie was disqualified and the overall trophy handed to a pilot from
USAFE. There but for the grace of God! This was believed to have been the only year when the
tac recon force was invited to take part in what was essentially a weapons competition.The
pattern of continuous movement within the United States and world-wide remained the norm for
the RF-101s and their RB-66 brothers in arms within the 363rd TRW, often in self-supporting,
composite squadrons, improving continuously their capability to move anywhere at any time,
doing all that was asked of them, and there was no better proof of this than their reaction to the
crisis in Cuba.Trade Training. Under the eagle eye of TAC Commander,General Sweeney,
Captain John Linihan, 363rd TRW, on Static Display at Eglin AFB, FL, explains to the Secretary
of the Air Force, how to ‘kill’em with fil’m’. John LinihanIn that autumn of 1962 events in Cuba
predominated, committing the whole of the Voodoo recce force and its organic support at Shaw.
This story is told in Chapter Ten; suffice it to say here that the 363rd TRW excelled in showing
what the aircraft could achieve, albeit highlighting some weaknesses in the reconnaissance
organisation and equipment overall. The Wing was honoured for its contribution to a successful
conclusion of the crisis with an Outstanding Unit Award from President John F Kennedy,
presentation of the H H Arnold Trophy, and many individual awards.The practical problems of
deploying air forces over great distances with aircraft that can never be 100% reliable, and in
often unpredictable weather, were underlined again in another mission to Elmendorf AFB,
Alaska, for Operation Timberline. The plan called for Lieutenant Colonel Robert O Crabtree, now



commanding the 29th TRS, to lead six of his aircraft non-stop from Shaw to Elmendorf on 6
February 1963, taking fuel twice from KC-135 tankers, but it was not to be. Owing to a radio
problem in one aircraft, failure to refuel in another and a hydraulic defect in a third, one pair of
RF-101s diverted to Offurt AFB and a second to Richards Gebaur AFB. When the faults were
rectified all these four aircraft returned to Shaw to mount a further attempt on 10 February, the
new plan being to stage through Minot AFB with a single air refuelling scheduled from a KB-50.
This time, three of the aircraft made it to Elmendorf, but there was further trouble ahead. On 22
February, Captain Al Brunstrom was on a test flight at Elmendorf when a major fuel leak caused
the left and then right engine of his Voodoo to flame out, leaving him with no alternative but to
eject. He was picked up uninjured 20 minutes later by a rescue helicopter from the same base.
The accident was attributed to a technical defect and the detachment returned to Shaw on the
following day. Distance was not a problem when it came to the deployment of a composite force
of RF-101s and RB-66s to a nearby ‘bare base’ airfield at North Field, SC, in July 1963 for
Exercise Swift Strike III.Exercise Bare Base. RB-66s and RF-101s of the 363rd TRW, with
supporting units, demonstrate a rapid deployment to North Field Airfield, SC. John LinihanIt was
very different for the eight RF-101s of the 20th and 29th TRS tasked to fly to Ramstein AB,
Germany, in October for Exercise Big Lift. Captain Chuck Lustig remembers the outbound trip to
Europe well. After staging through Dow AFB, they flew east over the Atlantic with their KC-135
tankers, to be treated to the full glory of the Northern Lights as they approached Iceland. Chuck
commented later:“It was a magnificent sight, with wave upon wave of all the colours of the
rainbow; I was so mesmerised by this beautiful sight at 35,000 ft that I damn nearly ran into the
tanker”.Such sights were the privilege of the few. Bob Gould was there too, fresh from his tour in
Okinawa and now going in the opposite direction, but it was during the return to Shaw that he
was particularly grateful to be accompanied by a KC-135. When his drop tanks failed to feed, he
was able to jettison them over the Atlantic and take ‘a tow’ behind the tanker, refuelling every 20
minutes until they arrived back at Shaw.CHAPTER TWOTHE GLOBE TROTTERS OF
TACTICAL AIR COMMAND‘Aptitude for war is aptitude for movement’Napoleon‘Aptitude for war
is aptitude for movement’NapoleonNineteen fifty-seven was the first big year for the Voodoo,
beginning with the F-101’s turbulent introduction into service at Bergstrom AFB as a strategic
fighter with SAC’s 27th SFW, this unit redesignated the 27th Fighter Bomber Wing (FBW) in July
and later renamed the 27th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW), Tactical Air Command (TAC). Built up
over the next year with a mix of 77 F-101As and 47 F 101Cs, the Wing comprised the 522nd,
523rd and 524th TFS, differentiated by their star-studded fins in red, yellow and blue
respectively.TAC immediately set about proving the aircraft’s capability and its world-wide
mobility; the Wing’s primary mission was to deliver a single weapon, with the secondary option
of ground attack with its four 20-mm cannon. Perhaps it was not until 12 December 1957 that the
Voodoo hit the headlines, when Major Adrian Drew captured the World Speed Record from the
British in Operation Fire Wall, with an average speed of 1,207.6 mph over two runs in F-101A
53-2426, at a height of 39,000 ft over Edwards AFB. This aircraft had been employed in trials



with uprated engines giving 12% more power. More ground-breaking flights followed in 1958,
among them two F-101Cs averaged 480 mph over a 5,600 mile circuit with Air-to-Air Refuelling
(AAR) in May, while in June four F-101Cs flew non-stop with AAR from Andrews AFB Maryland,
to Liege, Belgium in 6 hours 12 minutes. The F-101s also went across the Pacific when tension
rose over the waters between the Chinese mainland and the Nationalist held Formosa (Taiwan),
but they saw no action there. In August the first of the 27th TFW Voodoos were transferred to the
81st TFW, United States Air Force Europe (USAFE) at RAF Bentwaters/Woodbridge (Chapter
Six), as the 27th TFW began its transition to F-100Ds.Major J Dunn, 522nd FBS, 1957. Robbie
Robinson CollectionMajor J Dunn, 522nd FBS, 1957. Robbie Robinson Collection522nd FBS,
Kadena AB, Okinawa, 1958. Robbie Robinson Collection522nd FBS, Kadena AB, Okinawa,
1958. Robbie Robinson CollectionOperation Fire Wall. Major Adrian Drew flew this pre-
productionOperation Fire Wall. Major Adrian Drew flew this pre-productionF-101A, 53-2426, into
the record books at Edwards AFB on 12 December 1957. USAF & George Cowgill
CollectionF-101A, 53-2426, into the record books at Edwards AFB on 12 December 1957.
USAF & George Cowgill CollectionOut With the Old - In With the New. Veteran RF-84Fs nearing
the end of their time with the 363rd TRW but showing with this loop that they still had life left in
them!Bob Sweet and Shaw AFBOut With the Old - In With the New. Veteran RF-84Fs nearing
the end of their time with the 363rd TRW but showing with this loop that they still had life left in
them!Bob Sweet and Shaw AFBMeanwhile, the 363rd Tactical Reconnaissance Wing (TRW),
837th Air Division (AD), 9th Air Force, at Shaw AFB, South Carolina, was receiving its RF-101s,
in a quantum performance jump from the RF-80s and RF-84Fs in the tactical reconnaissance
(tac recon) role. For more than the next decade the predominantly day recce Voodoos would
share the base with variants of the B-66 Destroyer which were also able to conduct high level,
night, weather and electronic reconnaissance. Shaw would remain the ‘home’ of the USAF’s
tactical reconnaissance until 1989.Four years earlier SAC had identified the need for a limited
number of fast jet recce aircraft and a contract had been placed for two prototypes. A mock up of
the reconnaissance variant was accepted in 1954 and McDonnell took the 16th and 17th aircraft
from the F-101A production line for the necessary modifications. The first of two YRF-101As,
54-149, flew on its maiden flight from St Louis on 30 June 1955, and a year later three
production RF-101As were accepted, not for SAC (which had lost interest in the Voodoo) but for
TAC, which recognised a potential to meet its needs. Thirty-five RF-101As, all of which were
limited to 6.33 ‘G’ and some fitted with additional 90-gall fuel tanks in each wing, had arrived in
TAC by October 1957. These were followed by 166 RF-101Cs, all stressed to 7.33 ‘G’, deliveries
to USAF complete by March 1959.Above & below; The RB-26s and RB-47s made way at Shaw
for the RB-66s and RF-101s. Bob Sweet & Shaw AFBAbove & below; The RB-26s and RB-47s
made way at Shaw for the RB-66s and RF-101s. Bob Sweet & Shaw AFBVoodoo Home. Shaw
AFB - lifetime home to the RF-101s. Shaw AFBVoodoo Home. Shaw AFB - lifetime home to the
RF-101s. Shaw AFBModifications to the fighter included the removal of the four guns and
ammunition boxes and installation of an elegant, lengthened nose to house the cameras. Initially,



the all importantrole equipment consisted of a Fairchild KA-1 forward-facing camera, KA-2
cameras in the vertical and two oblique stations, and a KA-18 strip camera, but camera
configurations would change continuously throughout the RF-101’s service life, most
significantly with the incorporation of KA-1, 36-inch split vertical cameras in the rear station.
Camera ancillaries included mechanically driven intervalometers and count limiters to set trip
rates and intervals between exposures, shutter speeds and exposure apertures, which on
previous systems had to be selected on the ground. These innovations had the virtue of
simplicity but still failed to capitalise on the high-speed, low level capabilities and flexibility
inherent in the Voodoo. Then came the Simplified Universal Camera Control System,
incorporating solid state electronics and reduced in size from that used in the RB-47, which
included Image Motion Compensation (IMC). During the film’s exposure, IMC enabled the film
magazine itself to be moved bodily along the aircraft’s heading, according to a pre-determined
relationship with automatic inputs of height and speed, thus enhancing image quality at higher
speeds and lower levels. Later, some RF-101s would be modified to give them a limited night
photography capability.Three RF-84F pilots from the 17th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron
(TRS) at Shaw AFB, Captains ‘Barney’ Barnard, Bob Smith and Bob Sweet, went to the
McDonnell factory in St Louis in May 1957 to check out on the RF-101 with the help of the firm’s
test pilots; Barney Barnard being the first of the three to fly the aircraft. The first RF-101
(54-1503) destined for the 17th TRS reached the front line at Shaw on 6 May 1957. The
excitement this caused was palpable, with a huge crowd on hand to get an early glimpse of the
aircraft many of them would fly or tend for the next decade or so. Compared with its forerunners,
the RF-51, RF-80 and RF-84F, this was a huge aircraft; 69 ft long, it matched the length of the
DC-3 Dakota and the power it exuded was awesome - giving it the capability to fly supersonic
straight and level.Three Pioneers. Captains Robert L Smith, Martin J Barnard and Robert M
Sweet , 17th TRS, the first to convert to the RF-101 at McDonnell’s plant, St Louis, in 1957. Bob
GouldThree Pioneers. Captains Robert L Smith, Martin J Barnard and Robert M Sweet , 17th
TRS, the first to convert to the RF-101 at McDonnell’s plant, St Louis, in 1957. Bob GouldThe
363rd TRW Wing Commander, Brigadier General Stephen B Mack, commandeered one the of
the first RF-101As (54-1515) as his personal mount, he and selected pilots from the 17th TRS
being the first to fly the new aircraft. Captain Bob Gould was among these privileged few; he
recalls that his briefing from their ‘expert’ Barney Barnard terminated with the comment: “He’ll
probably kill himself but you have to take chances once in a while!” This had the desired effect of
achieving quite the opposite, earning Bob the comment from his mentor, “That was the best take-
off and landing yet” - and this new boy went on to fly the aircraft with distinction in all its theatres
of operation.More RF-101s flew into Shaw in the following weeks to complete the replacement
of RF-84Fs on the 17th, 18th, 20th and 29th TRS. Despite initial shortages in photographic
equipment, the Voodoo men were soon hard at work, the pilots learning fast how to handle the
aircraft and the maintenance men how to keep them in the air. They would soon be thrust into
the limelight.Commander’s Privilege. One of the first RF-101As at Shaw, 54-1515, became the



personal aircraft of the commander, 363rd TRW, Brigadier General Stephen B Mack. Shaw
AFBCommander’s Privilege. One of the first RF-101As at Shaw, 54-1515, became the personal
aircraft of the commander, 363rd TRW, Brigadier General Stephen B Mack. Shaw AFBProud
Emblems. The 17th TRS was the first to receive the RF-101 on 6 May 1957, quickly followed by
the 18th TRS (designed by Andy Capp), the 20th TRS and the 29th TRS. Robbie
RobinsonProud Emblems. The 17th TRS was the first to receive the RF-101 on 6 May 1957,
quickly followed by the 18th TRS (designed by Andy Capp), the 20th TRS and the 29th TRS.
Robbie RobinsonIn the autumn of 1957, 9th Air Force was ordered to establish international air
speed records across the USA, east to west coast, west to east coast, and for the round trip non-
stop, in Operation Sun Run. Shaw-based RF-101s would be air refuelled by KC-135 tankers and
the record attempts made between 2 November and 31 December 1957. Intensive planning
brought TAC, SAC (tankers), Air Defence Command (radar), MDC and many supporting
agencies together, as six RF-101s were prepared. With Lieutenant Colonel William Nelson as
the Project Officer, six carefully selected Voodoo pilots from Shaw: Captains Burkhart, Hawkins,
Kilpatrick, Sweet, Schrecengost and Lieutenant Klatt, flew their aircraft (brightly coloured to aid
identification) to George AFB, California, in early November 1957 to begin their training in
earnest. The key to success was rapid rendezvous and ‘hook-ups’ with the newly commissioned
KC-135 tankers which were capable of using both probe and boom systems for AAR seven
miles above the earth. As could be expected, these rehearsals were not without incident; Gus
Klatt had to make an emergency landing at a private airstrip in the South West, theoretically too
small for the Voodoo, but with great skill he brought the aircraft to a stop undamaged. There he
was fêted royally by local admirers until his aircraft was ready for more and he got it safely off the
short strip. Thanks to intensive training, the efficiency of the radar controllers and expertise of
the pilots and tanker crews, the join-ups and refuelling during the operation were largely faultless
with the results speaking for themselves.All expectations were fulfilled; Bob Sweet established a
non-stop Los Angeles - New York - Los Angeles record of 6 hours 46 minutes and a New York to
Los Angeles record of 3 hours 36 minutes, while Gus Klatt set up a Los Angeles to New York
record of 3 hours 7 minutes. Ray Schrecengost and Bob Kilpatrick also broke existing records.
Bob Burkhart and Donald Hawkins, in the spare aircraft, were not needed. With its great speed
and range, the Voodoo was probably the only aircraft at the time capable of achieving such
successes and everyone involved was given great credit for a job well done.At this time, TAC
was fighting for its survival, pinning its hopes on demonstrating an ability to respond to any
‘brush fire’ anywhere in the world at a moment’s notice. Mobile Zebra, an exercise requiring
F-100s, RF-101s and RB-66s to cross the Pacific with AAR using KB-50 tankers in an itinerary
which would take them to Hawaii, Japan, Okinawa, Taiwan and the Philippines, was planned to
this end. It was an ambitious beginning to a long string of similar deployments to prove a global
capability, particularly given the Voodoos’ initial failure on occasions to take on a full fuel load in
the air and calculations revealed that even with full tanks they could not complete the leg to
Hickam AB, Hawaii, with safe reserves. However, these problems were overcome by replacing



defective fuel transfer valves and activating the two internal wing tanks which had been isolated
because of random leaks (now remedied), thereby giving 1,000 lb more fuel.The flight
positioned itself at George AFB and set off for the long sea crossing on 15 November 1957, with
Bob Gould detailed to fly one of the spare aircraft. On all the rehearsals he had been needed to
replace someone, but on this occasion it was he who aborted on start-up. Thanks to meticulous
planning and execution the flight arrived intact in Hawaii, leaving Bob with a lonely trip home to
Shaw. En route he encountered forecast thunderstorms over Mississippi, the sort which century
series fighter pilots would normally avoid, but Bob believed he could climb above them. This was
easier said than done; maximum (military) power took him to 47,000 ft where, at barely above
stalling speed, the afterburners failed to light and give him that extra power he needed. Then an
engine which had begun to surge, stall and overheat had to be shut down, and there was no
alternative but to descend. As he hit what he called ‘one of those boiling clouds’, Bob was
flipped into a loop, saw the airspeed indicator fall to zero and the artificial horizon (which was not
supposed to ‘tumble’) spinning like crazy - as was the altimeter. Having obviously ‘pitched-up’,
he took immediate recovery action by deploying the drag ’chute to bring the aircraft gradually
under control and thereafter relying on the basic teaching of ‘needle, ball and airspeed’.
Suddenly, when straight and level, he ‘popped into the clear at 17,000 ft, having lost 30,000 ft’.
Here was a case of simulator drills paying off, Bob finding that he had even trimmed the aircraft
out after the engine had been stop-cocked. He then re-started the engine, said; “to hell with the
regulations”, smoked a cigarette, cancelled IFR (Instrument Flight Rules) and made his way
gently back to Shaw under VFR (Visual Flight Rules).Bob Gould was among many Voodoo pilots
who were to learn the rules of the game the hard way; he admits that he might have been a little
too anxious to get home, that he asked too much of the Voodoo to climb so high at that all-up
weight and that he had underestimated ‘mother nature’. On the plus side, he had proved that the
drills worked with the correct recovery action, and he was one of few to recover from a pitch-up.
He survived where others would not, and he would be the better for it.In February 1958 the
837th AD incorporated the 363rd and the 432nd TRWs, but a year later all TAC RF-101 assets at
Shaw were placed under the command and control of the 363rd TRW. More milestones lay
ahead, with four aircraft from the 18th TRS completing the first non-stop crossing of the Atlantic
by Shaw-based RF-101s on 16 May 1958, in 8 hours 35 minutes. Their arrival at Phalsbourg
AFB, France was unusually spectacular when the flight leader was forced to eject as his aircraft
went out of control in a steep climb over the airfield; he landed safely two miles away. Flights
across the Atlantic and Pacific would soon become regular practice for the TAC pilots, who had
to be ready to go anywhere, at any time.True to tradition the Voodoo squadrons at Shaw had
their own identities, underlined with every opportunity. The ‘Lonesome Polecats’ of the 18th TRS
revered their squadron insignia, designed by the cartoonist Andy Capp, complete with
appropriate head dress, telescope and camera. One of their number, Captain ‘Rich’ Richardson,
remembers a party in the Officers Club for which the squadron dressed as native Indians, their
improvised wigwams strategically positioned so that any partygoer needing their restroom could



be intercepted and have his or her forehead stamped with their mark.The USAF tac recon force
had become regular hosts to RAF exchange officers. Flight Lieutenant John West handing over
to Flight Lieutenant ‘Paddy’ King at Shaw AFB in June 1957. Paddy flew the RF-84F before
converting to the Voodoo later that year to fly much of his time at Shaw with the 29th TRS; he
was an experienced recce pilot already, having flown Meteor and Swift aircraft on a fighter
reconnaissance squadron in Germany and would play an almost full part in the Wing’s activities.
The ‘almost’ refers to an operational recall of all the squadron’s personnel at 0500 hours on 15
July 1958, in anticipation of a commitment overseas during the developing crisis in Lebanon.
Excitement was high, preparations were well in hand and Paddy was raring to go with his fellow
warriors when his squadron commander disabused him with, “your lot didn’t let us go to Suez -
so you’re not coming with us to Lebanon!” - and that was that.Ray Schrecengost, who had
recently left the 18th TRS to take up the prestigious appointment of Standardisation Officer on
the 837th AD at Shaw, was also up early that morning; he had been selected to lead the six
RF-101s, as part of the TAC Composite Air Strike Force (CASF), to Adana, Turkey, for Operation
Blue Bat. The plan was to fly non-stop to Chaumont AB, France, with two air refuellings from
KB-50 tankers, the six primary aircraft and two spares being flown by Ray, Captains Burkhart,
Klatt and Yeager, Lieutenants Nelson, Richardson, Powell and Miller. Bob Gould went too, in the
relative comfort of a C-130 to take up Command Post duties as Day Recce Officer.Flight Leader.
Captain Ray Schrecengost, 363rd TRW Standardisation Officer, led the Blue Bat RF-101 force
to Lebanon in 1958. Ray SchrecengostFlight Leader. Captain Ray Schrecengost, 363rd TRW
Standardisation Officer, led the Blue Bat RF-101 force to Lebanon in 1958. Ray
SchrecengostAfter several delays, with changes in routeing and alternate airfields, the flight got
airborne from Shaw at 1700 hours that evening and headed east into the dark, a long day
behind them and many more hours of hard work ahead. The success of the mission depended
now on the pilots’ dead-reckoning (DR) navigation skills, proficiency in air-to-air refuelling and
general airmanship; it was a tall order, especially for the leader. Early in the flight, Klatt, Nelson
and Powell aborted with technical problems but the five survivors pressed on despite three of
them having defective external lighting. ‘Mayday’ calls from four F-100 pilots who had failed to
refuel from their tankers and were trying to reach alternates did little for morale. (In fact, three of
the ‘Huns’ did make it but one pilot had to eject). Things were now looking grim for the Voodoos
too, with the four KB-50s flying at a relatively low altitude in the pitch black and heavy
turbulence, between cloud layers and thunderstorms. However, with good DR and help from
their ARA-25 direction-finding radios, the Voodoo pilots found their tankers just as they all
reached ‘Bingo’(minimum fuel before diversion) and all ‘hooked up’ to take fuel successfully.
Considering the circumstances, this had been no mean feat.The Voodoos then climbed back
into cloud, only breaking into clear air as they approached the Lajes refuelling area. DR and the
ARA-25 again served them well, but they were then advised that no tankers would be available
as planned and that they would have to land at Lajes. Normally, such news would not be
unwelcome but the weather at Lajes AB was already down to minimums, with Ground Control



Approach (GCA) mandatory, and the pilots had to call on all their skills to complete faultless
instrument penetrations after a flight of nearly six hours, in a day already 17 hours old.At Lajes
the Voodoo men were told to turn their aircraft round at once and continue immediately to
Chaumont, but Ray Schrecengost was having none of it and ordered the aircraft serviced
properly for a daybreak departure. The ‘Go’ pills given the pilots before they left Shaw had the
required effect for the final three hour flight direct to Chaumont, where GCAs were again the
order of the day before there could be any rest. Another three hour flight on the following day
took them to Wheelus AB Tripoli, where the legendary Colonel Robin Olds, commander
designate of the 81st (F-101) TFW at Bentwaters, tried without success to get Ray to let him fly
one of the RF-101s. The final leg to their destination and a highly successful if stressful trip was
marred only by one of the Voodoos landing with a burst tyre at Incirlik, thereby blocking the
runway temporarily on this very active deployment base. It was the Voodoo men themselves who
managed to manoeuvre the aircraft out of the way sufficiently for operations there to resume,
before a General Officer could carry out his threat to ‘bulldoze it clear’.Bob Gould arrived at
Incirlik after a much less adventurous ride, Gus Klatt and Grayson Powell also joining the party
with their Voodoos two days later and thus bringing the RF-101 force up to seven aircraft. In a
detachment which lasted three months rather than the two weeks expected, the RF-101 pilots
flew numerous ‘training’ sorties all over Lebanon, to be shot at occasionally and have one
aircraft sustain minor damage. Ray, the detachment commander, flew 44 sorties from Incirlik and
all the Voodoo pilots deserved the Air Medals with which they were rewarded.On the Job. In the
CASF Operation Blue Bat the RF-101s of the 363rd TRW flew continuously over Lebanon in
their peacekeeping role. USAFOn the Job. In the CASF Operation Blue Bat the RF-101s of the
363rd TRW flew continuously over Lebanon in their peacekeeping role. USAFWhile he missed
the Lebanon trip, Paddy King did make the most of other opportunities, typically accompanying
the WW2 pilot Clyde East, who had flown with the RAF’s Eagle Squadron as a flying officer in
the Battle of Britain and was now a major, on a direct flight (with AAR) to Nouasseur,
(Casablanca), in November 1958. There are no reliable accounts of their rest and recuperation
they are reported to have enjoyed downtown Casablanca! Paddy became an instructor pilot,
flight leader, flight clearing officer and flight test pilot, his personal Voodoo adorned with RAF
WingsThe British are Back! Flight Lieutenant Paddy King, RAF Exchange Officer, 17th TRS,
29th TRS and 4414th CCTS, his Voodoo bearing RAF Wings at Myrtle Beach AFB in 1958.
Paddy KingThe British are Back! Flight Lieutenant Paddy King, RAF Exchange Officer, 17th
TRS, 29th TRS and 4414th CCTS, his Voodoo bearing RAF Wings at Myrtle Beach AFB in 1958.
Paddy KingWith a new and demanding aircraft, accidents will happen. On 22 January 1959,
Captain Robert L Smith, 17th TRS, was returning to Shaw at 36,000 ft after a successful test
flight in RF-101C, 56-177 when the aircraft ‘yawed violently, snapped over on to its back, pitched-
up and became uncontrollable’. Smith took all the prescribed corrective action but could not
recover the aircraft and ejected successfully at 3000 ft. This accident was attributed to a
technical defect but others would be down to human errors. As always in the nature of military



aviation, a number of Voodoo accidents and incidents were self-induced, whether by tempting
providence, pressing on regardless or through a simple mistake. Some inherently very capable
pilots seemed more susceptible than others, often escaping harm or censure against all the
odds. There were also those within the force who defied the old adage that ‘there are old pilots
and bold pilots, but not many old and bold pilots’. Take the case of one spirited RF-101 pilot who
took on a fighter and failed, impressed his admiring audience at an air display - but not as he
would have wished - and who ‘pressed on’ but wished he hadn’t. In the first incident this intrepid
aviator from Shaw experienced a pitch-up in his frustration at losing out to an F-100F pilot from
Myrtle Beach; only his skill, inbred recovery procedures and the drag ’chute saving the day. His
adversary, on seeing these remarkable gyrations, is believed to have thought at first ‘Sure wish I
knew that manoeuvre’ then on seeing the ’chute deciding ‘No I don’t!’ Then there was the air
display at Richards-Gebaur where the same individual decided to thrill the crowd with a dramatic
take-off by selecting his gear and perhaps flaps ‘up’ before the wheels left the ground; the
aircraft settled back on the runway as the gear folded beneath - a dramatic spectacle indeed!
Nothing daunted, he pressed his luck again during his time with the Pacific Air Forces (PACAF)
when leading a pair on take-off knowing that his wingman’s radio transmitter was unserviceable.
All would have been well had he locked his canopy or noticed the big red light warning him that
he had not done so; his No 2 did see it but could not bring it to the attention of his leader.
Inevitably, the canopy departed on take-off, leaving a very windswept pilot in the fresh air until he
burned off enough fuel to land safely. He had got away with it again, where others might have
perished.Southern Snow. Paddy King braved a slippery Shaw AFB to photograph a snowy
South in the 1958 cold spell which killed much of the orange crop deep into Florida. Paddy
KingSouthern Snow. Paddy King braved a slippery Shaw AFB to photograph a snowy South in
the 1958 cold spell which killed much of the orange crop deep into Florida. Paddy KingAt about
the same time there were two other minor accidents. In the first, Lieutenant Cloves L Easter,
20th TRS, had a combined generator, drag ’chute and anti-skid failure on landing at Stewart
AFB, Tennessee. The aircraft rolled into soft dirt some 50 ft beyond the runway, where the nose
gear collapsed. Easter climbed from the aircraft unhurt. In the second, Lieutenant Merl Kimball
had just lowered the gear downwind in the traffic pattern when the canopy separated from the
aircraft, but he was able to complete a normal landing. The canopy had unlocked due to a short
circuit in the electrical system. There were also serious accidents. Tragically, Captain Donald
Romans was fatally injured on 5 March 1959 when he crashed during a turn to finals at Shaw in
poor visibility, but on 20 May 1959 two pilots were rescued after their Voodoos had collided and
they had ejected safely into the sea off Bermuda.As with most new aircraft, the RF-101s suffered
technical defects. Shortages in role equipment had been largely resolved by 1959 but the
aircraft were grounded periodically with undercarriage and hydraulic problems. Bob Gould had a
hydraulic failure while on a cross-country to Hill AFB and a recurrence on the subsequent ‘test
hop’, after which he returned to his unit by civilian aircraft. No sooner did the spate of hydraulic
problems seem under control than corrosion caused cracks in the aircraft’s skin; all of which



required immediate remedial action. Other difficulties would follow but whatever they were the
‘Voodoo Medicine Men’ would find the cause and a solution (Chapter Twenty).The Voodoo
became front page news again in April 1959 when two RF-101s from Shaw were detached to
Edwards AFB, California for Project View-Do, attempts to break the 100-km and 500-km air
speed records. Colonel Ed Taylor led the team with Captain George Edwards earmarked initially
as reserve pilot until he was withdrawn to fulfil other duties and his place taken by Captain Jim
Murphy. The 1000-km route would take the Voodoo from Edwards AFB direct to San Francisco,
then into the turn for a recovery to Edwards starting over Oaklands; the 500-km course took a
triangular route over the mountains to the north-east of Edwards. On the day Colonel Taylor had
a faultless flight in RF-101 60119, breaking the 1000-km record with an average speed of
700.047 mph. Jim Murphy, following as planned 15 minutes later, had fuel transfer failure and
was forced to jettison his external tanks, thereby leaving him with insufficient fuel to complete the
full course at supersonic speed, but even so his average speed was only slightly less than that of
his leader. Not surprisingly, this epic flight did not go unnoticed on the ground, with local
newspapers carrying puzzled reports of mysterious bangs which shattered windows, cracked
walls and triggered water sprinklers. At first, the sonic booms were blamed on US Navy fighters
in the area and the Voodoo men sensibly laid low until the furore had died down. Only later did
they make a formal admission that they might have been responsible.Project View-Do. RF-101C,
60119, one of two Voodoos from the 363rd TRW which established new 1000-km & 500-km air
speed records from Edwards AFB in 1957. George Cowgill CollectionProject View-Do. RF-101C,
60119, one of two Voodoos from the 363rd TRW which established new 1000-km & 500-km air
speed records from Edwards AFB in 1957. George Cowgill CollectionThere was a flurry of
activity to repair the spare aircraft, but then Jim fell sick and George Edwards was called up from
Shaw to lead an attempt on the 500-km record. Jim recovered in time to fly the back-up but
again his aircraft had a fuel problem and could not be flown at the speeds planned. George
Edwards broke this record, with a speed of 816.279 mph, and Jim again had the satisfaction of
beating the previous record. In the celebrations which followed, Mr R H Charles, Executive Vice-
President of the MDC, stated that the last Voodoo for TAC would depart from the firm’s airfield at
St Louis that day, the 2263rd Voodoo take-off from that airfield. Colonel Taylor responded by
saying;“We in TAC and the 837th AD fly what we consider to be the Cadillac of aviation - the
RF-101.”“We in TAC and the 837th AD fly what we consider to be the Cadillac of aviation - the
RF-101.”In 1959, the 17th and 18th TRS were transferred to the 66th TRW in Europe. Later, the
20th and 29th TRS, with the Voodoo’s newly formed 4414th Combat Crew Training Squadron
(CCTS), plus two RB-66 Destroyer squadrons, the 9th and 16th TRS and the Destroyer’s 4415th
CCTS, made up the flying components of the 363rd TRW. The Shaw units were now being
organised, equipped and trained to provide the ‘eyes of TAC’, supporting TAC’s CASF whenever
it was needed, world-wide, with minimum delay.To demonstrate this capability TAC laid on an
Operational Readiness exercise in November 1959, which called for 100 assorted aircraft ,
using the KB-50 tanker force for AAR, to be sent to Europe with little forewarning from their



home bases in the United States, in Operation Spearhead. Captain Conrad Binyon, 29th TRS,
was selected to fly one of two spare aircraft supporting the main force of eight RF-101s from the
363rd TRW. They were to fly the 770 miles direct to Kindley AFB, Bermuda, for refuelling and
then continue to Laon AFB with two air refuellings on the 3100-mile route. All the aircraft were
serviceable on landing at Kindley but on the subsequent take-off at 0130 hours the gear on Merl
Kimball’s aircraft failed to retract and Lieutenant Colonel Louis Benne, commander of the 29th
TRS and overall flight leader, ordered Conrad to take Kimball’s place as No 2 to Lieutenant Bill
Kirk, an element leader. With a new moon the night was dark and the aircraft were visible in
loose formation only by their position lights; this was no ‘walk in the park’ and some of the eight
pilots may have viewed the AAR to come with some trepidation. As Conrad Binyon said:“Take it
from me, there’s no better feeling when you’re hooked up and maintaining position behind the
tanker, than when hearing the refuelling operator confirm that your aircraft is taking on fuel.”“Take
it from me, there’s no better feeling when you’re hooked up and maintaining position behind the
tanker, than when hearing the refuelling operator confirm that your aircraft is taking on fuel.”Just
Rewards. The pilots involved in Operation View-Do hosted at McDonnell, St Louis. (L to R) Mr S
N McDonnell, RF-101 Project manager, Colonel Edward H Taylor, Mr R H Charles, MDC,
Captains George A Edwards and Jim Murphy. Jim MurphyJust Rewards. The pilots involved in
Operation View-Do hosted at McDonnell, St Louis. (L to R) Mr S N McDonnell, RF-101 Project
manager, Colonel Edward H Taylor, Mr R H Charles, MDC, Captains George A Edwards and Jim
Murphy. Jim MurphyThe author would have no argument with that. Ultimately, the tankers came
into view as planned and all the aircraft took on the fuel they needed for the next leg. Another
aircraft fell out when Lieutenant Dick Reese was unable to extend his probe for the second ‘prod’
and had to divert to Chateauroux in France. The remaining seven aircraft pressed on to Laon,
where the weather demanded instrument penetrations and GCAs in pairs. Dense cloud at low
level caused one wingman to lose visual contact, but he sensibly carried out ‘lost leader’
procedures to complete nearly nine hours of flying from Bermuda.Reese also remembers the
trip well, suffering a severe attack of vertigo on a night which he now describes in a vernacular
too graphic for sensitive ears but so black that he believed either he or Bill Kirk flew most of the
trip upside down! He lavished praise on his element leader, recalling that when their tanker
started a 30-deg turn left, Bill enquired “Where the hell are you going Roadie?” to which Roadie
replied “I feel south of track”. More words were exchanged, which resulted in Bill Kirk bringing
them back on to a heading which coasted them in just where they were meant to be in Portugal.
For a Voodoo leader without any navigation aids this was good airmanship - but here was a
general in the making! Bill Kirk also ended up leading the three other lieutenants who made it
back to Shaw together on schedule, General Ford welcoming them but wanting to know where
their senior officers had got to.CASF and AAR were now firmly on the Voodoo’s agenda. In
February 1960, the 20th TRS sent six RF-101s across the Atlantic again in Operation Quick
Span, starting with a non-stop flight to Spain and continuing on to Turkey, Iran and Pakistan,
while two months later Shaw-based RF-101s and RB-66s, with full support units, went to the



Panama Canal to participate in Exercise Banyan Tree. In May, six RF-101s flew direct from Shaw
to Larson AFB, Washington, to provide support for the US Army in Operation Elk Horn and in
June eight Voodoos went to SEA for Exercise Mobile Yoke. Things did not always go as planned.
In February 1961, Shaw RF-101s were off again to the Far East, via George AFB, California,
Hickam AB, Hawaii, Anderson AB, Guam and Clark AB in the Philippines. During this
deployment several aircraft ground aborted with technical defects while others had to divert to
alternates, their pilots acquainting themselves with the bases at Wake Island and Midway.
However, recovery to complete the mission was part of the exercise, and complete the mission
they did, flying the required recce missions out of Don Muang AB, Bangkok, and Clark AB, while
four aircraft flew to Taiwan to test operational readiness at Tao-Yuan AB. 140 missions were
scheduled and 140 were flown, for a total of 474 hours.Return Ticket. (L to R) Lieutenants Bill
Kirk, Bill Hicky, Dick Reese and Jake Sorrenson, welcomed back from Europe at Shaw by
Brigadier General Ford, 363rd TRW. Shaw AFB via Dick ReeceReturn Ticket. (L to R)
Lieutenants Bill Kirk, Bill Hicky, Dick Reese and Jake Sorrenson, welcomed back from Europe at
Shaw by Brigadier General Ford, 363rd TRW. Shaw AFB via Dick ReeceNow the Questions.
Having congratulated the lieutenants on completing their mission to Europe, General Ford
wanted to know the whereabouts of the lieutenant colonel, majors and captains who had started
out on the flight. He himself then came under interrogation from Master Les Kirk, Nancy Kirk
much concerned that the young Kirk had one button undone for this auspicious occasion. Bill
KirkNow the Questions. Having congratulated the lieutenants on completing their mission to
Europe, General Ford wanted to know the whereabouts of the lieutenant colonel, majors and
captains who had started out on the flight. He himself then came under interrogation from
Master Les Kirk, Nancy Kirk much concerned that the young Kirk had one button undone for this
auspicious occasion. Bill KirkThe camera equipped Voodoos were also in great demand on the
home front for tasks varying from simple public relations photography to operational support.
The author, having taken over the RAF exchange post from Paddy King in September 1959, and
destined to succeed him as an instructor pilot on the 4414th CCTS, underwent operational
orientation on the 20th TRS in early 1960. In his own words:‘To this end I flew to Nellis AFB, Las
Vegas, with my mentor Captain Al Runyan for my first ‘operational’ task, a mosaic of 11 lines
over a weapons range in the Nevada desert. The task had been attempted several times before
but had met failure for a variety of reasons and this one seemed to be heading the same way
when Al was called back to Shaw, leaving a novice to attempt the mission. The 6-inch KA-2
vertical camera was used to produce the mosaic from high level, to a scale of 1:50,000, with all
the photographs on 11 parallel lines given the required overlap and sidelap. This was a tall order
for a hitherto low level fighter recce pilot only recently introduced to high level photography, and
there were few landmarks in that part of the desert to achieve the required precision.
Furthermore, clear skies below were essential and at that time of the year could only be
expected in the very early mornings. Denying myself the pleasures of downtown Vegas, I rose at
0400 hours on 11 June and was over the target area by 0530 hours. Perhaps astonishingly, all



went well. Later that day, hundreds of photographs littered the floor of a huge room in the
operations block at Nellis, the intelligence staff eventually declaring themselves satisfied with
the result. A few beers were then in order - given that what might have been a long stay in that
wonderful desert oasis seemed to be coming to an end. In fact, it ended almost immediately
when a senior person from Nellis, invited to view the results of the mission, was aghast to see
that it had been flown by a ‘foreigner’ without the necessary clearances to fly over a most secret
area. This worthy officer, who probably saw stars falling before his very eyes, gained no solace
from pleas that the pilot, while concentrating heavily on his flying, could have seen very little of
consequence and recognised even less from such a high altitude. All this fell on deaf ears and I
was ordered back to Shaw forthwith - to be re-assigned to the 4414th CCTS as an instructor
pilot’.Speed Run. Camera magazines were off-loaded from the RF-101 without delay. Shaw
AFBJig-Saw. PIs piece together a mosaic from a Voodoo’s vertical camera. Shaw AFBSuper
Vision. Lieutenant Colonel Sid Crews, Commander 20th TRS, PIs and pilots anxious to see the
end product, what the camera saw. Shaw AFB‘To this end I flew to Nellis AFB, Las Vegas, with
my mentor Captain Al Runyan for my first ‘operational’ task, a mosaic of 11 lines over a weapons
range in the Nevada desert. The task had been attempted several times before but had met
failure for a variety of reasons and this one seemed to be heading the same way when Al was
called back to Shaw, leaving a novice to attempt the mission. The 6-inch KA-2 vertical camera
was used to produce the mosaic from high level, to a scale of 1:50,000, with all the photographs
on 11 parallel lines given the required overlap and sidelap. This was a tall order for a hitherto low
level fighter recce pilot only recently introduced to high level photography, and there were few
landmarks in that part of the desert to achieve the required precision. Furthermore, clear skies
below were essential and at that time of the year could only be expected in the very early
mornings. Denying myself the pleasures of downtown Vegas, I rose at 0400 hours on 11 June
and was over the target area by 0530 hours. Perhaps astonishingly, all went well. Later that day,
hundreds of photographs littered the floor of a huge room in the operations block at Nellis, the
intelligence staff eventually declaring themselves satisfied with the result. A few beers were then
in order - given that what might have been a long stay in that wonderful desert oasis seemed to
be coming to an end. In fact, it ended almost immediately when a senior person from Nellis,
invited to view the results of the mission, was aghast to see that it had been flown by a ‘foreigner’
without the necessary clearances to fly over a most secret area. This worthy officer, who
probably saw stars falling before his very eyes, gained no solace from pleas that the pilot, while
concentrating heavily on his flying, could have seen very little of consequence and recognised
even less from such a high altitude. All this fell on deaf ears and I was ordered back to Shaw
forthwith - to be re-assigned to the 4414th CCTS as an instructor pilot’.Speed Run. Camera
magazines were off-loaded from the RF-101 without delay. Shaw AFBSpeed Run. Camera
magazines were off-loaded from the RF-101 without delay. Shaw AFBJig-Saw. PIs piece
together a mosaic from a Voodoo’s vertical camera. Shaw AFBJig-Saw. PIs piece together a
mosaic from a Voodoo’s vertical camera. Shaw AFBSuper Vision. Lieutenant Colonel Sid Crews,



Commander 20th TRS, PIs and pilots anxious to see the end product, what the camera saw.
Shaw AFBSuper Vision. Lieutenant Colonel Sid Crews, Commander 20th TRS, PIs and pilots
anxious to see the end product, what the camera saw. Shaw AFBThis training squadron was not
exempt from extraneous tasks, with the author being required on one occasion to photograph
the outcome of a tragic night accident when two RF-101s from one of the operational squadrons
either collided after take off or flew together into the distracting lights of a chicken farm to the
north of Shaw AFB.Mobility may have been the hallmark of the Wing but routine on-base
activities continued unabated with continuation training, the domestic programme and special
tasks, many of which capitalised on and helped enhance the essential individuality of the recce
pilot. So it was that the pilots, photographic specialists, photographic interpreters, and
sometimes squadron supervisors could be found poring over film on the light tables, while men
worked on their aircraft well after normal working hours. Nor were these busy men excused from
such perennial activities as the annual inspections, hence a parade at Shaw of men and
machines of the 363rd TRW on 6 May 1960.Before returning to the United Kingdom the author
rejoined the 20th TRS for instruction in air refuelling by day and night. The only tanker available
at that time was the KB-50 Superfortress, and the only system in use then was that of probe
(Voodoo) and drogue (KB-50). At heights of between 20,000 and 30,000 ft, with ‘four turning and
two burning’ the bomber turned tanker could reach a maximum indicated airspeed of only
210-215 kts (the minimum speed at which the Voodoo could prudently take on fuel), and only
then in a slight dive or ‘toboggan’. The RF-101 pilot would approach the tanker with flap down
and speed brakes (‘dive brakes’ or ‘air brakes’) out and one engine in afterburner (trimming out
the slight asymmetric affect), attempting to ‘hook up’ with a two to three knot overtake. He would
then use one throttle up to full (military) power to stay in position, easing in the air brakes
incrementally as fuel was taken on board. This was sometimes easier said than done,
particularly for beginners when the weather was unfriendly or either aircraft had a technical
defect, and the RF-101’s history is littered with AAR horror stories, especially in these early days
with the KB-50. The original, rigid probes on the Voodoo did not take kindly to hoses which failed
to ‘reel in’ to the KB-50s refuelling pod when contact was made, hence their replacement with
flexible probes. However, the difficulties were not all over; drogue ‘baskets’ continued to be
damaged (or ‘spoked’) by the probe, there were cases of hoses becoming detached from the
tanker and wrapping themselves around Voodoo fuselages and some probes broke off. Such
was the case on the author’s first ‘prod’, a self-inflicted incident when he closed too fast, hit the
basket fair and square in the centre and passed the tanker still attached to the hose (to shouts of
alarm from the refuelling operator in his fuselage blister. As the RF-101 drew line abreast with
the tanker’s wing-tip, the probe twisted in sympathy before snapping off and falling harmlessly
into the Atlantic Ocean. Presumably for such a contingency, Myrtle Beach AFB was within reach
with the limited (internal only) fuel remaining available, and it was to that safe haven that a much
chastened pilot took his damaged oo. Back at Shaw, men in the crewroom been taking bets that
their tame Limey d either hit the basket first time or break thing, but since he did both all bets



were Fortunately, some RAF pride was restored bsequent AAR sorties when all went well, on
one dark and stormy night when it d have been better to be in the Stag Bar. In the case of AAR at
this time, it might be going too far to say that practice makes perfect; wise Voodoo pilots spoke
of those who had spoked a basket and those who would; indeed that anything could happen,
even to the best.On Parade. The 363rd TRW on parade at Shaw AFB, with its RB-66, RF-101
aircraft and mobility equipment, for the annual inspection on 6 May 1960. Shaw AFBOn Parade.
The 363rd TRW on parade at Shaw AFB, with its RB-66, RF-101 aircraft and mobility
equipment, for the annual inspection on 6 May 1960. Shaw AFBBird’s Eye View. What the KB-50
refuelling operator sees from his fuselage blister. Jim IflandBird’s Eye View. What the KB-50
refuelling operator sees from his fuselage blister. Jim IflandTrophy Tip. Captain Chuck Lustig’s
refuelling probe broke off and came home lodged in the horizontal stabilizer. Chuck LustigTrophy
Tip. Captain Chuck Lustig’s refuelling probe broke off and came home lodged in the horizontal
stabilizer. Chuck LustigCaptain Chuck Lustig was one of many experienced Voodoo pilots who
knew this to be true. Despite making normal contact with the basket trailed from a KC-135, the
probe of his RF-101 broke off, smashed his canopy and lodged in the horizontal stabilizer. At the
routine pilots’ meeting on the following Friday, Chuck was presented with the probe tip in
recognition of the only known airborne recovery of a free-falling AAR probe. The fighter pilots
had to be ready for anything, and there are several stories from SEA (Part Two,‘Conflict’) of
thirsty Voodoos being diverted unexpectedly to tankers without their pilots having had any
previous instruction in AAR, or arriving at a tanker to find that it could offer only one option
(boom or probe and drogue) when their only training had been on the other. There was rarely
time, opportunity or inclination to query such orders and invariably the Voodoo pilots did what
they were told and did it successfully. Against this background AAR was an invaluable adjunct to
operational effectiveness, this amply proved in SEA, and things did become easier for the
Voodoo pilots when ‘boom’ refuelling (the onus then falling more on the tanker’s boom operator)
and higher performance tankers (especially the KC-135) became available. After the KB-50, Bob
Gould found the boom procedure, often carried out at the Voodoo’s cruising altitude and speed,
‘a piece of cake’, with the later tankers often staying with them throughout a deployment, inter
alia acting as their navigator.There was action of a different kind in August 1961 when Shaw
AFB became involved in Exercise Swift Strike. Said to have been ‘the largest peacetime
manoeuvre of its kind (in the US) since 1941’, the base hosted many USAF and Air National
Guard tactical aircraft, including 24 C-119 Boxcar transports to deliver 789 paratroopers with full
supporting equipment into huge areas of South Carolina. The author recalls that the social mix of
airborne soldiers and base personnel on the ground was not always harmonious!Life for the
nomadic recce men was rarely dull or static. The Voodoos were soon off again, six from the 20th
TRS, Lieutenant Colonel Ralph Finley in command, to reinforce NATO in Exercise Check Mate II
at Incirlik AB, Turkey, followed by eight from the 29th TRS, Lieutenant Colonel Joe O’Grady now
commanding, to Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, for training in arctic conditions. There was also plenty
of work to be done in-country, from a major detachment of eight RF-101s to Eglin AFB, Florida,



to support a firepower demonstration for President Kennedy, down to the commitment of single
aircraft to demonstrations and static displays.Airborne! In August 1961, 24 C-119 Boxcars
launched from Shaw AFB, to drop the 82nd & 101st Airborne Divisions into South Carolina, in
“one of the biggest joint exercises since 1941 ”. Shaw AFBAirborne! In August 1961, 24 C-119
Boxcars launched from Shaw AFB, to drop the 82nd & 101st Airborne Divisions into South
Carolina, in “one of the biggest joint exercises since 1941 ”. Shaw AFBCold Soak. The Shaw-
based Voodoos were regular visitors to Elmendorf, Alaska, in the 1960s, for Arctic exercises
such as Great Bear and Polar Siege. Jim TidwellCold Soak. The Shaw-based Voodoos were
regular visitors to Elmendorf, Alaska, in the 1960s, for Arctic exercises such as Great Bear and
Polar Siege. Jim TidwellThe competitive spirit, rampant among airmen throughout NATO in
Europe, was mirrored in the US at the USAF Fighter Weapons Meet William Tell. In September
1962, participants from USAFE, PACAF and TAC participated in William Tell ’62 at Nellis AFB,
Nevada, with three RF-101s from the 363rd TRW representing TAC in the tactical
reconnaissance phase of the exercise. Captain Paul Hodges, an instructor on the 4414th CCTS
at Shaw and veteran of NATO’s Royal Flush Reconnaissance Competition, was one of the
chosen men from the 363rd TRW, but in this competition he was out of luck. His team was
leading in this time-critical contest, until failure to remove a safety pin from one of the main gear
legs of his aircraft proved crucial. Of course the undercarriage failed to retract and Paul would
not have continued the mission in war but, with several reputations at stake in such a prestigious
competition, he kept his speed below that permitted with gear down, 250 kts, even then noticing
the wing flex alarmingly, and covered all his targets. This laudable ‘press-on’ effort failed to
impress the judges; the sortie was disqualified and the overall trophy handed to a pilot from
USAFE. There but for the grace of God! This was believed to have been the only year when the
tac recon force was invited to take part in what was essentially a weapons competition.The
pattern of continuous movement within the United States and world-wide remained the norm for
the RF-101s and their RB-66 brothers in arms within the 363rd TRW, often in self-supporting,
composite squadrons, improving continuously their capability to move anywhere at any time,
doing all that was asked of them, and there was no better proof of this than their reaction to the
crisis in Cuba.Trade Training. Under the eagle eye of TAC Commander,General Sweeney,
Captain John Linihan, 363rd TRW, on Static Display at Eglin AFB, FL, explains to the Secretary
of the Air Force, how to ‘kill’em with fil’m’. John LinihanTrade Training. Under the eagle eye of
TAC Commander,General Sweeney, Captain John Linihan, 363rd TRW, on Static Display at
Eglin AFB, FL, explains to the Secretary of the Air Force, how to ‘kill’em with fil’m’. John
LinihanIn that autumn of 1962 events in Cuba predominated, committing the whole of the
Voodoo recce force and its organic support at Shaw. This story is told in Chapter Ten; suffice it to
say here that the 363rd TRW excelled in showing what the aircraft could achieve, albeit
highlighting some weaknesses in the reconnaissance organisation and equipment overall. The
Wing was honoured for its contribution to a successful conclusion of the crisis with an
Outstanding Unit Award from President John F Kennedy, presentation of the H H Arnold Trophy,



and many individual awards.The practical problems of deploying air forces over great distances
with aircraft that can never be 100% reliable, and in often unpredictable weather, were
underlined again in another mission to Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, for Operation Timberline. The
plan called for Lieutenant Colonel Robert O Crabtree, now commanding the 29th TRS, to lead
six of his aircraft non-stop from Shaw to Elmendorf on 6 February 1963, taking fuel twice from
KC-135 tankers, but it was not to be. Owing to a radio problem in one aircraft, failure to refuel in
another and a hydraulic defect in a third, one pair of RF-101s diverted to Offurt AFB and a
second to Richards Gebaur AFB. When the faults were rectified all these four aircraft returned to
Shaw to mount a further attempt on 10 February, the new plan being to stage through Minot AFB
with a single air refuelling scheduled from a KB-50. This time, three of the aircraft made it to
Elmendorf, but there was further trouble ahead. On 22 February, Captain Al Brunstrom was on a
test flight at Elmendorf when a major fuel leak caused the left and then right engine of his
Voodoo to flame out, leaving him with no alternative but to eject. He was picked up uninjured 20
minutes later by a rescue helicopter from the same base. The accident was attributed to a
technical defect and the detachment returned to Shaw on the following day. Distance was not a
problem when it came to the deployment of a composite force of RF-101s and RB-66s to a
nearby ‘bare base’ airfield at North Field, SC, in July 1963 for Exercise Swift Strike III.Exercise
Bare Base. RB-66s and RF-101s of the 363rd TRW, with supporting units, demonstrate a rapid
deployment to North Field Airfield, SC. John LinihanExercise Bare Base. RB-66s and RF-101s
of the 363rd TRW, with supporting units, demonstrate a rapid deployment to North Field Airfield,
SC. John LinihanIt was very different for the eight RF-101s of the 20th and 29th TRS tasked to
fly to Ramstein AB, Germany, in October for Exercise Big Lift. Captain Chuck Lustig remembers
the outbound trip to Europe well. After staging through Dow AFB, they flew east over the Atlantic
with their KC-135 tankers, to be treated to the full glory of the Northern Lights as they
approached Iceland. Chuck commented later:“It was a magnificent sight, with wave upon wave
of all the colours of the rainbow; I was so mesmerised by this beautiful sight at 35,000 ft that I
damn nearly ran into the tanker”.“It was a magnificent sight, with wave upon wave of all the
colours of the rainbow; I was so mesmerised by this beautiful sight at 35,000 ft that I damn
nearly ran into the tanker”.Such sights were the privilege of the few. Bob Gould was there too,
fresh from his tour in Okinawa and now going in the opposite direction, but it was during the
return to Shaw that he was particularly grateful to be accompanied by a KC-135. When his drop
tanks failed to feed, he was able to jettison them over the Atlantic and take ‘a tow’ behind the
tanker, refuelling every 20 minutes until they arrived back at Shaw.
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Michael L. Shakespeare, “Alone, Unarmed, and Unafraid!. Two recce Voodoos raced toward the
heavily defended Than Hoa Bridge -- Five Thuds had already been lost trying to take it out.As
they put the Bay of Tonkin behind them, worsening weather had driven the pair of RF-101s down
from 500 to 200 ft. "Then all hell broke loose, the North Vietnamese opening up with all they had
as the Voodoos scythed their way through the weeds at more than 500 knots."Somehow, both
Voodoos escaped without damage and returned to base with photos showing the bridge was
still intact.McDonnell Aircraft Corporation had indeed designed a strong, versatile jet, for the
Voodoo had been originally conceived 21 years earlier as a SAC multi-role long-range bomber
escort fighter.The long-lived Voodoo was cast in three distinct missions over its operational life.
In 1955, the Air Force recognized that the adaptable Voodoo was perfect for tactical recon. Gun
and ammunition boxes were removed and a lengthened nose housing cameras installed -- the
RF-101 was born.The same year, the two-seat F-101 bomber interceptor was conceived. By
1957, the ADC and RCAF F-101Bs, armed with 2 Genie air-to-air rockets and 2 Falcon air-to-air
mssiles were defending North America. Incredibly, each Genie rocket had a 1.5 kiloton atomic
warhead!Based in Suffolk County, England, beginning in 1957, the F-101, using its great
acceleration, speed, and range, was cast in the tactical low-level nuclear bomber role.Group
Captain Nigel J.R. Walpole, RAF, is the author of "Voodoo Warriors." A jet fighter pilot himself, he
took part in the 1960 USAF/RAF exchange tour, flying RF-101s out of Shaw Air Force Base.Mr.
Walpole covers lifestyles, personalities, training, innovations, deployments, evolving tactics and
important operations, informing and entertaining the reader in an anecdotal style. The book
contains a multitude of photographs, flying stories, interesting characters, funny episodes and
humorous predicaments.Flight Lieutenant Walpole successfully completed his first high level
photo mission over the Nevada Test Range. After checking his photos, the intelligence staff
ordered a round of beers to celebrate the coming end of Walpole's succssful visit. "In fact it
ended almost immediately when a senior person from Nellis, invited to view the results of the
mission, was aghast to see that it had been flown by a 'foreigner' without the necessary
clearances to fly over a most secret area." Flight Lieutenant Walpole was "ordered back to
Shaw forthwith..."On the more serious side, the author relates how many good men were lost
flying the Voodoo.Part One, "Cold War Contingencies," beginning with the 1958 deployment of
cold war Voodoos, covers overseas operations in North Africa, Europe, Taiwan, and Japan.
These chapters follow the refining of the Voodoos' mission, joint training of crews, and building
NATO experience by executing overseas deployments with other air forces.Later, in Part Two,
"Conflict," the battle-ready Voodoo squadrons take part in the tense RF-101 photo
reconnaissance operations during the Cuban missile crisis.The "mother lode" of the book are
the eight chapters dedicated to all aspects of the escalating and evolving Voodoo operations in
South East Asia during the Vietnam War, including special coverage of the "Hanoi Hilton" prison
camp.In Part Three, "Commitment," the author salutes the valuable support crews of recce



squadrons stationed in South East Asia that tirelessly processed the film, and maintained the
aircraft.Mr. Walpole pays tribute to the veteran Voodoo crews by sharing photos of various unit
reunions as well as pictures of retired Voodoo aircraft on public display, in Part Four,
"Commemoration."”

Eric K, “Some great pictures and interesting details.. At first I did not like this book, but the more
I read the more I liked it. The problem that I had was that a lot of it read like a who is who among
the pilots without giving a lot of background or details, but just general statements like a great
pilot, good leader, etc., so if you were not in the squadron or did not know the individuals it had
little meaning. However, as I worked my way through the book I discovered that there was a lot
of interesting and informative little details about the Voodoo, its operation, history, etc. that made
it very interesting and meaningful to me. I also really enjoyed a lot of the pictures that were small
but usually good on my Kindle e-reader. I also want to commend the author for giving some
details and credit to all of the support staff that kept the Voodoo flying, all too often they are
forgotten. In summary I think the only fault of this book was that the author tried to put too much
into it, but it is worth reading if you want to about the Voodoo, its operation, short comings,
theater of operation, and why it was so good.”

DMWFred, “When I was a kid I built models of all the operational Century Fighters including the
Super Sabre, The Dart and Dagger. Voodoo ReviewCompellingThe F-101 Voodoo is probably
one of the least well known of the Century Series. When I was a kid I built models of all the
operational Century Fighters including the Super Sabre, The Dart and Dagger, the Star Fighter
and of course the Thud. But there was no model of the F-101 in the stores until many years later
and then only briefly. I was a kid during the Vietnam war and I knew of all the tankers, the Naval
fighters and Recce aircraft, Vigilantes and Destroyers and eventually the F-111. But I had no
idea of the existence of the F-101. Recce for me was the U-2 and the Sr-71 only and some of the
converted naval planes.I have no explanation as to why so little focus was given to the 101
especially since at least in SEA the number of flight hours accumulated far surpassed all other
single Recce aircraft. Perhaps it was because this was “behind the scenes” secret work. I more
suspect it was because the Voodoos were not looked at as combat aircraft- no guns and no
bombs! What a mistake that is! The author continually refers to the pilots as “fighter pilots” and
while they were not dog fighters, the Voodoo’s were most certainly combat aircraft even if they
were not performing the roles for which they were originally designed.Historically of course there
were the color series books mostly devoted to modelers but there was not a good consolidated
history that included both technical details and personal stories from those who flew and
serviced the aircraft. The later especially is rarely included in aircraft histories. I loved this book
because it was complete although at times seemed a bit plodding and long. Part and parcel with
that is the fact that it is unlikely anyone will do more justice to the operational service of the
Voodoo ever again. So be it- this book is all you need.I so appreciate the author’s extensive



coverage of the topic. It does justice to the plane and the men who flew it and frankly, it is sad to
me that I had to wait until I was in my mid 50’s to find how important this aircraft was in the
history of our country and its various conflicts both hot and cold.A story once well told will
negate the need for others. As I said above I doubt anyone will attempt a more complete version
of the Voodoo story. And because of this work there is no need for one.Many thanks to the
author for an exceptional work about an exceptional aircraft and the very brave unsung men who
flew it.”

AK, “Five stars for one of the most comprehensive accounts on the Voodoo in service, less for
the writing style. A former RAF pilot may be an odd choice to write the definitive account of a
quintessentially American warplane, such as the F-101 Voodoo in all its versions. Yet with ample
own experience - there used to be a USAF / RAF exchange program at the time, allowing the
author, amongst others to become an active part of the Voodoo community - he is well placed to
do so.Over time the author managed to piece together the aircraft's story, from Europe, North
America, to the Pacific and South East Asia. All subtypes and missions are covered, from
reconnaissance, to nuclear bombing, long range interception (partially also nuclear at the time),
as is the service across operators - in the USAF primarily, but also in the Canadian and
Taiwanese air forces. While roughly the first half of the book covers the type's service in 'peace',
the second part goes on to cover the combat operations in South East Asia.The author is
nothing if not comprehensive. No unit operating the type and possibly no individual pilot is
omitted (or at least it feels this way at times) and many individual missions, crashes or
memorable escapades are captured. As such anyone who ever flew the type is likely to be over
the moon with the trips down memory lane.The book is illustrated with ample pictorial material,
too - some undoubtedly from the author's own collection. You will get everything from aerial
shots, to pictures of the aviators, and while it is more or less black and white, the quality is
uniformly high and - as an added bonus - the pictures work on smaller Kindle formats, too (i.e.
smart-phone), even if you lose something of their magnificence in this way.At the same time this
comprehensive approach also - in my opinion - results in the split opinion amongst reviewers
here. The combination between comprehensive service record, a commemorative volume on
the type and the men operating it, the author' autobiographical musings and other components,
too may create a whole that may well be less than the sum of its parts for some readers. The
book's all-encompassing nature certainly does not make for a fast, flowing read and people with
less than in-depth interest may find themselves skipping pages or sections. This is not to say
that the author's writing is in any way bad, just that series of two or three books on the type,
each with a more focused approach to a particular element covered here, may have found a
more uniformly positive reception.Be that as it may, the author can only be applauded for the
herculean effort in putting the book together. It may be a while before you get through it but in the
end you will really have a pretty detailed understanding of all things Voodoo and if you actually
flew the type the book is probably a must have. If your interest is more in passing, the book could



certainly be overkill to start off with - it certainly requires more effort than a mild curiosity may
warrant.”

Phil B, “I love the smell of reconnaissance in the morning. Growing up as a child in the sixties
and seventies the Vietnam War was high on the national TV news, although I may have been
more focused on the Magic Roundabout (prime UK viewing before the BBC early evening news)
at times. I've read many a tome on the conflict and an interest in flying and early "loud" jets had
me reaching for the click to “buy now on your” Kindle button.It's actually written from an RAF
exchange pilot’s viewpoint but after what appears to be a great deal of research and interviewing
with all manner of pilots and support crew involved in training and deployment of the Voodoo. It
truly is an interesting read; it reads to me like the flight safety articles I've seen in RN (Royal
Navy) Engineering Publications. And given the authors background you can see the similarity.
Don’t take this as a negative; it’s certainly a clarity of style and a very unbiased view of a big old
stick of a first generation jet fighter.I would commend anyone to read it as either an addendum to
the Vietnam War (I nearly said conflict there - 32 years of Falklands War/Conflict confusion -
sorry) or as a descriptor of the speed of progress in the 50's and 60's and the times of high
numbers of personnel supporting analogue equipment.”

Mr. Alan R. Jenkins, “McD Voodoo Super-recce Jet. This is a really interesting book, and well
worth a read for those interested in early supersonic aircraft. Good technical review and
excellent insight into the operations during Cuba and Vietnam. The Cuba part was most
informative since it is more associated with the U2 and RF8 Crusader for the reconnaissance
aspect of this period. Heavily used during Vietnam, it provided the backbone of tactical
reconnaissance for the best part of the conflict until the arrival of the Phantom.”

M. J. Young, “Supersonic speedsters.. The story of the lives of cold war pilots who were
expected to fly what were essentially dangerous, unstable aircraft who ended up fighting over
Vietnam. Similar aircraft nowadays have multiple computer systems to ensure safety. None of
these came with the Voodoo and it was up to the pilots to handle these aircraft. The book covers
all the variants and is a good history of this largely unknown/forgotten aircraft.”

The book by Nigel Walpole has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 128 people have provided feedback.
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